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E.J. P.
Editor, JCC, LRTS, r95o'r957
There they stand, her r7 volumes,
The journals that she edited and gave us.
Through their pagesfor r7 yearsshe entered
Recurrently, irresistibly, our lives.
For always there, behind the authors,
Behind the articles, the comments and reviews,
We felt her presence,personal, insistent,
A pervading ethos unmistakably hers.
Some editors leave their offspring at the printer's door,
"You're on your own now, sink or swim."
She could not so become detached
But accompanied her charges to the printed page and beyond
With worry, or relish, or content;
Perhaps with worry more than anythingWorry not for the article but for the subject of the article;
For every issue,each debate, took its toll of her.
So there they stand, her r7 volumes.
For r7 yearswe felt her presencein them.
In them her presencestill will claim its home.
Verner W. Clapp, President
Counci,lon Library Resources,Inc.
Washington, D. C.

EDITO RIAL

ANNO UNCEMENT

The Editorial Board of Library Resources& Technical seraices agreed
at its 1967 Midwinter meetinE that the Summer issue should be a-Festschrift for Esth_erJ. Piercy, Editor, whose untimely death came on
January ro, 1967. Designated as editor of the memorial issue was paul S.
Dunkin, who-more recently-has accepted appointment as Editor of
LRTS, succeedingMiss piercy.

The editorial stafi has decided, in view of the wealth of materiar sub-

EstherPiercy,My Friendand Colleague
EowIN CesrecNe, Director
Enoch Pratt Free Library
Baltimore, Maryland

HEN I CAME TO THE PRATT LIBRARY in 196o, I knew
Esther Piercy as one of the ornaments of librarianship, respected
and admired by the leaders of the profession. I realized how lucky I was
to have such a distinguished chief of technical processing.Never one to
sequester herself in the bustling processing areas, Esther shared in
important decisions affecting the entire library system. In the six and
a half years we worked tqlether, I came to know and esteem several
sides of Esther's character.
I was not surprised that she was a passionate partisan of the Baltimore Orioles. But I was not prepared to find her such a canny baseball

shores of the Chesapeake Bay when the Orioles beat the Los Angeles
Dodgers four straigltt in the World's Series. I don't think the victory
surprised her very much. The strengths of both the Baltimore pitchers

editor of the Baltimore Sunday Szn when he had novels of high literary
quality to be reviewed. Esther was as sensitive to the adept use of words
as she was to the skillful cataloging of a book. Her experience as an
editor, wrestling with the writing of others, made her critical of her own.
She wrote, as she dressed,with style.
Volurne tr,Number j,summer t967
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Esther was devoted to all the people around her. She was a social
being, a gracious hostessin her pleasant apartment, which had been one
of Baltimore's old carriage houses. She liked parties and took pleasure
in arrangine them and participating in them. ller human warmth was
shown in that wherever her career took her-to New Mexico, to Chicago, to New England, to Baltimore-she established close, enduring
friendships. As an admirer of Adlai Stevenson, she was in high spirits
at meeting him when the famous statesman came to the Library to help
celebrate the Toth birthday of Gerald W. Johnson, the historian, one o1
Baltimore's most honored citizens.
As a co-worker, I came to see Esther under all the circumstances of
stressand intellectual ferment common to a working relationship in an
institution that is constantly stined up by ideas from a gifted group of
colleagues accustomed to working for constructive change. I was consistently impressed by her imagination, dedication, concern for the welfare
of her staff, and the high standard of professionalism she set. Her qualities and accomplishments enhanced the reputation of the Pratt Library.
She was alert and receptive to the ideas and sugeestionsof the staffsof the
public departments on cataloging and classification problems. Her goal
was the constant improvement of service to library users through the
production and maintenance of a catalog that would be a bridge to the
seekerof knowledge and information rather than just a technical achievement. Esther was always a challenge to work with because she seldom
considered any idea, even her own, unsusceptible of improvement. As it
was sometimesdisconcerting to have her question what was thought to be
established, so it was always stimulating to observe her constant striving
for the ideal. She kept the rest of us from lapsing into complacency.
Alternately swept by an appealing, almost girlish enthusiasm, and restrained by sober second thoughts, she envisioned the ultimate while
keeping her feet on the ground.
Esther's death came to her, as it will to many of us, with much work
unfinished. She left behind the recentlv beEun Pratt reclassification-book
catalog project, perhaps the most compreh"ensiveof its kind ever undertaken. It took vision and courage just to conceive this tremendous task.
Because of her careful planning and her superb organizing ability, the
work will go on, and at its completion it will be one among the several
monuments to a great librarian.
We who worked with her from day to day are loserswith all librarians
in her death. But we are also richer for having had her personal
friendship, her close professional association, and her invigorating example. As a charming lady who liked to be where the action was she
also contributed mightily to the action. To keep that action going toward the ever-increasing fruitfulness of the encountel:s between people
and books will be a most appropriate way to honor Esther Piercy.
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EstherPiercyandthe
Experiment
Cataloging-in-Source
Jonrv W. CnoNtN,Director
ProcessingDePartment
The Library of Congress
Washi,ngton,D. C.

HOUGH, IN THE OFFICIAL VIEW, the experiment demonI strated that a permanent, full-scale program of cataloging-in-source
is impractical, this was not Esther Pierry's conclusion or recommendation ind the year she spent as director of the experiment's Consumer
Reaction SurveY revealeb anew the extraordinary qualities of this very

in one other library. This clraft was studied by, and considerably revised
as a result of suggestionsmade by, Maurice F. Tauber and Carlyle J.
Frarey.
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cal.services of Large Research Libraries group, discussing the project
with them.

This is a formidable number. Probably only one who has, within
a similarly brief period of time, made a transcontinental journey of comparable proportions can realize the effort involved.. For most of us the

so many other fields, will not be forgotten.

'
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EstherJ. Piercy
The Library profession has sufiered an incalculable loss in the untimely death of Esther J. Piercy. It is a personal loss felt by her countless
friends and associatesas well as by those who knew her from afar for her
many professional achievements.Her contributions to the advancement of
Iibrarianship were widely recognized.No grearer memorial is needed than
the volumes of Journal of Cataloging and Classification and Library

nominee of the American Library Association, and served during part of
-of
that period as its recording secretary. We, her fellow members
the
Committee extoll her virtues, cherish her memory, and mourn her departure.
Certified a true record of Decimal ClassificationEditorial Policy Committee, a
joint committee of Lake Placid Club Education Foundation and American
Library Association.
February zg, 1967

(Signed) Deo B. Colburn, Sectetary

Personnel:
Carlyle J. Frarey, Chairman
Marietta Daniels Shepard, Vice Chairman
Edwin B. Colburn
Virginia Drewry
Frances Hinton
John A. Humphry
Mary Louise Mann
Pauline A. Seely
William J. Welsh

Volume tr,Number 3,Summer 1957
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MEMORIAL

FUNDS FOR ESTHER

J. PIERCY

As announced in the Spring, 1967 issue of Library Resoitrcesb Technical Seraices(v.rr, no.z, p.166), the Board of Directors of the Resources
and Technical ServicesDivision of the American Library Association, in
its meeting of January n, ry67, authorized the establishment of a memorial fund for Miss Piercy, whose long and distinguished service to the
Division as both officer and editor of its periodical was well known
among the membership. Contributions to this fund-or communications
regarding it-should be directed to the ALA Resources and Technical
ServicesDivision, 5o East Fluron Street, Chicago, Illinois 6o6rr.
A second fund in honor of Miss Piercy has been established at the
Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore, where she was, at the time of her
death, Chief of Processing.The text of the announcement regarding this
secondfund reads as follows:
To honor the memoryof EstherJ. Piercy and to give lasting recognitionto her
notable professionalcontributions,a fund is being establishedin her name at
the Enoch Pratt Free Library. The purpose is to make it possiblefor young
membersof the Pratt stafi to attend library conferences.
Esther Piercy took a
particular interestin the professionaldevelopmentof young staff membersand
encouragedthem to participate in ALA and other professionalorganizations.
Her colleaguesbelievethe Fund will be an especiallyappropriate tribute.
Checks for this latter fund should be made payable to "Esther J. Piercy
Fund" and sent, c/o Office of the Director, to Enoch Pratt Free Library,
4oo Cathedral Street, Baltimore, Maryland 2rzor.
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and CCS,1957-1966
Cataloging
Peur. S. Dunxrr, Professor
Graduate School of Library Seraice
Rut gers-The State U niuersitY
N ew Brunswick, N ew J erseY

/lN
January r, rgbT the American Library Association's 57-year-old
Division'of Caliioging and Classification (DCC) became the Cat\-f
aloging and Classification Section (CCS) of the ALA's newly formed
Resourcesand Technical ServicesDivision (RTSD).
What have the ten years since then meant to cataloging and to CCS?

would have taken other directions.
Cooperatia e and/ or Centrali,zed Cat'alogin g
Ever since Jewett we have dreamed of the day when the same book
would not have to be cataloged again and again in individual libraries.
In the ten years past we tried desperately to bring the dream to fulfilment.
At the national level the Library of Congress (LC) played a major
roIe.
First was the Cataloging-in-source experiment, undertaken with funds
from the Council on Library Resources (CLR). The basic idea was
simple: Print on the reverse of each book's title page a coPy of the LC
ca.d for that book, and let individual libraries make their own copies of

the Library of Congress found the experiment only a costly nuisance
' 267 '
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arrd stated flatly that there should be no further experimentation with
the idea.
Probably we failed because we were perfectionists: At one blow we
hoped to ger a complete and perfect card on the reverse of every title
page. So every book came to LC as an emergency case.The catalog entry
was the last thing done before the book went ro press but it was done
in full detail; catalogers in Washingron and pu6lishers in New York
had to be on their toes to meet publication deadlines. Even worse, last
minute changes in the publisheis' offices now and then produced an
error in collation or imprint or even title transcription in the already
finished entry.
The "full card" idea, like every perfectionist idea, had lost sight of the
real problem and made perfectionism its goal. Author headings, added
entries, subject headings, call numbers-these are the costly items in
cataloging. And every one of them could be added to a manuscript
at any time attet it was accepted for publication. Thus the publisher
could send them along with the manuscript to the printer.
Such a compromise with reality would have freed Cataloging-in_
Source from dependence on the "catalogers' camera" and also from the
errors of which the LC Report complained. (In any event, most of these
"errors" involved matters of marginal value such as exact collation.)
rndividual libraries would have been able to tinker with the cataloging
in any way they wanted, but it seemspossible that mosr of this tinkeiing
could have been done by clerks, not by catalogers. At the other end
oJ the line, publishers could have listed their Sooks in the same way
they wo'uld be listed later in library catalogs. Also the entries in
printed bibliographies would be the same as ii library catalogs.
CCS asked LC to consider a limited experiment along such less
ambitious lines, but the Librarian of Congressreplied that Le was ..in a
position in which it is quite impossible for it to consider undertaking any
additional projects" (l,RfS 4:284. r96o).
With Cataloging-in-Source well our of the way, LC turned to substitutes. In late rg5g LC began to furnish Publishers' Weekly with (in
addition to information previously given) Dewey numbers and LC subject- headings. In 196o these entries began to go into Bowker's newly
establishedAmerican Booh Publishing Record (BPR).
The LC Report on the Cataloging-in-source experimenr had sugqest+ (p. +8-fo) that BPR might help do what had been expected. of
Ca_taloging-in-Source.Paula Armstrong reported in ZRTS
10,44-35.
196z.) that at Colorado State College Library, after using Bp.i? foi over
a year, a check of rg3 random orders showed 68.9 percent listed in BprR
one to eight months ahead of their listing in Cuinulatiue Book Index
(CBI) n.5 percent listed. simultaneously, and 18.6 percent listed in
cBI one to two months sooner than in BpR. cBI eniries often lacked
information supplied by LC to BPR-e.g., the LC numbsl-2nd
sometimes they had a differenr author heading from that used by LC.
Walter F{. Kaiser reported on use of. BPR in Wayne County Library
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(Michigan) over an r8 month period (Li, Jan. r5, 1963). Entries had
been available as required 87 percent of the time for current books, and
they had been enlarged by xerography and used both for catalog cards
and for book pockets. In addition, the subject heading tracings had been
pushed up on the card and preceded by a note: "Related books in
catalog under. . .,."
Another aspect of the story was told by Ashby J. Fristoe in ZITTS
(ro:9r-95. 1966). A group of roo o,rder cards picked at random from
current (1965) American imprints were searched in Cumulatiae Booh
Index (CBI), LC proof-slip file (LC PS), National Union Catalog
(NUC), American Booh Publishing Record (BPR), Publishers' Weehly
called
(PIA), and Publishers' Weehly Announcements (PWA)-now
Forthcoming Boohs.
When all six were used in random sequence, g4o searcheslocated
7r titles. But a detailed examination showed that every title found in
NUC, BPR, arrd PW was also found in LC PS. (There was one exception found in CB\. NUC, BPR, and PW werc then eliminated and
the remaining tools were searchedby varied sequences.The best sequence
was (r) LC PS (z) PWA $) CBI, which with ez8 searchesfound the
7r titles.
Undoubtedly there are many successstories of the use of BPR similar
to those of Paula Armstrong and Walter Kaiser. But the nagging question remains: Is BPR truly a substitute for cataloging in source? LC
catalogs a book and then separates the book from its LC entry; and in
every library someone has to find the entry in BPR or some other list
and then connect the entry with the book again. Coverage is not an
automatic (and instant) roo percent as would have been the case with
Cataloging-in-Source;instead, we have Mr. Fristoe's 228 searchesto locate
Tr out of roo titles. Finally, publishers' listings and printed bibliography
listings still differ from catalog listings and thus cause trouble for user
as well as cataloger.
In September 196r, LC started the Cards-with-Books program working with such publishers and dealers as could be interested; by r96e it
was accounting for the distribution of well over a billion sets of cards
every year.
A major event of rg57 was the three-volume LC National Union
Catalog (NUC). It superseded LC's Boohs: Authors, but it included,
not only titles cataloged by LC but also those LC titles assigned to
Priority Four and all titles in Roman alphabet for publications issued
in 1956 and reported by other libraries. In 196z came LC's National
Union Catalog o,f Manuscript Collections, t959-6t, representing collections in some 4oo repositories, a welcome by-product of the CLR grant
in 1958 to enable LC to establish a national union card catalog of
manuscript collections. Finally, in 1964 the RTSD (Committee on Resources) Subcommittee on the National Union Catalog agreed to
sponsor publication of the pre-t956 NUC. The catalog would be fully
edited by LC with added entries, cross references, etc. In effect it will
V o l u m er t , N u m b e r 3 , S u m m e r 1 9 6 7
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replace all previous LC catalogs to rgbb; it is expected to be completed
within ten- years. The contribution of LC's Nitional [Jnion citaLogs
for cataloging and for narional bibliography is obvious.

trons.

Meanwhile, however, LC's John Cronin has pushed ahead vigorously
with plans in this country and abroad. LC trieJ to estabrish croie working arrangements with the authorities in each country responsible for
that country's national bibliography and, of course, with dealers. on the

weirly.
Also at the national level there is the LC study of Machine-Readable
Cataloging Information (MARC). Made possibre by a granr frorn CLR,
it is a pilot program to distribute to selected libraries citaroging data in
'27o'
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machine feadable form. The immediate aim is, of coqrse, to study the
feasibility of centralized preparation and distribution of data from which
the partitipating librari"r .in automatically produce catalog cards, book
cataiogs, reading lists, and other library materials at local computer
facilities.
Ultimately it could lead to much more. LC might become the center
of a national communications network in which machine readable data

funds once.the CLR money is exhausted.
getting
"
Finally there is LC's work with cards for children's literature. In
Novembei 1965, Mrs. Patricia S. Hines became head of a newly gtgblished LC Chiidren's Literature Cataloging Section with responsibility
for assuring cataloging covelage of currently-issued children s literature
and adapting exisiing LC cards to assure coverage of earlier in-print
childrent bolt<s. MoJifications of standard LC practice on these cards

Sarah Vann summarizing the southeasternPennsylvania processingcenter
' 27r
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hand, even after this preliminary agreement on a code for the center,

The Machine
often closely allied with attempts ar cooperarion and/or cenrraliza.
tion is the Machine. The Machine has come far in the past ten years,
'272'
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What, in short, is the basic purpose of cataloging and classification?
The Booh Catalog

The Book Catalog continued ro gain in popularity, and the flood
^
of- papers rose. The Fall 1964 and thle rall 1966 issuei of zRZS dealt
with the Book catalog and there were, oI course, studies in other
periodicals and books-e.g., articles by David weber, william spence
9.ll:1, and.George Piternick in Ruth Strout,s Library Catalogs: Changing Dimensions Qg64),nored above.
People began to tell more than .,How I run a book catalog good."
There were studies of cost-e.g., George B. Moreland 6i the Mont_
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r964).
datherine Chadwick noted the help the Book Catalog might give
cooperative programs (LRTS, ro:16o-63. 1966); and -Sarah Vann
thoughtfully iompared t|e advantages and drawbacks of the book cata'

suggests,be used as a book catalog in a small library.
The computerized book catalog has some implications for catalog
codes and sublect headings. Wesley Simonton suggestedseveral possibleresults (LRTS, 8:ggg-4o7. 1964): (r) We may abandon the notion of

As to subject analysis, Mr. Simonton suggestedthat we may come to
use more su6iect hea<lings than now and that perhaps the "currently
fashionable post coordinated descriptors so widely used for index-report
literature" will be more used. Mrs. Richmond, whose book catalogs deal
with science libraries on a university campus "as supplements to card
catalogs," reports no reader demand for subject approach. Many book
Volume tt,Number

j, Summer tg67
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Catalog Code Reuision

question the Editor and the cornmittee chairman.

These Institutes

of these articles two may be mentioned: olivia Faulkner's "No conflict-No
Search" (Cataloging Seraice Bulletin g4. January, 196o) was
a careful, scholarly study of the "No conflict" prirrcipte aftei it had been
in operation at LC for ten years. It showed thit the practice had
brought great savings at no reduction in usefurness of tfre entries it
prodrrced. Although never srated explicitly as a principle or rule in the
developing code, "No conflict" wai an attitudi whiih seems to have

'
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better chance of finding his book easily under the Lubetzky Code than
under the ALA rules of r94g.
Three notable books dealt with,code revision:
(r) Ruth French Strout's Toward a Better Cataloging Code f957)
consistsof papers presented at a Chicago Graduate Library School conference in June r956. It pictures the history of cataloging, the background
of code revision, and prospects of success.The Conference brought the
British into the picture both with a paper by Arthur H. Chaplin and
with floor discussionof the desirability of Anglo-American agreement.
(z) Seymour Lubetzky's Code of Cataloging Rules, An Unfinished
Draft Qg6o) was p repared with an explanatory commentary for use at
the Montreal Conference. These rules remain "unfinished" and none of
them survived intact in the r967 code; but their logic, clarity, and brevity
remain unsurpassed.
(3) Arthur H. Chaplin's International Conference on Cataloging
Principles Report (1963) consists of papers presented at the IFLA Conference in Paris, October, 196r. Before the Conference Mr. Chaplin
had drawn up a draft statement of cataloging principles derived from
Mr. Lubetzky's Code of Cataloging Rules and delegates prepared pape$
on the various problems of codes for authot and title entry. At the
Conference delegates discussedthe various parts of Mr. Chaplin's draft
in the light of the papers. Then they adopted a final version of the
"Statement of Principles" and agreed to work, each in his own country,
for rules in conformity with these principles. The "Statement of Principles" endorsed corporate entry; thus came to an end the conflict of more
than half a century between the "Prussian Instructions" school and the
"Anglo-American" school.
If work on catalog code revision had resulted in nothing more than
these three books it would have been well worth the effort.
The Paris Conference of 196r and its "statement of Principles" mark
the high point of code revision. The American delegates came home
from Paris to face the backlash.
When talk of code revision began we were idealists; we said we
would work out the best possible code with no thought of cost; that
could come later. Actually, once work began, it never did quite turn
out that way. Discussion in Committee and in the Institutes came back
to cost again and again, and the rules themselves often departed from
what seemed logic to meet what seemed a practical need. The Commentary which accompanied Mr. Lubetzky's Code of Cataloging Rules
pointed out a number of such rules.
By 196r the new ideas were in print, both in the Code of Cataloging
Rules Qg6o) and in the Paris "Statement," and big libraries looked
at them and began to grumble about cost. The Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) set ,.rp a special committee to study cost of implementation; CCS asked representatives of other parts of ALA to advise the
Code Revision Committee; the CCS Cataloging Policy and ResearchComV o l u m er t , N u m b e r j , S u m m e r 1 9 6 7
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mittee and many other librarians talked and wrote endlessly about cost
of revising old catalogsto meet the new rules.
Finally the ARL and LC agreed on what they wanted the new code
not to do, and at th€ Miami Conference in 196z the Code Revision
Committee agreed to work out a code to suit them which would in other
respects follow the Paris "Statement of Principles." The major concession was that the new Code would keep the traditional "Institutions"
exception and enter many corporate bodies under place instead of under
name. Thus ironically the American Committee on whose draft code
the Paris "Statement of Principles" rested was itself unable to carry out
a major part of that "Statement." Meanwhile Seymour Lubetzky had
joined the faculty of UCLA and had little time for code revision. At the
request of CCS, LC granted Sumner Spalding a Ieave of absenceto serve
as Editor. Lucile Mo,rsch replaced Mr. Spalding as LC representative
on the Steering Cornmittee.
Under Sumner Spalding work went ahead much as it had under Mr.
Lubetzky, except that now the Cornmittee was operating within limits
set by ARL and LC. The CCS Descriptive Cataloging Committee (Chairman, Bernice Field) with Lucile Morsch revised the ALA-LC Rules for
Descriptiae Catatoging (rg4$ and LC rules for special classesof materials such as manuscripts, maps, music, etc. The book as finally published had, thus, two main parts: rules for entry and heading (Editor,
Sumner Spalding) and rules for description (Editor, Lucile Morsch),
and Mr. Spalding served also as General Editor of the work. Title:
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules . . . North American Text Qg67).
The "Anglo-American" phrase may be slightly misleading. It is true
that the (British) Library Association's commitree and the American
committee exchanged drafts of rules, minutes of discussions,and working
papers and that, from time to rime, Noel Sharp, Philip Escreet, Mary
Piggott, and Hugh Chaplin attended meetings of the American Committee just as Wyllis Wright and Sumner Spalding and other Americans
now and then went to England. The book does represent agreement on
many rules for entry and heading. But on page g?r are listed rr rules for
entry and heading which "difier materially in subsrance from the corresponding rules in the British text." Included are, of course, the
important rules 98 and 99 which mainrain the "Institutions" approach
(although the word itself is missing). At this point the British preferred
to follow the Paris "Statement of Principles" more closely. Finally there
is a note that "Differences in rules for description could not be determined at the time of publication of the North American Text."
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules is a compromise and, like all compromises, it is not an inspiring document. For many who had worked
with code revision during what seemed to be the Lubetzky Revolution
it is disappointing. Moreover, its style is, probably of sheer necessity,
sftaight governmentese.
It is, no doubt, the most expensive code ever written. The hundreds
of thousands of hours of wo,rk contributed by experts would have cost a

'
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small fortune had they been paid for. LC took care of Mr' Lubetzky's
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Classification
We shall look briefly at some developments in three areas: (t)
Dewey Decimal Classificaiion (DDC); (z) Library of Congress Classification (LCC); and (3) Classification Theory.
Volumetr,Number j,Summer 1967
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(r) Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC)

yearsbegan for DDC.
DDC
appeared in rg58, a compromise of necessity.But it did save
16
what could be saved from DDC i5 (a total ot
75i relocations for
users
_of DDC r5 and 985 for users of DDC r4). And it was still in
everyday English.

rn the winter of its discontent, DDC had to face attack from another
.
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quarter. The CCS Classification Committee "staiement on Types of
Classification Available to New Academic Libraries" (LRTS, g: ro7.
1965) pointed out that DDC numbers appear on LC cards "for about
ZbTo of titles." Mr. Custer then replied that an analysis of samples of
orders for LC cards showed that DDC numbers appeared on some 8olo
of LC cards that are sold. One of the best papers on cataloging and
classification during the past decade was Verner Clapp's "DC Numbers
on LC Cards" in LRTS (gtggg-+oZ.1965). The villain in the piece, it
seems, is not DDC but LC. In rg34 the annual average of LC titles
receiving DDC numbers had been gglo, but beginning in the r94o's
this had steadily declined to z6lo in 1964. Mr. Clapp's history is
straightforward and fascinating. The LC reply simply returns to Mr.
Custer's statistics and suggeststhat "the burden on users of DC occasionally to supply classification when not provided on the LC card is
not great" (LRTS, g:4r3. 1965).The basic question is an old one and
it is broader than just DDC: Is the Library of Congresstuly a national
library?
In any event a number of librafians seem to have felt that the
"burden" was not so light as LC suggested.A storm of articles asked
"Is Dewey Dead?" (cf. Lj, September r5, 1966), and many libraries
began to think of joining the "Flight frorn Dewey" to LCC. DDC has
always roused deep emotion; this was (and is) no exception. In such
an atmosphere Phyllis Richmond's sensible note in Li (y:487o. tg66)
pointing out that libraries cannot use either LCC or DDC call numbers
uncritically just as they appear on the LC card goeslargely unheeded.
So DDC ended the decadeas.it,had begun it-in the eye of a storm.
(z) Library of CongressClassification (LCC)
A major response to the increased interest in LCC during the ten
years was the CCS Institute on LC Classification in New York July 7-9,
1966. Chief emphasis was on the detail of the system, with members of
the LC staff explaining throughly and patiently how the scheme works.
The final day took up problems and cost of reclassification to LC. The
proceedings will be published.
Conversion to LCC was the subject of other meetings-e.9., representatives from zz New England college and university libraries at the
State College at Worchester, Mass., May rz, ry66 (ACRL News, July/
August, 1966, p. 84; and 3o Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana librarians
at Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio, October 16-17, tg66
(ACRL News, December,r966, p. r8g).
Howard F. McGaw published a list of academic libraries using LCC
in CRL (27:9r-g6. 1966) and a bibliography of reclassification in LRTS
(9:483-88.1965).The economic argument, of course, hinges on a library's
willingness to accept without challenge the LCC call number printed
on an LC card. Views of the extremist and the moderate appeared in
such exchangesas that of Daniel Gore (Li,89:2287-gr. 1964; and LRTS'
ro:5rg-24. r966) and Mathilda Brugh O'Bryant (LRTS, g:967-7o.r96fi.
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One hindrance to the use of LCC is the lack of a manual of
instructions. To some extent this need is filled by Leo E. Montagne's
American Library Classification with Special Reference to the Library
of Congress (196r). As a history of classification, the book is uneven
and at iime irritating in style and treatment; but the second half of the
book is,a helpful outline and introduction to LCCAnotherhindrance has been the lack of a schedule for law. In 1963
the Council on Library Resources made a grant to LC to develop and
publish a shelf classificaiion in this area, and the work is going ahead'
(3) Classification Theory
"In my travels around the world, I have evolved a law of librarian'
ship that says that the degree of interest in classification systems is
inversely proportional to the state of developrnent of librarianship and

the gap between the practitioners and the theorizers'
geiow are noted a few items which may be of some interest to the
general reader.
There was the usual flood of new and enlarged editions of Ranganathan's works, topped off by a conglomeration not by Ranganathan:
Library Science Today: Ranganathan Festscltrift Volume z, edited by
P. N. Kaula (tg6S), containing among some othef rather strange things,
Mr. Kaula's suggestionof a minor modification of Colon for use in small,
general libraries: a schedule and index of ready-madenumbers (p. gz).
Among other collections, more scholarly, more interesting, and per-

Mod.ern Outline of Library Classification (196o) and its better written
and more intriguing little companion volume, Bernard I. Palmer's flsell
an Education Qg6z); and the chaotic harangues of John Metcalfe, such
as Information Indexing and Subiect Cataloging: Alphabetical, Classified, Coordinate, Mechanical (rgSZ); and Eric de Grolier's Study of
General CategoriesApplicable to Classift'cationand Coding in Documen-

.
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z7$966)4-g6, a lucid, common sense statement lighted -by occasional
flaihls of humor. Some have had definitely practical implications-e'g''
Ann Painter's report of an investigation whiih showed that "the rate of
consistencyin indexing varies between 6s and ?2 Percent in both manual
and machine oriented sy$tems"(LRTS,7:z7g-8o. r963)'
One new general library classificationmay be worth nothing: Fremont
Rider's lnternational Clasiification (196r). It has a sensible and thoughtprovoking preface, and its notation (no more than three capital letters
per topic) might be both economical and easy to apply. Even if it were
perfeci, the clance that many would adopt it seemsslight indeed. General libraries are alread.y using (or "saddled with"; it depends on the
point of view) DDC ot LCC; in either case the printed cards from LC
br (if it should develop properly) the MARC information from LC
provide a ready-made clissificition number. Why waste time.and money
itrinting up call numbers frorn a new schedule? Here again we meet
Cooperition and Standardization. There is a further consideration: Even
if we could forget Cooperation and Standardization the fact remains
that for many years-perhaps since Mr. Dewey's Decimals b_urstupon
the world in iSTO-we Americans have thought of classification as
simply a device for building call numbers-i.e., a device to locate books.
is'the study of classifilation by the librarian in a general library
something like the study of Latin and Greek in the schools of our
fathers-i survival from an earlier day permitted to remain simply becauseit seemsto provide intellectual discipline?
Subject Headings
The ten yearc saw new editions of the standard "tools": LC t957
and 1966, and Sears rg59 and 1965. The last LC list was computer
produced and will be able to be revised more easily and perhaps more
irequently. The last edition of Searswas edited by Barbara Westby and
diffirs from its predecessorsin that it does not indicate DDC numbers for
its headings, perhaps theoretically defensible on the grou^nds that a
subject treiaing list has no necessaryconnection with a specific classification scheme,but none the less something of a hindrance in the everyday
work of a catalog department.
Both lists still suffer from our preoccuPation with the "convenience
of the public" inherited from Cutter against which Marie Louise Prevost
*urned us long ago (LQ, 16:r4o-5r. 1946).Both lists are still cumulations
of headings adopted ui diff.te.tr times by different people for diflerent
reasons. Diavid ilaykin had struggled manfully with this many-headed
monster (Subject Head,ings, rg5r), but his work was only an attemPt
to arange inherited praitice into a logical system. IJnfortunately his
death privented him irom working our a subject heading code which
mighc have helped establish principles on which subject heading work
could rest.
Typical of the chaos in our presenr subject headings Y:t.P.i. Bartol
Brinklir's elaborate and scholarly study of "The Geographical Approach
Yolume rt,Number j,Summer t967
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sing Departmenr. Perhaps LC will do some re-thinking of subject heading
theory.
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Cataloging and Classification in General
Flere we may consider some of the developments which apply to
severalof the compartments listed above.
(r) Books
Perhaps the outstanding book of the decade in this area is Esther
Piercy's CommonsenseCataloging, A Manual for the Organization of
Boohs and, Other Materials in School and Small Public Libraries

(1963) by Joseph Becker and Robert M. Hayes, is a massive attempt
to bring into focus the new thought and the old. It is, of course, broader
than just cataloging and classification, but none of us can afford to
ignore it.
(z) Cost
Cost produced the Miami Compr:omise in Code Revision and left us
with "Institutions." Cost figures also, as we have noted above, in talk
'
of the Book Catalog. The movement toward centralization andfor

Study, Technical SeraicesDiaision, Uni.versity of Denuer Library (t965);
and studies of individual sections of the problem such as the ALA Li
brary Technology Catalog Card Reproductiorz (1965). The LC automation study tried to predict cost. "The flight from Dewey" raises the
question of cost.
And yet, alongside such developments there has been scepticism- We
have noted above Margaret Brown's insistence that the cost of a book
catalog and the cost of a card catalog were two different things, and
Melvin Voigt's doubts about the cost analysis in the LC automation study'
Some fifteen years ago Felix Reichmann showed conclusively that innerlibrary comparisons of cost are inconclusive because"libraries, like books,
resemblances are coincidental only"; each catalog
are distinctive
d.epartment is (like its library) a rugged individualist (Library Trends,
z,igo-gt7. 1953).In 1963 Mr. Reichmann found the situation little improved, and he warned against oversimplification in comparing costs
V o l u m et r , N u m b e r 3 , S u m m e r t g 6 7
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of different libraries (CRL, 24:2oo-zor. 1963). Also Don Culbertson
deplored the bewildering variety of cost staristics and the lack of standardsin-this area (CRL, z4:487-8g.1963). Perhaps the only safe study of
cost is in the use of srandard times for clerical-operationi in cataloging
much as Henry Voos studied clerical areas in oiher parts of technical
processing(LR TS, ro: zz3-:7. r966).
(3) The User
Ever since Cutter's remark about the convenience oJ the public
(and, no doubt, before then) we have insisted on this and that piactice
or exception becauseof user's convenience. Often we have been unable

(4) Council on Library Resources
The most inflirenti-lI single force at work d.uring the decade may
have been the council on Library Resources. cataloging in Source,
MARC, Catalog Code Revision, rhe paris Confe."rr.J aid the paris
statement, LC's Law classification, LC's National Union catalog of
Man'scriFt collections, John Dawson's study for the ARL committee
on shared cataloging-in
these and other areas work went ahead. which
*'ell never have gone beyond the dreaming srage. We are all much
Tig!,
indebted to the imagination and the wisdom oT veiner clapp and his
Council.
Catalogin g and, Classification Section ( C CS)
And now we shall look briefly at ccs. what has the decade brought
to the organization?

.
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Any discussionof CCS must begin with.a fact: We reduced our status
in the ALA hierarchy by choice. th" Dioition of Cataloging and Clasd"ttLd the broader horizon both by a poll of its
sification (DCC)
"t
members u"a ly action of its Executive Board. we felt that we were
clorety involved with much more than just cataloging, and we wanted
ALA Lrgani zation to reflect this involvement. So the Resources and Technical SJrvices Division (RTSD) was created with sections for acquisitions, cataloging and,classification,copying methods, and serials'
We lost-sorie things in the deal^.'Mirie Louise Prevost had fought
for years before she coirld bring DDC to-share her dream of a Division
jou/nal; and Esther Piercy hal given ttre lournal of Cataloging and
"Ctassificatioreflesh and blood and sturdy life' Now /CC merged with
serial slants to form Library Resources'b Technical serui,ces (z_Rll'
a new journal for the new Division. To ZRTS we surrendered Miss
Piercy as Editor, Miss Prevost as Honorary Editor, 3nd C"a** Frarey
as Managing Editor. we, like each of the other sections of RTSD, had
only an Assistant Editor.
Our President became only a Section Chairman, and our Executive
Board became only a Section Executive Committee. Our Executive Secretary had come like our journal the
way; she became the Executive Se,
regional groups became regional 5
Research Board became a CCS PoU
when a book catalog committee was sr
Perhaps worst of all, we sandwicl
we call the American
the top of ttre bulky, bureaucratic conglomeration
-and
of carbon copies
snow
heavy
red
tape
its
Association with
Librai
that.
of this and
And yet, ten years later, it seemslike a wise decision' We now have
close orglnizational contact with people whose everyday work.in libraries
blends i,ith o.rrru.We have a jouinaf which Esther Piercy built into one
journal
of the leading professional iournals here and abroad. That
only
by-lookbrings togethei many things we should have found before,
i"S f; uid *id". And in ihat journal-catalogers have found as full and
free expressions a$ they"ever found in JCC'
If numbers count'ior anything-and I doubt if they do-CCS has
more members than DCC had, un-d RTSD is the largest type-of-activity
of
division in ALA. CCS has contributed perhaps more than.its share
We
Directors.
of
presidents
Board
thi
of
and elected.members
RTSD
have had. to share our hard-working Executive Secretary with other Sec'
of
tions of RTSD, but each holder of lhat office has spoken the langUage
both'
from
them
catalogers,and CCS has gained a great deal
tt iray be that the vo"ice of CiS has become muted. But in a day of
centralized and/or cooperative processing, a day of the machine and the
book catalogs, the voici of the iataloger also rs muted, or' rather, merges
with the \ro-i.., of other librarians. Indeed, it may be that before long
just the role
there will be catalogersonly in LC and the centers. But not
' 287 '
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of the cataloger may decline. For not processing alone but whole li
braries move toward centralization; and the tnu.hitte serve$not processing alone but all library work.
We come again to Cutter and Library of Congress printed cards
_
(Rules, ryo4, p. 5):"I cannot help thinking that the gotden age of
cataloging is over, and that the difficulties and discussions which have
furnished an innocent pleasure to so many will interest them no more.
Another lost art. But it will be all the better for the pockets of the public,
or rather it will be better for other parts of the service-the children's
room and the information desk, perhaps."
Perhaps.
Short End to a Long Discourse
.'But, my dear," said the Hatter with a frown, "Was there progress?"
"Well," said Alice earnestly, "There was change."

WILSON

INDEX

EXPANDS

COVERAGE

Following a completestrrdyby the ALA Committeeon Wilson Indexes,the
subscribers
to Applied science6 TechnologyIndex voted to expand the index's
coverageeffectivewith the January 1967 issue.The periodicalsindexed increasedfrom rg5 to zz5 with 52 new titles. Periodicalsin the fields of physics;
aeronauticsand spacescience;automation,information retrieval and compurers,
and general engineeringhave more than doubled. Periodicalsin the fields of
industrial and nuclear engineeringhave also increased.Five periodicalsin the
field o{ mathematicsare indexed as opposed to only one previously. Also
showing an increaseare periodicalsin the fields of construction,electricity
and electricalcommunication,and generalscience.
Applied Scienceb TechnologyIndex is published monrhly except Augusr,
with bound annual cumulations,and is sold by annual subscriotionon the
H. W. Wilson servicebasis.

UN/ON

LIST

OF SERIALS FOR

SAN FRANCISCO

AREA

The San FranciscoBay Region Chaprer of SpecialLibraries Associationhas
publisheda Union List of Periodicals
: Science-Technologv-Economics.
This publication containsmore rhan 4,ooo tirles listing the holdings of 73
speciallibraries of the san FranciscoBay Region in the fields of science,rechnology,and economics,
including business.
Rather than indicating holdings under the latest title with cross-references

JosephR. Kramer, San FranciscoBay Region Chapter, SpecialLibraries Association,P.O. Box r r84, SanCarlos,California 94o7o.
.
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in Acquisitions:
TenYearsof Progress

r956-66

Rrcneno M. DoucHsnrY
Director of Librories
Tssociate
and
AsrcArr, McKrnNrY
H ead, Ac q uisitions D ePartnxent
IJniuersit\ of Colorado Libraries
Bouldn, CoIoTado

TTIENYEARSHAVEWROUGHTGREATCHANGESonthewolld
I of acquisitions. Federal aid to libraries, mass purchasing techniques,
inter-instilutional cooperative acquisition programs, and mechanization
of ordering and relaied procedrires are ill developments of the last
decade.They were uncommon in 1956'
Two landmark events which have had an immeasurable impact on

scienceeducation, acquired a new mantle of importance' Many advances
of the sixties can be traced to October 1957.
The Federal Gouernment's RoIe
In less than ten yeals the federal govelnment has achieved an eminent
role in promoting library development. Funds to purchase materials'
train neiv librariins, and construit facilities to house and service bur'
geoning collections have been made possible through numerous legislative acts.2,3
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Program for Acquisition and cataloging (NPAC). Acquisition ribrarians have-be-e| guick to recognize the program's potentia-I. The program
will enable librarians to make accessibleto reseirchers and scholarJ the
world's signifi cant literature.

"Grantsmanship" is a new art to most librarians. paxton price
re-

'
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familiar with the everchanging aid menu if their library is to gain the
full measurefrom governmental programs.
The Nature and Scopeof Acquisitions Work
Educational developments during the fifties and sixties have both
stimulated and shaped library developrnent. Growth, expansion, and
upgrading have been the keynotes. New institutions, expanded research
programs, independent learning, inter-disciplinary research, and new
teaching techniques are but a few of the advances that have influenced
library growth.

the micro-photographic and xerographic technolqgies, produces Xerox
reprint editions. UM's catalog now lists several thousand titles. Presses
such as the Lost Cause Press ofier blanket microform editions of titles
listed in standard bibliographies.
Educational philosophies and teaching techniques which place
greater emphasis on independent study and less on textbook oriented
learning sent students scrambling to the stacks.All types of libraries have
felt the crush of student users. Audio-visual materials became a more
important source of information. Librarians, consequently, broadened
traditional orientation from books, periodicals, and pamphlets to include
a variety of non-book materials. Microforms, slides, films, pictures,
phono-records, tapes, film strips, and even computer printouts are now
often accepted as a regular part of an acquisitions program. This trend
suggeststhat librarians now are focusing more on the information rather
than the carrier.
The move to independent study also brought respectability to the
paperback book. They are no longer "black sheep" to be scorned. Ten
years ago paperbacks symbolized cheap "sex" fiction void of literary
merit. Today, of course, even editions of scholarly works often precede
the hardback edition. Also juveniles are now offered in paperback. The
American Association of School Librarians is currently investigating the
impact of paperbacks on library operations in schools and school libraries. The initial findings of the study are to be presented at the San
Francisco Conference.l2 A second study, co-sponsoredby ALA and the
American Book Publishers Council (ABPC) on the use of paperbacks
in public libraries will soon be completed and published.l3
Acquisition librarians now cope with the problems of acquiring materials from geographic areas and in languages that were not judged
essential to research a few short years ago. This task has not always been
an easy one. The book trades of many countries were either nonexistent
or in an incipient stage. Governmental restrictions on book purchaseg
the paucity of selection tools, and the need for large volumes of materials
V o l u m et t , N u m b e r 3 , S u m m e rt 9 6 7
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all acted as catalysts to the development of mass purchase plans. pL 48o
and the Farmington Plan are two examples of apurchase-by categoiy"
acguisition plans.

Each library could set its own limitations, specifying subject areas, geographic areas, or imprint data. LACAp has been a marriige of reseJrch
libraries and private industry, a union that seemsto have bien profitable
for both.

':approval
plans" have also achieved a measure of popularity.
_- Jobber
u1{.1 these plans the parricipanrs receive the publications bf-serected
publishers. Upon receipt of volumes, book selectorsselect the titles to be

The trend toward mass buying rechniques has infringed on the venerable function of book selection. some librarians have obiected to mass
buying on these grounds; they warn that collections iould become
bulked with valueless titles if acquisitions are not carefully screened.
There is merit to the objections, but it remains to be seen what the long
range impact of massbuying will have on library collections.
Pressures to build strong, broad research collections have led some
libraries to participate in cooperative acquisition programs. The Farmington Plan and PL 4Bo, already cited, illustrate one approach whereby
several libraries agree to acquire materials in depth in a subject, language, or from a geographical area.
The Midwest Inter-Libraries Center, now the Center for Research

'
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Processing centers serving public andfor school libraries have developed a variety of centralized purchasing plans. But, oddly enough,
centralized purchasing did not arouse much interest among academic
librarians until very recently. Everett Moore reported in his study of
public junior colleges in Southern California that the majority of institutions studied used the same selection tools and that there was a
"significant correlation" between the books purchased in these same
schools.lGThe findings tend to suggest that a processing center for these

academic libraries has by no means been resolved.
Librarianshib and the Book Trade
The greater purchasing power of libraries has influenced book distribution patterns. Some publishers have, after a hiatus of many years,
reestablished Library Services Divisions in an all-out drive to persuade
librarians to establish blanket orders with their respective firms. Some
publishers have joined together to form centalized organizations such
as the Collier-Macmillan complex to take full advantage of mass
principles.
production
Publishers selling directly to lib,raries have created stifier competition
for library jobbers. This is an intriguing situation since the publishers
are also the jobbers' source of supply. While libraries could not operate
without the servicesof a reliable and energetic jobber, the competition
provided by publishers may prove salutary to libraries in the long run.
The phenomenal growth of libraries and the book trade have caused
a variety of problems. Some publishers at times have been either ignorant or oblivious to the needs of libraries; for example, a few years ago
trade bindings of juvenile books were often not sturdy enough to sustain
heavy use. As a iesult, the profession urged and cajoled publishers to
develop sturdier bindings. Gradually most publishers responded, and
it was not long before special library bindings were made available (of
course at a substantially higher price).
Ten years have produced notable changesin the attitudes of publishers and jobbers towards libraries. Libraries now command a larger share
o{ the total book trade market than ten years ago when public, college,
university and special libraries spent $65,316,5oo for the purchase of
V o l u m e r r , I r l u m b e r j , S u m m e rt 9 6 7
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materials.ls By tg6g, this figure had skyrockered to approximately
tir19,658,ooo.Although statistics are nor yet available tor igOO, there is
every reason to expect the figure to be well in excessof three hundred
million dollars.
Events of the last ten years have drawn booksellers and librarians

announcements. Translated works should include the original author,
title, and the date; the proceedings of symposia should include the place,
date, and sponsorsof a conference.le
If these recommendarions are adopted by the book trade, bibliogtaphic control will be vastly improved, thereby eliminating sorne of the
problems now plaguing book selectors.The recommendations have been
approved in principle by the Executive Board of the Acquisitions Section. The Board, however, believes thar seriesinformation ind the prior
publication record should always be included regardless of space constraints.
one function of the Bookdealer-Library Relations committee is to
act as a bridge between librarians and booksellers. It is this committee

received, it was lessin-quantity and quality than had been promised. The
committee strongly advises librariani to be sure to obtain films first as

'
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have become totally unrealistic and that they are being strangled with
paperwork; for example unreasonable invoicing practices. Jobbers report that librarians often do not or are unable to distinguish between
the servicesthat jobbers can best perform from those a publisher should
render; as a result, jobbers are forced to handle ludicrous requests.
Several jobbers and publishers have expressed alarm over the interminably long lags between the receipt of books and the receipt of payment. If the percentage of outstanding accounts reaches a certain point,
a bookseller may be forced to borrow money to defray immediate ex'
penses, an expensive proposition under any circumstances. No one
knows how widespread this prdblem is, but some firms have cautioned
that if the situation does not improve, an increase in book prices may
become necessary.
The causesof the present difficulties are not cornpletely clear, but it
is not difficult to speculate. The massive infusion of governmental funds
for the purchase of books has overwhelmed acquisition personnel; as a
result, unffained or inadequately trained staff have been pressed into
service. Antiquated procedures have been taxed to their breaking point
or have collapsed altogether. These pressures,coupled with other service
demands, have necesitated ad hoc decisions that may be expedient but
not efficient. There also seemsto be a direct relationship between paper
work and federal grants.
The Acquisitions Section is cognizant of the need to review present
provisions for training acquisition librarians. To this end an ad hoc
committee was appointed. Initial findings of the committee suggest that
acquisitions training should not be segregated from other phases of
technical serviceswork. The members of the committee felt quite strongly
that there should be an overall program within a library school curriculum that stressesinterrelationships with other technical services
activities. Such instruction would trace the book from its publication
source to acquisitions and cataloging until it reaches the reader.21
Regardless of the programs finally adopted, it seems clear that acquisitions work has become more complex and demanding than ever before,
and that the price of operating with inadequately trained personnel is
more than most libraries can bear.
As stated earlier, the reprinting industry has prospered. This has
been due largely to the demand of libraries for out-of-print monographs
and serials. In rg54, the Reprint Expediting Service (RES) was formed.
One purpose in establishing the RES was to create a more efiective
channel through which libraries could make their needs known to reprinters, and reprinters could better gauge a publication's sale potential.
The Reprint Expediting Seruice Bulletin became the committee's chief
instrument for improving communications. The Bulletirz was published
under the RES's direction until rg6b when responsibility was turned
over to Oceania Publications. A history of the RES and its activities has
been prepared by Sam P. Williams.22
Libraries have not been satisfied completely in their dealings with
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R. R. Bowker Company.
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inefficient library procedures and policies, and suggestways to eliminate
paper work and improve services.
The project team has already visited many public, school, and governmental libraries in the Washington, D. C. area. From these visits,
the team has been able to gain an understanding of the problems
librarians encounter in their dealings with jo'bbers. A questionnaire has
been developed and distributed to over fifteen hundred libraries. The
returns are currently being collected and analyzed. The project team
plans to present the preliminary findings at the meeting of the Acquisitions Section at the ALA San Francisco Conference.2'6
The British book publishers launched a g-digit uniform book numbering system in January 1967. American publishers are likely to follow
suit, especially in view of its implications to automated systems.However, the numbering plan will be just another set of random numbers
(and we are already suffering from "numberitis") unless it is used in
conjunction with advertising promotional material and listed in cuffent
bibliographic tools such as PW, Library Journ'al, Boohs in Print, and
Cumulatiae Booh Index. Libraries could order by book number, thus
saving both the book industry and libraries considerable clerical time'
Librarians are geared to an author/title type existence and it is likely
that a period of adjustment will be required before any new system is
wholeheartedly embraced.26
Notable Publications
Publications of the last ten years can be conveniently divided into
three broad groups: selection tools, textbook or instructional materials,
and bibliographies.
The list of trade and national bibliographies which has appeared in
the last ten years is too long for the scope of this paper, but a few that
warrant citation are the National Union Catalog, 1958-62, and the
British Museum General Catalog. The British firm of Mansell, Ltd. has
been awarded the contract to publish the retrospective National Union
Catalog to include materials published prior to 1952. Notable private
catalogs include those of individual collections at Berkeley and UCLA,
plus specialized catalogs of the New York Public Library's Music and
Slavonic collections.
There have not been a great number of new book selection tools, but
there have been several significant developments. Choice, aimed primarily at the college library book selector, made its appearance in 1964.
The publication has quickly become a basic tool in most college libraries
and in many public and school libraries. The Council on Library Resources recently announced that a grant had been awarded to underwrite Choice until rg7o.27 It is believed by that time the publication
will be completely self-supporting.
R. R. Bowker Company began publication of its American Booh
Publi.shing Record (BPR) in 196o. The BPR is a monthly classified
index to the Publishers' Weekly issues. It is not possible to say how
Volume rt,Number j,Summer tg67
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many libraries use BPR for selection purposes, but the tool is extremely
useful to acquisitions personnel in verifying entries, prices, etc. By
adoption of official LC entries and descriptive material on subject
headings in current bibliographic tools, the R. R. Bowker Company has
been of inestimable value to libraries.
There has not been a great deal published that has been intended
specifically for the training of new acquisitions librarians. One exception,
however, was a book published bv Gertrude Wulfekoetter entitled lcquisition Work (Seatile: University of Washington Press, 196r). The
book, though useful in explaining procedures and policies to students, is
oriented to traditional library work and has excluded or slighted some
of the newer methods. Another publication, the Carter and Eonk book,
Building Library Collections (New York: Scarecrow Press, 1964), contains a great deal of information useful to acquisitions librarians. Periam
Danton authored a book dealing with collection building in foreign
libraries, Booh Selection and Coll,ections:a Comparison of American
and German Libraries (New York: Columbia University press, r963).
Other works which have proved their worth to acquisition librarians
include:
American Book Prices Current Index, 1955-196o(New York: American Book
PricesCurrenr, 196r).
Fiske,Marjorie. Book Selectionand Censorship;a Study of Schooland Public
Librariesin California(Berkeley:Universityof CaliforniaPress,1959).
Goldhor, Herbert. Selectionand Acquisition Proceduresin Medium Sizedand
_ Lgyger Libraries (Champaign:Ilinois Union Bookstore,rq6q).
Larrick, N. Teacher'i Gui.deio ChiliLren'sBoohs (Coltmbia,'Ohio: CharlesE.
Merrill, r96o).
Libros en Venta (New York: R. R. Bowker,rq64).
Smith, Dora Y. Fifty Yearsof Children'sBoohs,tgto-t96o: Trends,Backgrounds,
Influences(Champaign,Il1.: National Council of Teachersof English, 1963).
M echanizationand Automation
Ten years ago librarians were concerned with adoption and use of
order multiforms and elimination of the cumbersome purchase order
form. Interest in the multiform and its potential applications has continued to be reflected in the literature over the years. The National
Library of Medicine adopted photographic techniques as a means of
completely eliminating use of mulriforms, thereby eliminating typing
and prooftng. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill adopted
a Xerox method to eliminate multiforms for the same purpose.2sFor a
short period a few libraries investigated the possibility of using marginal
punch cards. There was some interest in this type of form becauseof the
possibility of multiple coding to provide librarians quick accessto data
on
_prices,publishers, etc. This did not prove to be a viable approach,
and interest in the technique was not sustained.
Without question, electronic data processing techniques and equip
ment have captured the interest and imagination of acquisitions librarians.2e'30 Several libraries have reported the development of ADp
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or EDP bookkeeping and ordering systems.The use of ADP equipment
and punch cards, however, is not a development of the last ten years.
Their use was reported in the literature by the Universities of Mis'
souri and Mississippi in the late rgSo's.
Most of the syliems developed so far can be characterized as offline
and not part of a totally integrated system.A great deal of effort is being
spent to develop on-line systems. The project now underway at the
University of Cliicago Libraries, funded by NSF, is an operational and
well publicized example.er The performance data of automated systems
are not generally known. Some are well guarded secretsand might as well
be classified"top secret."
Automation is still in its infancy and it is therefore not surprising
that not all of the projects undertaken have proved completely successful. Automation haJmade a vast contribution to acquisition work despite
the claims and counter-claims by the Proponents and opponents of
automation. The computer has compelled librarians to reexamine their
procedures and to evaluate these procedures in light of objectives and
goals. These self-examinations have usually been long overdue.
Where To From Here
Esther Piercy suggestedthat we conclude this ten-year review with a
peek into the future. It was with trepidation that we agreed to take the
flyer. Four C's; computers, communication, cooperation, and cash will
dominate thinking in acquisitions work. Computer-oriented, on-line acquisition systemswill be commonplace. The feasibility of on-line systems
will be demonstrated soon, but implementation will be stymied temporarily because operational costs will prove prohibitive for most institutions. Time will be required to develop joint ventures that will spread
the cost base.
Data processing will draw publishers and libraries closer together.
Machine readable data will be freely interchanged. The data will be
used in ordering and billing procedures. Publishers already have developed systemsto maintain inventorial and financial controls. Libraries are
wbrking toward the same goals. Hopefully, the results will be less paper
work, faster $ervice, and fewer errors.
Improvements in communication techniques such as telefacsimile and
microwave transmission are imminent. Whatever the form and shape of
the "black boxes," these deviceswill spur the growth of information net-
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A postscript: in rq76 library supply jobbers will announcb an increase
in the number of accessionbooks sold-so there we are. . . .
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of SomeSerialActivities,
A Summary

r942-r966

Wrrr,relt H. Hurr, Serials Librarian
(JniversitY of lllinois Library
Urbana,Illinois

HE BACKGROUND of the Resources and Technical Services Division is comprised of many facets of concern of which the Serials
I
Section is a part. When examined in terms of the extensive and detailed work done bv those associatedwith the old Serials Round Table
activities and programs prior to SRT, the evolution of the Present Serials
Section in RtSD presents an interesting odyssey (". . . a long wandering usualiy marked by many changesof fortune").
Serials work, as an activity, will always cut across major areas of

over-all plan. The multitude of bibliographical snarls to which serials
are inheient, be it from an acquisition, cataloging or reference point of
view, has been the impetus which has drawn Personnel working with
this erratic material together.
Volumerr,I'{umber j,Summer t967
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were quite familiar to serials Round rable
ago.

members several d.ecades

The serials Round Table had not sponsored any expansive new
'oI
projects during the early rg4o's other than the distribuiion
American
standard Reference Data and Arrangement of periodlcals published
by the American standards Association in
June rg43 and the'continuation of the activities of the commitree o" r"ae"ing and Abstracting
Services.
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Indexing and Abstracting in the Major Fields of Research.
This Committee on Indexing and Abstracting brought to the attention of SRT membership, and others, the weaknessesinherent in the
librarians' failure to tak-e the initiative regarding a strong centralized

basis for a standing committee.
The major problem, however, related to the future of SRT activities
was whether or not they should merge with the Serials Committee
since the problems of the two groups had much in common. Moreover,
some felt a subcommittee could be appointed to arrange conference
meetings, the apparent major function of a Round Table. The subsequent holding of SRT regional meetings in 1948-49heightened interest
in-serials activities, producing attendance for serial programs beyond
what might have been expected at an annual summer meeting.
It was during the rglo Midwinter meeting at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel in Chicago that SRT received a revitalizing prescription. John
H. Moriarty of Purdue University Libraries, offered his facilities, including Jane Ganfield's services,in the publication of a new journal.
The membership immediately voted to accept Mr. Moriarty's offer, and a
pronounced increase in the Serials Round Table membership resulted
shortly after the appearance of the first issue of Seri'al Slants. Esther
Piercy in the first issueof LRTS highlighted this historical event:
Serial Slantswasborn at a Midwinter meetingof the SerialsRound Table in
r95o when John Moriarty, suggestingthat there was need for closerexchangeof
information, offered the servicesof the Purdue University Library to help get
starteda serialfor Serials.For two yearsit waspreparedat Purdue and edited by
Jane Ganfield of that institution; in r95e the operation was moved to Chicago
with the John Crerar Library supplying much of the cost as well as the editor,
Volume rt,Number 3,Summer 1957
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parties." The advent of this quarterly continued to stimulate serial
activity during the next few yeirs. An examination of the Annual Reports of. the Serials Round Table from rq5o up to the death of Serial
^major
Slants in 1956 reveals rhar it occupied"ihe
porrion of each
year's attention.
It had indeed become a unifying facror for serial workers as well

In accordancewith the ALA policy of discouraging program meerings
at Midwinter, the Executive Board of SRT in rg5z approved discontinuing any such meetings at the ALA Midwinter confererrce. In efiect, if the
purpose of a "round table" group was to develop programs for conferences,SRT now had only the annual meeting to consider. However,
developing problems relative to the management of a growing serial
organization were not quite that conciseor easyto reconcile.
From October, rgb2 to June, rg54, it was reported that a phenomenal
growlh had taken place in the SRT membership largely aJ a result of
Seriol Slants, increasing from zr5 to 366, an increise of
7o percent.
'304'
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Moreover, charging a higher subscription rate for non-members of SRT
had stiil produced an 84 percent increase in circulation in this grouP
during these two,years.
Serial articles were increasing along with the membership and the
SRT Executive Board felt a need to have a clearing house for information on serials. Jane L. Pope, Chairman of SRT, 1954/55, reported that
Hany Dewey, University of Wisconsin Library School and Editorial
Board member, had been appointed as a committee of one to gather such
information. Thus began a useful series,"serials Clearing Flouse," which
brought bibliographical news of work on and about serials to readers of
Serial Slants.
The scopeof Serial Slants had broadened to the point where it found
responsive persons in many areas peripheral to straight serials work such
as binding and documents. The number of members in SRT increased
from 366 in June, ryb4to 534 as of June, 1955.
The Serials Round Table membership was advised in the last issue
of. Serial Slants (October, 1956) through the Serials Round Table Management Survey Committee Report that Serial Slants and the Journal
of Cataloging and Classification would be merged with the 1957 issue
to form a new journal covering all of the interests of the Resources
and Technical Services Division. This "Survey Committee" was comprised of Bella E. Shachtman, chairman, and Jane Ganfield, Ferris Randall, Jane Pope, F. Bernice Field, all highly active SRT members, and all
having served on the SRT Executive Committee in one capacity or
another during its long history.
Serial Slants died quietly in much the same manner as it had existed.
Flowever, the new energy which Serial Slants had instilled in serial
workers was a positive force. The strength of the established Journal
of Cataloging and Classification was combined with the vitality of Serial
Slants, and through the alchemy of "serial mergence," there was developed a new journal , Library Resourcesb Technical Seraices.
Under the able editorship of Esther Piercy, who had edited Journal
of Cataloging and Classification, LRTS was launched. She introduced it
in the following manner:
This is the first issue of a new magazine called Library Resources and Technical Seraices.To many readers there will be something familiar about it-and
with reason. For it is an old friend in new dress--or a new friend in old dress,
depending on the viewpoint. As part of the new ALA organization (outlined
elsewhere herein) Serial Slants and the Journal of Cataloging and Classification
were discontinued with their October issues, and their substance becomes the
trasis for the new publication. Things have happened so rapidly (with this issue
being put together from materials caught in mid-air, so to speak) there has been
no'ntlme for getting all interests of the new Resources and Technical Services
Division represented. This should shortly be corrected, and, as articles or news
relating to acquisitions, book selection, etc., become available, they will be
included.
That

this matter
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was soon under control is pointed out quite clearly by Theodore S.
Huang in his article "JCC/LRTS 1948-1964:One Man's View" (LRTS,
Winter, 1967, p.r8). He cites in "Table III, Subjects Covered" that
LRTS volumes :.4, ryg7-6o,covered rr articles on serials and in volumes
5-8, 196r-64, 14 articles for a total of z8 during the period examined.
Adding government documents (16) and binding (7), both long associated with seials work, the figure becomes quite impressive. In
addition to this, serials received special emphasis in the Summer 1966
issue of LRTS, which contained 9 articles on serials and z on documents.
Comparatively speaking, in terms of straight acquisition, cataloging, and
serials items, there wer€ more articles on acquisitions and the number of
articles on cataloging led the field. However, in view of the relative
newnesswith which one must regard serial activities as they are viewed
today, I feel the editor of LRTS certainly performed a remarkable balancing act among thesethree large categories.
Esther Piercy brought to this publication a diversified background
in all phases of technical services.As a result of her quiet, dedicated,
calm, and efficient direction LRTS developed into a distinguished voice
for all units of the Resources and Technical Services Division. The
first issue appeared in the Winter of ry57, in its now familiar seasonal
brown cover.
In the Spring 1958 issue of LRTS, Miss Piercy introduced the "Year's
Work" programs for areasof technical services:
In the following group of papers the AssistantEditors for specificsubject
areasreview sorneof the highlights of accomplishmentduring rhe past year.
This surveywashurriedly done and makesno pretenseof being comprehensive;
however,it representsa beginning for a practicewe hope to make annual. We
alsohope it servesto call attention to somenoteworthyeventsof rg57.
As mentioned by the writers, the reorganizationof ALA with its grouping
togetherin one Division of the various fields concernedwith materialsconffol
(acquisitions,resources,cataloging,classification,binding, serials,government
documents,inter-library cooperation)was an important event tending to recognizeformally their interdependence
and relationship.That this is not a radical concept was shown by John M. Dawson in his paper, "Departmental Interrelationship"which he presentedat the Division's first program meeting in
KansasCity and which was publishedin the Fall, rg57, issueof this magazine.
And, although a blue pencil has been wielded to cut out much of the repetition
betweenthe papers,enough remains to illustrate the over-lappingof interests.
These "Year's Work" programs have now become an anticipated annual
review in this publication.
The "happenings" cited in various issues of LRTS' "Year's Work
in Serials," which assistant editors for serials, Stephen Ford and David
Kaser, cultivated, nurtured and brought to full flower for the Section,
reflected the coming of age of the Serials Section as well as the recognition of the important role played by serials in strengthening the entire
RTSD operation.
The following chronicle is a brief description of some of the way.
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stations in the development of serial activities year by year. It is hoped
that a glimpse of the-interesting metamorphic process occurring in the
world of serialswill be brought out.
r 94z-r946
Table,
First meeting of Serials Round
June 29, rg4z.
The war yeais brought about a curtailment of library meeting activities and conference programs.
American Stand,ard,Reference Data and Arrangement of Periodicals published
rn r943.
In the october 15, rg45 A.L.A. Bulletin, the ALA Joint committee on Indexing
and Abstracti"g i" ttt" Major Fields of Research reported in full regarding the
establishment of a c..rt.ul indexing bureau. The forerunner of this committee
was the Committee on Indexing uttd Ab.ttu.ting Services which had originated
in the SRT.
At the r946 meeting of the Serials Round Table the following PaPerswere Presented: "A Plea for a Realistic Approach to Serials Problems" by Beatrice V.
Simon; "American Journals for Foreign Libraries; the Program of the Committee on Aid to Libraries in War Areas" by Dorothy J. Comins.

r947
At the rg47 meeting of the Serials Round Table the following paper was given:
"Periodical Trivia" by Lesley Muriel Heathcote. Mrs. Barbara Cowles, chairman of the Committee on Indexing and Abstracting Services of the Serials
Round Table, presented a full report of the committee's activities which included the appointment of a committee of the Periodicals Section whose function was to examine the difficulties inherent in acquiring and using the many
existing periodical indexing and abstracting services and to make recommendations regarding their solution, Speakers at this meeting were George A. Schweg'List of Certain
mann, Jr., who reported on the "Present Status of the
Periodicals at the Library of Congtess,"' and Homer Halvorson who spoke on
"Problems of Reptoduction of War Issuesin the Light of New lVlethods."
rg18
The following papers were presented at the rg48 meeting of SRT: "Administration of Serials Records" by Ralph H. Parker; "Japanese Publications" by
John R. Shively. Wyllis E. Wright discussed with the audience the question,
"Union List of Serials, Third Edition or Third Supplement?" Thomas P. Fleming spoke on "What War IssuesShall We Reproduce?"
r919
At the Midwinter meeting of the SRT in January Mr. Edwin B. Colburn of
Northwestern University presented a PaPer "Mutual Problems of Serial Agents
and Librarians."
On January r the U. S. Book Exchange went into full scale oPeration suppo-rted
by i three-year grant from the Rockefeller Foundation with Miss Alice Dulany
Ball as Executive Director.
Serials people were much interested in Charles H. Brown's ARL Committee on
the Reproduction of Wartime Serials, which reported that the J. W' Edwards
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c-ompany was prepared to complete within the next two years the reproduction
of war issuesof roo serials.

In October Mr. Albert H. Davis, proprietor of the F. W. Faxon Company, presented at the regional Middle Atlintic conference, Atlantic city seriils Round
Table meeting a paper, "The Subscriprion Agency and the Library-Responsi
bilities and Problems from the Dealer's-Viewpoi.rt.,'
r950
The serials Round rable agenda ar rhe Annual Meeting in
July in cleveland
included a paper by Alton H. Keller on "The union Lisi of serials on punched

Publication oI Serial Titles Newly Receiaed,began.
195r

At the summer conference of the sRT in
July topics of rhe papers presented
were: "The serials conference at ucLA"
by Neal R. Harlow;- "centralizing
serial Records at ohio srate university" by
James E. skipper; and "International Difierences in Cataloging and Listing Serials" by Margi Franck.
A paper on a subject of continuing interest, "serial costs in Relation to other
Library Expendirures and to Inflation" by charles Harvey Brown, appeared in
the July issue of serial slants. It was based on a report of the serials bbmmittee
of the Association of ResearchLibraries presented
July 7, r95r.
r952
,.Serialsproblems
"U. S. Government Periodicals," by
of pubJohn L. Andricot;
lic Libraries-serials in the Brooklyn public Library" by Lela de otte surrey;
and "Serials in the Los Angeles Public Library" by Roberta Bowler were presented at the Midwinter meeting of the SRT.
wyllis wright, chairman of the Joint commitree on rhe union List of serials,
announced that the second supplemenr to the union List of serials would be
published in June, r953.
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At the annual meeting of SRT in New York in June, Bella Shachtman spoke on
"simplification in Serial Records Work." A symposium on micro-reproduction
of periodicals was held in which Eugene B. Power, University Microfilms Corporation, spoke in favor of microfilm. Albert Boni, Fremont Rider and Murray
Gristle presented the advantages of microfilm, microprint and Kard-a-Film
respectively. Mr. Rider pointed out that the important thing was not which
microform was the best but how to correlate the various types so that they
might be interfiled and read on one machine.
r95 3
Serial Titles Newly Receiued was renamed New Serial Titles and expanded to
include holdings reported by cooperating libraries beginning January r, 1953.
At the SRT annual meeting in Los Angeles in June, Andrew Osborn described
tlre plans for Neu Serial Titles to become the continuing suPPlement of the
IJnion List of Serials. The formal program included the following addresses:
"Acquisition of Serials from Latin America" by Nettie Lee Benson and "Acquisition of Serials from Eastern Europe" by Philip T. Mclean. A panel consisting of Beatrice M. Quartz, Marian flarman, and Esther J' Piercy discussed
"Policies for Analyzing Monograph Series."
It was voted by officers and members of the Executive Board of SRT that ProBram meetings at Midwinter conferences would be discontinued beginning
this year.

r954
The Editorial Board of Serial S/ants revised its method of obtaining material for
Serial Slants from geographical area coverage to one of job area coverage, i.e.
Gifts and Exchanges, Library Education, Cataloging, Readers' Services and
Acquisition.
The Executive Board of the Serials Round TabJe was approached by the Chairman of the Division of Cataloging and Classification regarding the possibility of
a merger. The Executive Board examined the proposal by mail and obtained
the opinions of the SRT membership through Serial Slants. There was a high
degree of interest in having a Preparation or Technical ProcessesDivision.
However the feeling was stronger that the Round Table should keep its status
as a section and Serial S/ants should be continued.
The Annual meeting of the Round Table in June covered the following subjects: "Some Simplified Procedures for Serials Handling in Small Libraries" by
Robert A. Elftmann, "The Lubetzky Proposals for Revision of the ALA Code
as they Relate to Serial Entries" by Elizabeth C. Borden, and Henry Fuller explained the work of "The International Index lJnder Study by ALA Committees."
1955
Serial
Publications:
Their Place and Treatment in LiAndrew D. Osborn's
braries was published by the American Library Association, the first full-length
book on serials published by the ALA. This work is devoted to the detailed
study of serial technical processing, philosophy of acquisition and handling,
and problems of servicing.this type of publication.
Consideration of different types of serial records equipment received attention
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at the annual SRT meeting in July. Andrew D. Osborn wrote on "Evaluation
of Serial Equipment for Library Purposes" and Johanna Tallman discussed
"The Use of Signals in Serial Record Work." Harry Dewey presented a report
on the status of a clearinghouse for all serial and allied plans, research and
ProJects.
rg56
The ACRL published Charles Harvey Brown's Scientific Seri,als:Characteristics
and Lists of Most Cited Publications in Mathematics, Physics,Chemistry, GeoIogy, Physiology, Botany, Zoology, and Entomolog (ACRL Monograph no. 16).
A poll in March showed SRT members favored a sectional status in a division
devoted to technical services; a subsequent poll of ALA members in acquisitions, cataloging and serials indicated the majority favored one division combining all these fields rather than separate divisions for acquisitions and
cataloging with serials becoming part of one or the other. In September a committee made plans for the new division recommending the name Resources and
Technical Services Division, and the sections were Acquisitions, Cataloging and
Classification, Copying Methods, and Serials. The committee insisted upon
strong sections to prevent domination by an established group and to stimulate
new sections to make their own programs. The Journal of Cataloging and Classi'
fication was merged with Serial Slants and the name changed to Library Resourcesand Technical Seraices.

r9t7
Serial people in general felt some anxiety regarding the abolishment of SRT at
Midwinter and the beginning of a new phase of the Serials Section. Four committees were to serve as the foundation of each section: Constitution and ByLaws; Nominating; Program; and Policy and Research. The informality of
SRT was giving way to the definite formalization of an organizational outline.
The first issue of Library Resources and Technical Seruices was published in
Winter r957.
Andrew D. Osborn attended the German Library Association Conference at
Liibeck where discussions regarding the international problems involved with
corporate entries transpired as well as other matters relating to cataloging
problems.
The library publication world, particularly, for serials, was highlighted by
Frank Luther Nlott's fourth volume of A History of American Magazines covering r885-rgo5.
The Superintendent of Documents Office advised that there was available a list
of rr5 U. S. Government periodical publications for which multiyear subscriptions could be placed. The advantages of multi-year subscriptions were also
being brought to the attention of periodical publishers, agents and some libaries by the Committee on Long-Term Periodical Subscriptions.
RTSD's Bookbinding Committee gave approval to the Library Binding Institute for the presentation to the Division of Commodity Standards of the Department of Commerce of LBI's "Commercial Srandards for Library Binding."
This committee also finalized its "Minimum Standards for Binding Lesser Used
Materials" (LUMSPECS).

'
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r 958
the Di
The Executive Committee of the Serials Section received approval from
comvision to handle the appointment of the ALA represent-ativeto the Joint
persuading
in
fortunate
was
The
Section
mittee on the Union List of Serials.
Bernice Field to continue as a member of this important committee'
Longwilliam H. Kurth reported the dissolution of the loint committee on
publithe
with
periodical
Sections)
and
Seriils
Subsiription (Acquisitions
Term
carion in December r95'S of ieri|dicals Auailable on Long-Term S-ubscription
or
listing 8oo U. S. perioiicals available at cheaper rates when ordered for two
three-year periods.
The government documents depository law underwent final hearings toward
establishment of additional depository libraries'
The Library Binding Institute published pamphlets on standards. for library
to
binding ani pre-libriry bound new books. These LBI standards, intended
replace-,'Minimum Specifications for Class A Library Binding" and "standards
for Reinforced (pre-Library Bound) new Volumes" did not receive ALA apProvar.
A study on the use of lamination for the preservation of manuscripts by the
paper Section of the National Bureau of Stindards under the joint sponsorship
of the National Archives, Army Map Service, LC and the Virginia_state Library
was complered and articles were being prepared for publication by the Bureau.
The Serials Section Executive Committee discussed at length the place of the

change in organizational structure should be considered at that point'

The Serials Policy and Research Committee was established in the fall of 1958
"to recommend long-range policies and plans for research in areas that need to
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be studies; to keep informed as to research in progress in the area of its re.
sponsibilities." (Revised r96o)
r959
The functions of the Serials Policy and Research Committee were defined further at the Executive Committee Meeting of the Serials Secrion. This Committee, as the "idea factory" for serial activities, was under way. One of its first
recommendations was that an international list of subscription agencies and
their specialities be prepared. This was implemented through rhe formation of
the Joint Committee to Compile an International List of Subscription Agents
made up of members of the Serials and Acquisitions Sections and under the
chairmanship of Elizabeth Norton (SS).
Establishment of a committee to investigate merhods of acquiring the publications of roving foreign and domestic congressesand conferences having no fixed
he.adquarters was being considered by the Serials Policy and Research Commrttee.
William H. Kurth, Chairman of the Commitee on Cost of Library Materials
Index reported that Helen Welch (Acquisirions Section) had completed rhe
price index for U. S. periodicals in the fields of political science and agriculture.
George Hartje cooperated with Miss Welch in analyzing the titles comprising
the price index, with the results to appear in the Summer issue of LRTS.
The SoutheasternSupplement to the Union List of Serials was published.
In January the Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials announced a plan
to publish in r96e a third edirion of tlne tlnion List of Serials incorporaring
material from the second edition and supplemented with material from other
sources. The Council on Library Resources granted in excess of $z44,ooo for
the project. Edna Brown Titus was appointed editor with an office in the Li
brary of Congress. This announcement alleviated much of the general feeling
that control of serialspublication was fasr disappearing.
The rapid development and the increasing importance of serial publications
particularly in the science added heavily to rhe work of serials stafis. The translations of Russian serials were also increasing at a great rate and required special attention.
The Gesamtuerzeichnisausltindischer Zeitschriften und Serien, r9j9-rg58 to contain the holdings of foreign periodicals in reo West German libraries began its
appearance and is to be completed in three volumes.
The number of serials available on microfilm
and microcards increased significantly between rg5o-rg5g, providing compact storage but
producing headaches regarding reader service as well as in certain areas
of technical processing. The growth of the reprint industry at the end
of the decade found serial librarians ready to invest in back files of titles
for which retrospective volumes had not 6een available except in microform.
Hundreds of reprinted serial titles appeared on the market introducing a whole new era in serial acquisitions.

'
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r 960
Serial activities were shaping up in the form of articles appearing in ZRZS as
well as an increasing number of Serials Section members being appointed to
important committees. The status and function of the Serials Section no longer
received extensive formal discussion since the Section's existence and its importance in RTSD was in evidence by the numerous matters of serial concern
brought to the Section and by the various active Serials Section committees. Although the recommendation of the retiring Executive Secretary of RTSD,
Mrs. Orcena D. Mahoney, to consider a committee status for the Section was
slated for the Executive Committee's discussion at the Cleveland Conference, no
broad changes transpired.
At the Midwinter conference in January rq6o, Jane Pope was named Chairman
of the International Organizations' Publications Committee, another joint
committee comprised of members from the Serials and Acquisitions Sections.
The Editorial Committee, which had continued from tl;'e Serial Slants days,
was dissolved as no longer performing a useful function.
The proliferation of vast numbers of regional and special subject-oriented union
lists and indexes grew, foreshadowing what was to be a trend for this decade.
The Kraus Reprint Corporation announced that it would begin reprinting the
International Bibliographie der Zeitschriftenliteratur. The Index to Foreign
Legal Periodicals made its appearance through aid from the lord loundation.
A Guide to U. S. Indexing and Abstracting Seruicesin Science and Technology
was published by the National Federation of Science Abstracting and Indexing
Sen ices.
r96t
The Duplicates Exchange Union was transferred from the administration of the
Association of College and ResearchLibraries to the Serials Section.
The Joint Committee to Compile a List of International Subscription Agents
(with Acquisitions) working on an international directory of subscription agents
compiled a master list of agents used by their libraries and sent a questionnaire
to r5o libraries to determine scope and quality of service offered by these agents.
The final two sections of the Union
tributed.

List of Serials checking edition were dis-

The Executive Committee of the Serials Section noted that its membership
roster stood at about 8oo and passed a resolution to retain its section status'
Arguments had been advanced that ALA serial activities could best be served
by a committee of RTSD.
The RTSD Book Binding Committee chaired by Arnold Trotier reported completion of Phase I of the binding project which centered around the development of library binding standards based upon performance rather than materials or methods. This work was carried on by a grant from the Council on Library Resources working through the Library Technology Project.
r962
The Serials Use Study proposed by the Serials Policy and Research Committee
received approval in principle by the Serials Section Executive Committee
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and was forwarded to the ALA Executive Board. The Board, at the Miami
Beach conference, rejected it as "not sufrciently worked out or justified," and
the matter was shelved.
The Serials Policy and Research Committee's proposal last year for an annotated
list of annuals as a companion volume to Ulrich's Period,icalsDirectory was accepted by the R. R. Bowker Company and an editor appointed.
The Joint Committee to Compile a List of fnternational Subscription Agents,
undei the chairmanship o[ Elizabeth F. Norton, brought together the informarion they had gleaned from hundreds of questionnaires. The ALA Publications
Division expresseddefinite interest in publishing this.useful compilation.
The Committee on U. S. Congressesand Conferences Without Fixed HeadMary
quarters (joint with the Acquisitions
-improvedSection) under the chairmanship of
means of acquiring the publications of
Kahler began investigating
such organizations.
After years of frustrating rejection, a new documents depository library law was
signed into efiect August 9, r96z, establishing more,depository libraries.
In his Annual Report for tgir/62, Ian Thom, Chairman of the Serials Section,
srated rhat F. Bernice Field, ALA representative to the Joint Committee on the
Union List of Serials, had reported that the third edition of the UZS was on
schedule and that the H. W. Wilson Company would handle distribution. Inasmuch as the Council on Library Resoutces was underwriting the editorial expenses, only the cost of physical materials would be reflected in the purchase
price.
The two-volume ten-year (r95o-6o) cumulation of. New Serial Titles appeared
and injected an awesome aspect concerning the tremendous rate of growth of
serial operations as reflected by this cooPerative publication.
Lists of serials were becoming more cornmon in all fields and now one of the
growing concerns was in keeping up with just what serial lists geographically
and subject-wisehad been published.
Commercial organizations such as G. K. Hall were bringing out bibliographical
tools comprised of reproducing catalog cards by photo-offset which, although
having useful elements, left much to be desired from the point of fine printing.
The automation picture for serials data processing was highlighted by the announcement from the University of California at San Diego that they had trans
ferred records of over 7oo titles to magnetic tape and wele Posting curTent Ie-

new magnetic stimulus and in view of their ponderous collections of esoteric
serial publications were hazarding guessesas to what the Library of Congress
might do in this area.
196J
The compilation of the third and final edition of the Union List of Serials was
completed. After much work by many Persons in libraries all over the country
the mammoth was crated up and shipped to London for final prepublication
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processing. Along with it went its persevering editor, Edna Titus Brown, to
proofread and edit the work as it was photographed' Certainly few, if any other'
iingle events in the library world had received so much discussion from the time
it was outlined by Wyllis Wright in rg57. Everyone was relieved and now looked
forward to its pulrlication and distribution.
Major indexing and abstracting services were emphasized through the growth
and bibliographical attrition oI Chemi,cal Abstracts changing from a decennial
index to a quinquennial. A Guide to the World's Abstracting and Indexing
Seruice in Scienci and Technology, containing r,855 titles, further emphasized
the spread of bibliographical control through secondary publications. The "Periodiial and Serial Service Cost Indexes" which had been illustrating the steady
strain serials put on the library budgets since the early rg6o's continued to
point out this fact. Guides, lists, and bibliographies of serials and new indexes
such as the Briti,sh Technology Index echoed the continually ascending importance of serialswork.
Workers with U. S. document serials had made available to them Andriot's
Guide to (J. S. Gotternment Serials and Periodicals and The Science Citation
Index continued its expansion. Ulrich's International Peri'odical Di,rectory took
on a continental flavor and indicated serials growth by now requiring two volumes arranged by subject.
Regional union lists continue to pepper the bibliographic scene, some of them
being rather sizeable and widely advertised, some receiving limited distribution
and somecompiled but never published beyond the typescript.
The ALA Publication Division had expressed interest in issuing tl|Ie List ol
International Subscription Agents prepared by the Joint Committee to Compile
a List of Internationil Subscription Agents. The list of dealers was published
in 1963 and gives addresses,types of services,areas of concentration, and performance ratings.

very real factor of cost per volume.
Technological developments expanded with new experiments in data processing. The W. J. Barrow Laboratories in Richmond, Virginia announced in
1963 tests they were undertaking under the financial backing of the Council on
Library Resources. ln The PermanencefDurability of the Booh, Mr. Barrow
covered aspects of the de-acidification of'a book and the strength of new polyvinyl acetate adhesives.
The 88-page report, Automation and the Library of Congress (1963), carried
nothing of immediate comfort for serial workers.
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tremely diverse and complex manner in which serials are handled by libraries, a
point of information which has always been suspected but nevei previously
demonstrated so concrctely.
fl1st volume (A-E) of the 4th edition ot the World, List of Scientific pelh9.
rtodtcats appeared. Upon the completion of this edition future editions and
corrections are to appear as an annual supplement to the British (Jnion cataIogue ol PeriodicaLs @UCO?).
western Reserve University center for Documentation and communications
Research under a National science Foundation Grant continued research on
"Automatic Processing
-of Metallurgical Absrracts" to reduce the time lag between the appearance ofan article and its indexing.
H. w. wilson's agricultural Index, published since r9r6, in ocrober became the
Biological and A gricultural Index.
The union Lists of serials; a Bibliography compiled by Ruth s. Freitag was updated. some idea of ttre serials explosion'may be gained by comparing the edition.published in rg43 which contained g87 entriei with the 1964 edition which
carries r,er8 citations and makes no ciaim for completeness.
Numerous serial oriented publications in the form of union lists, directories,
and indexes appeared tris year and were cited in the "year's work in serials."
lhe 3d edition of. tt.e union List of serials was reported as proceeding on schedule wrth pubhcatron planned for the fall of 1965.
The Final Report, Serials Computer project, May t964, Uniaersity Library and.
computer center from the I.ibrary of the univeriity oi cutifornia ar san Diego,
La.Jollap:esented the {easibility of a system of compurer control of serial ricords for libraries handling from 2,ooo-ro,oooserials.
r965
The third edition oI the Ilnion List of serials was published by the H. w.
wilson company in February. This work, published in
5 large volumes, torals
4,649 pages; contains rb6,4gg serial tities herd by 956 libraries in the U. S. and
Canada, and will sell for $reo.

The united states for the first rime was host to the International Federation of
Documentation october ro-r5 in washington, D. c. Two papers which pre-
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sented the problem of overlap in abstracting serviceswere of particular interest
to serial librarians.
The Council on Library Resources,Inc., granted the Library of Congtess $35,ooo for the establishment of a National Register of Microform Masters
(NRMM), which will publish at regular intervals bibliographical reports citing
the existence and location of master negatives (not for reader use) of microcopied serials,newspapersand books.
The American Documentation
National Science Foundation is
Science and Technology, which
sesof progressin documentation

Institute assisted by a $6o,5oo grant from the
establishing an Annual Reuiew of Information
will contain comprehensive and critical analyand related areas.

Volume I of Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory containing more than
rz,ooo scientific, technical, and medical periodicals under r16 subject headings
came oft the press this year.
A new service appeared, The Directory of Published Proceedings, a monthly
compilation by InterDok citing the current availability of published proceedings of national and international scientific and technical meetings, symposia,
and congresses.
As of June, 1965, H. W. Wilson Company's International Index was succeeded
by the new Social Sciencesd, Humanities Index.
The National Library of Medicine announced plans to publish the 1965 edition
of. Cumulated Index Medi.cus early in 1966. NLM's computer-based Medical
Literature Analysis and Retrieval System (MEDLARS) produced Index Medi'
cus and Cumulated Index Mediczs. The 1965 edition of the latter is comprised
of approximately 7,ooo pages in four volumes.
Gouernment-Wide Index to Federal Research and Deuelopment Reportt began
in April.
The Clearinghouse of the U. S. Department of Commerce issued Tfte COSATI
Subiect Category List.
-fhe
British Union Catalogue of Period,icals (BUCOP) revised its format and
method of recording periodicals and serials. The annual volume of BUCOP will
serve, in efiect, as the updating element for The World List of Scientific Periodicals.
A large number of regional union lists were published during the year including
the Union List of Serials in Libraries of Montreal and Vicinity, and The Texas
List of Scientific and Technical Serial Publication.s.
r966
T}ne National Library of Medicine Current Catalog, first published in January
r966, is the first computer-produced catalog published by a national library for
the use of other libraries. This will be put out in s6 biweekly issues.
The Library Association (London) published the
the world's indexing and abstracting services in
brary fields. The information was compiled by H.
brary Science Abstracts. The survey, financed by
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results of a survey made of
the documentation and li
Allan Whatley, editor of Zr'the Council on Library Re.

gr7

.

sources, Inc., reveals the growth of indexing and abstracting services in these
areas during the past twenty years. Whatley concludes that librarians should
take it upon themselvesto see that their own service publications are exemplary
and lead the field nationally and internationally. He recommends that each
country should develop a select service to the most important references to library and documentation literature. He recommends as one alternative, in addition to the preparation of abstracts in translation a study be made of the organization and operation of the Cenrre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique
in Paris and VINITI in Moscow. This survey is available from the Library Association, London for z8 shillings.
The U. S. Patent Office announced on June 3o the granr of a $s million contract in equipment and services to the Recordak Corporation to have g.z5 million U. S. patents put on microfilm. This would covir all paten$ issued since
t7go. A full set of these patenrs will be taken our of storage in a Pennsylvania
mountain cave for the filming.
The first volume of a planned two-volume Bibliography of Official Publications
of Kansas t854-r958 appeared. This compilation by Bessie E. Wilder is entitled
Territorial and State Publications and contarns over po,ooo rtems.
fot I many regional union lists appeared this year as lasr. Among rhose published were tlae Tulsa union List of serials and the Memhhis area union-List
of Serials.
reen J. Fowler was published by the Li
ubstantial book provides the first guide
ubject headings publications which are
Lformation on current and discontinued
o6o well-annotated publications are intle, subject, geographical and form entries.
The current catalog of the National Agricultural Library, National Agricultural Library Catalog, will be published on a monrhly basis and contain all
books, periodicals and serials added to NAL during the previous monrh.
The National Science Foundation granred the Special Libraries Association
$8o,53o to support the compilation and publication o[ a cumulative index of
translations of scientific, engineering, and technical articles, patents, monographs, and proceedings.
A consumer survey is being made of New Serial ritles to determine its effectiveness 6oth as a record of serials published in rg5o and later and as a
tool for locating serials in U. S. and Canadian libraries.
The sectional commitree zgg on standardization in the Field of Library work
and Documentadon of the American standards Association (ASA) established a
National Clearinghouse for Periodical Title Word Abbreviations (NCPTWA)
for the purpose of providing a single source of standard abbreviations for periodical titles nor included in ASA 299.g-196g, the "American standard fof periodical Title Abbreviations. "
several bibliogtaphical guides to foreign publications important in serial work
were issued this year. Among rhese were Willingis Europeai press Guide
ry66/67;
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Current Danish Periodicals:A Select List; Current Holdings of Mainland
ChineseJournals; and Ni,geria:A Guide to Official Publications'
Guid.eto Reprints 1967 coveting69 publishersand containing r2'ooo entnes
arrangedalphabeticafly'waspublishJd this year by Microcard Corporation.
The subcommitteeon the world List of serialsof the Joint committee of the
Union List of Serialsis working on a SerialsData Progiam in an effort to find
world inventoryof serials'
waysto developa machine-readable

newer areasof interest:
1957(KansasCitY, Mo.)
"Union List of Serials,A Discussion"-Wyllis E' Wright; "Long Term Periodical Subscriptions,a Report"-William H' Kurth
t958 (SanFrancisco)
.,New Serial Titles"-Mary E. Kahler; "Air university Periodical Index"Virginia A. Staggers
tg59 (Washington,D. C')
.,FromtheEditor'sViewpoint''_byaneditorofAmericas;..Reportonthe
u' s' Book ExchangeSurvey"-Edwin E' williams
' 3r9 !
Volume rr,Nunxber 3,Swm,mertg67

t 96o (Montreal, Canada)
"The Program of the Joinr committee on rhe Union List of serials"-F.
Bernice Field; "Canadian Cooperation with the New Serial Titles"_Martha
Shepard; "What the Proposed Revised Catalog Code Will Mean to Serials
Librarians"-Dorothy
Comins
196r (Cleveland)
A joint meeting with RTSD Acquisitions section consisring of ee "Discus.
sion Groups" covering various phasei of acquisitions, binding, Jataloging,
documents, equipment, microforms, photodupliiations, and othei ur"", "of lcquisi
tions and serials work.
t96z (Miami Beach)
meeting with RTSD cataroging and classification secrion, "Automa. Joint
tion and the Future of Cataloging"-yJsse'H. Strera
t963 (Chicago)
,.The
Federal Depository Act of 196z,,_
^ Joinl gegting of RTSD and RSD,
carper w. Buckley; "The Responsibilities of Federal
b.posiiory Libraries,,Roger H. McDonough
1964 (St. Lo:uis)

t965 (Detroit)
"serial Microfilming projects at the Library of congress,'-charles

LaHood
1965 (New York)
"Great Expectations of Serials Librarians
and subscription Agents for cooperation with Each other"-a
panel: E. Marietra chicorel, Frank"F. clasquin,
Richard W. Dorn, Ralph Lessingi Huni.t Cood"

The search for solutions to these problems and
others continues, the
outlook becoming brighter as rhe reiult of the technologi.uiuaourr.",
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eomputerized controi will eventually provide. rt would seem that we are
indeed in the midst of developing and preparing ourselves to accept and
adjust to a whole new concept of librariinship, iconcept in which serials
will play amajor role just becauseof the ,,nature of the beast.',

Piercy in January, 1967. she was deeply involved in RTSD ac_nsthgr
tivities and seemedto have an insight into the needs and hopes of the Division, which were expressededitorially in the first issueof ZR fS:

Ten yearslater this prophecy was indeed a
fait accompli.

Technical
Services
in Libraries,
1950-1966
Maunrcn F. Teunrn, Professor
School of Library Seraice
Columbia U niaersity, N ew y ork
and
InrnNn Ronunn SrnrnnNs, professor and Chief Librarian
Richmond College ol The City Uniuersity of New york
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conspicuous changes in practice in the acquisition and organization of
library materials which have affected not only the operations and procedures in technical services,but those in other functional units of libraries, as well ln many libraries, the accomplishment of increased efficiency in technical servicesoperations has given the librarian time for the
extension of reader services.The space provided for this review does not
permit recounting all of the important developments in the theory and
practice of technical servicesin libraries, nor is it possible even to cite all
of the advances judged noteworthy. The full consideration of developments in technical servicesin libraries and their role in the overall enhancement of library service could fill a book, and will be a part of the
second edition of. Technical Seruicesin Libraries,l scheduled for publication in 1968. Inasmuch as there are reviews of other special areas of
library service in this issue, the present paper has been restricted to discussion of developments within the scope of the following topical headings: (r) general overviews of technical services; (z) organization and
administration of technical services;(3) centralized and cooperative processing;(4) documentation and information storageand retrieval; (5) personnel and training; (6) quarters and equipment; (7) binding and the
preservation of materials; and (8) standardization.
General Oueruiewsof Technical Seruices
During the past ten years, there have been a number of publications
and conferences which have included discussion of the broadscope activities referred to as library technical services.One of the more comPrehensive reviews was published by the University of Illinois Graduate
School of Library Science as the March 196o issue (revised, tg63) of
Occasional Papers.2This general overview includes reference to the general literature as well as to papers on acquisitions, cataloging and classification, serials, document reproduction, interlibrary cooperation, and
library resources,and in some areas brought up-to-date the literature as
treated in Technical Servicesin Li,braries.L
Another general overview, which includes detailed instructions for
procedures in the various areas of technical services,is the late Esther
Piercy's contribution to Local Public Library Admi'nistration.t In 196z,
Wynar prepared a Syllabus for Technical Processesin Libraries,a which is
in outline form and follows rather closely the format of. Technical Seru'
ices in Libraries, cited above.
Wulfekoetter's Acquisition Works and Piercy's Commonsense Cata'
Ioginga include comprehensive information on operations and procedures
in two areas of technical services.The number of papers on classification
of library materials which have appeared during the ten year period under review is quite large; many have offered a discussion of the use of
classification systems in information storage and retrieval programs. A
general work of this period is The State of the Library Art, edited by
Ralph R. Shaw,? which despite certain shortcomings, includes a useful
summary of technical servicesactivities for students and practitioners.
.Z2zo
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The volume by Verner W. Clapp, The Future of the Research Li'
brary,s is another general work which is regarded as a significant contribution to the literature. This relatively short book is important not only
in that it raisesquestions about practices, but it offers a penetrating statement of problems facing the profession. Librarians might well refer to
this volume constantly to review the areas of technical services which
require study.
Many developments affecting technical services in libraries during the
period cut acrossthe various areas.A mere mention of some of them reflects the vitality of the field, and the efforts of librarians to improve li-

Technology Progtam (formerly Project), which has been engaged in experimentation in various segmentsof the technical services.The seriesof
activities of the Resources and Technical ServicesDivision of AI-A has
been directed at improving technical operations in libraries. The establishment of the ALA Information Science and Automation Division

authors of this review, contain material on relevant issuesof concern to
technical servicespersonnel. The volume is expected to be issued by the
Columbia University Pressin September, r967.
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Or ganization an d A dministr ation
In the general works cited in the previous discussion, the organization and administration of the technical services are treated as major
management problems. Library surveysehave invariably been concerned

diminution of the need for technical services directors or supervisors.
Indeed, one of the apparent needs in the library profession is the training
oj firm managers who are not afraid ro make the decisions required to
clear bottlenecks and eliminate arrears in the technical services.
It would not be possible to list here the many articles which have appeared in ZR TS, as well as in orher library periodicals, dealing with
production in the technical services.Some of these articles have claimed
more attention than they warranted, but, on the whole, the literature
presents the definite attitude that slow processing means poor service to
readers. The volume by Dougherty and Heinritzl:o on proiessing may be
referred to as a general work in streamlining managernent.
Centralized and Cooperative Processing
view_of the planned issue of Library Trends (July, 1967) on ,.C€n-In
tralized and Cooperarive Cataloging," this topic wili not b; explored in
great detail. The issue will include a discussion of such matters as evaluation of processing centers, types of centers (including commercial and

projecting costs for continuing present practice over the next decade in
comparison to costs for book catalog production. Although the statistical
aspects of the study may be subject to revision as time goes on, the
methodology of the study, and the identification of the many variables
requiring consideration in arriving at firm conclusions, should be of interest to others who are concerned about the future of the card catalog.
'
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The possible corrversion to book catalogs is an important part of the invesdg;tion. New patterns of cataloging in consonance with those of the
Library of Congressare being developed by the New York Public Library'
partly in responseto the recommendations of the Matta study.
The Libiary of Congress has, in the past, assistedlibrarians in technical processing through the issuance of printed cards and various catalogs. In March, ry67,it was announced that as a further aid to libraries,
the National Union Catalog (16 million cards) would be printed by
Mansell Information-Publishing, Ltd., London, a subsidiary of the
British printing group called Universal Printers, Ltd. The automatic
Abstractor camera, which selects what must be photographed, handles
6oo cards an hour. As Weberl2 points out in his paper on book catalogs
in the July 1967 issue of Library Trends, we have not yet seen the end of
innovalions, and solutions to problems may be the result of new methods
not yet used. Weber, who conducted a questionnaire study of book catalog development, reports that during the two-year period from 1964 to
r966, zg of the more than three-dozen libraries now using book catalogs
started their production.
Documentation and Inf ormation Storageand Retrieaal
Any serious efiort to cover the literature and events in the areas of
documentation and information storage and retrieval for a ten-year Period would require a full issue oI LRTS. As indicated earlier, the establishment of tfie AI*A Information Science and Automation Division
(ISAD) promises that systematic attention will be given to the "develop'
ment and application of electronic data processing techniques and the
use of automited systemsin all areas of library work."13 The group will
also be concerned with the fostering of research, Promotion of standards,
dissemination of information, and discussionof common problems.
In the reviews of this topic during the last six years, it became clear
that with the American Documentation Institute and its publications,
the Special Libraries Association and its publications, and various other
outleis for studies of related problems (e.g., National Science Foundation, U. S. Air Force Office of Research, the U. S. Office of Education, as
well as institutional and industrial concerns), the interest in inforrnation

this area.
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"Government, association, or privately supported organizations, usually
mission-oriented, accomplishing in-depth acquisition, storage, retrieval,
and analysis of significant information or data pertinent to the mission."la
The literature on information centers is extensive; monographic works as
well as shorter papers have been written to summarize, synthesize,and analyze research on the systemsof information storage and reftieval which
have been developed in these centers. The report of the Committee on
Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI),r5 and the activities of
the Association of Research Libraries, the United States of America
Standards Institute (Committee Zgg), and the American Documentation
Institute are directed toward projects designed to explore the development of systems.The Library of Congress, among other libraries, has
supported specific efforts to establish systematic automatic programs.lGIt
is quite possible that the next ten years will be crucial ones in the isolation of new techniques for carrying on the work of individual libraries as
participants in library systems.The project MARC (Machine Readable
Cataloging Data) is one example of the application of automation in the
preparation of cataloging copy for new titles and in the distribution of
this copy to libraries acrossthe country.l?
Personnel and Training
The need for more qualified personnel in technical serviceshas been
apparent for many years. The great demand for catalogers-always in
short supply-has, for example, created constant and increasing problems. The scarcity of well-trained catalogers represents a signal inadequacy on a national basis, as well as on an individual library basis. The
Library of Congress,in its extended program of shared cataloging, has
been making an effort to enlist the aid of catalogers. Similarly, large li
braries, with ever-growing funds for the acquisition of publications from
all parts of the world, have found it increasingly troublesome to recruit
new catalogers,replace them, or employ personnel for supervisory posts.
In earlier reviews, attention has been called to programs in library
schools designed to train personnel not only for what has been called
traditional library service, but also for the field of information science.
Programs have been altered in library schools to admit new content, and
some institutions have established entirely separate units to train individuals in this special area. The evaluation of programs goes along
slowly, and the various conferenceson the different training programs are
not likely to end in the near future.
In any review of the recent developments in the array of. areas of interest to technical serviceslibrarians, it becomesquite clear that the content of library school curricula should include coruideration of major
problems in the developrnent of resources, documentation in all of its
various aspects,systemsanalysis, broadly-based administrative efficiencies
(such as regional and centralized processing),and the related areas of indexing, abstracting, and bibliographical control. The need for librarians
with technical backgrounds, administrative ability, and interest in the
'
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development of library systemsis apparent. The employm-entin some of
the larger libraries of non-.librarians to develop programs for_the application oi data processing to library operationa emphasizes the need for
training librarians in the new technologies.
Quarters and Equipment

new types of equipment which have been extensively discussed in the
literatuie of the decade and will undoubtedly be studied in the immedi
ate future. The implementation of service to readers afforded by recentlydeveloped equipment provides a basis for prodding new explorations.
Binding and the Preserwationol Materials
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terials, so costly to acq-uire and organize, reflects, in part, the development and application of cost accounting in technical servicesactivities.
Standardization

consideration of standards for materials used in libraries, as well as

Summary

'
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Developments
in CopyingMethodst
1966
GraphicCommunication,
AnBN B. Veeurn
Dire ctor lor Ac quisitions
Assi,stant
Stanford (Iniuersity Libraries
Stanford, California

Reuiew of the Decade, r957-66
g Technology Transfer, Richard Lesher and George Howick
f N lssessr'rz
I provide an arresting illustration of man's changing rate of knowledge
acquisition over the seemingly long period of 5o,oooyears:
Eight hundred lifespanscan bridgemore than bo,oooyears.
But of those8oo people,65o would have spent their lives in cavesor worse;
only the last 7o had any truly efiective means of communicatingwith one
another;only the last 6 ever saw a printed word or had any real meansof measuring heat and cold; only the last 4 could measuretime with any precision;
only the last z used an electric motor; and the vast majority of the items that
make up our material world were developedwithin the lifespan of the 8ooth
person.26
The shorter and nearer the time span is ta nou), the steeper is the rate of
change, so that events within a mere decade stand out in bold relief. After
half a millenium of world domination by the written word, Marshall McLuhan, in The Gutenberg Galaxy, conjures up for the reader an oldnew world in which the oral-electronic element assertssupremacy. In the
face of these cosmic comparisons, can one say much about a decade'sdevelopments in copying and communication? Look back to rg57: The
first commercial jet had not yet spanned the Atlantig nor had any communications satellite been orbited. Surface pictures of the moon or
other planets and interplanetary travel by men were still confined to the
comic strips. Computer applications to libraries were largely the wild
imagination of dreamers, in the opinion of many, and electronics bore no
significant relationship to publishing. In libraries, there was no automated xerography, only expensive time-consuming, wet process photocopying, or inconvenient, time-consuming microphotography, with no
cheap means of providing enlargements. The automatic sequencecamera
for making book catalogsdid not exist, and there were no reader/printers
to help the student or researcher. Hardly anyone in this country had
the slightest idea what a microfiche was, and certainly no one could use
'
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a fiche even if he possessedone. The Council on Library Resourceshad
just begun to look for that still evasive goal, the "cataloger's camera,"
and had begun sponsorship of numerous other research projects in copying and microreproduction. (The now indispensable Guide to Miuore'
prod.uction was an early child of the CLR). Except for the Library of
Congress itself, there was no significant federal aid for the nation's libraries.
While European libraries continued to recover frorn World War II,
America's unscithed book collections were fast decaying from within,
but the causesof paper deterioration were not immediately isolated. The
alarming announcement that microfilm, considered an important means
of preservation, was itself not immune from deterioration, drove home
the messagethat without preservation there would be no copying and no
communication. Fortunately, both these problems were vigorously and
quickly attacked, the former by W. J. Barrow's work on deacidification
and his development with Standard Paper Mfg. Co. of Permalife, the
latter by intensive cooperation between government and industry leading
to improved processing and storage methods for microfilms. Finally, significant advanceswere made towards desirable standardization by publi
cation of Specifications for Library of CongressMicrofiIming, Microfilm
Norms, and Federal Microfiche Standards.
It does seem as if those were the Dark Ages! In spite of ro years of
rapid progress, still remaining to be successfully achieved are the vest
pocket micro-libraries, suggestedover a century ago by Sir John Herschel,
and cheap, fast, facsimile transmission of bound materials. Fortunately,
modern research now seemsto be on the verge of achieving the first goal,
and given imaginative leadership, it has the capability of providing the
second.
Continued Growth of Total SystemsConcept
The marriage trend in electronics, publishing, and graphic communication outlined in last year's review continued: Litton Industries
bought the American Book Company, Raytheon purchased D. C. Fleath,
and Newsweek and 3M agreed to work together on a weekly magazine,
News Focus, designed to combine text and visual materials suitable for
classroom use and to promote the use of 3M transparency making and
projecting equipment.l'' (gM also entered the microfilm publishing business; details are described below.) General Electric and Time, Inc., established the General Learning Corporation, "to make a joint venture
on equal terms, so that publishers and electronikers could work together
and explore, and at the same time make some money." At a panel discussion before the American Book Publishers Council, George Haller, a
vice-president of General Electric and director of the new firm, said:
"We are not interested in the book business.We are interested mainly in
the information business.I predict that you people [the book publishers]
will be chiefly information publishers in the future."3 Mr. Haller did
concedethat some books will be around for a while.
Volumett,Number j,Summer t967
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Printing and Publishing Deuelopments
Two revolutionary, fully electronic typesetting machines were developed by Firma Dr.-Ing. Rudolph Hell of Germany. The Digiset sets
4oo characters per second and has no moving parts other than the film
which records the images.aIt can set the full text of a zo-pagenewspaper
in ten to eleven minutes. Still faster is the Videocomp, a version marketed in the U. S. by RCA; in setting 6oo charactersper second,it does the
work of roo manual linecasters.s'6 In both machines, characters are
drawn from magnetic core storage rather than from film matrices, as in
earlier phototypesetting devices.Becausethere is no physical motion and
the machine operates independently of matrices, any face, alphabet, or
symbols may be generated, even Cyrillic or Chinese ideographs. The
RCA unit is priced at $rZo,ooo and rents for $4,975 per month. Might this
kind of machine be used to prepare integrated bibliographies which require, a multiplicity of alphabets?
The City of New York expects to save over $r,ooo,ooo a year by using
offset printing instead of letterpress to publish the city's g5oo page budget
and the voter lists from one or two of the largest boroughs.z The job will
be done by preparing offset masters directly from the high speed printers
attached to the City's IBM 36o computer equipment. Utilizing an RCA
5or-3or cornputer and a Photon typesetter, the New York Telephone
Company issued for the borough of Staten Island gr,ooo directories, each
containing 8o,ooo listings.s By 1969 or rg7o, all New York City directories will be computer produced, including the "yellow pages." Production time lag for the directories will be reduced from two months to
a few days following final editing.
For some time University Microfilms has made available to the visually handicapped large type editions produced by Copyflo from microfilms. Micro Photo now offers this same service at rc( per page for any
book listed in their DUOPAGE catalog. In a related development, the
New Yorh Times will offer this Spring a large type weekly edition of z4
pagesin a two column tabloid format. This edition will be printed in r8
point type, photographically enlarged from pasteups prepared from the
Times' regular editions.s The annual subscription cost will be $zg. A
xerographic novelty is also available from the New Yorh Times: a btll
sizexerographic print of any front page from r8go to date for $r; for $r5
the page will be laminated onto walnut-finish masonite. The service is
intended to appeal to personal vanity for birthdays, anniversaries, etc.,
but it is quite likely that sorne academic usage may creep in. Unfortunately, only front pagesare offered.
Office Copying Equipment: Xerography, Other Electrophotographic Processes,
and A dhero'graphy.
In the Summer of 1966 Xerox suffered the worst stock plunge in its
history, going down r5 points in one day. In explaining the losseswhich
involved $eo million worth of trading, Xerox President Joseph Wilson
indicated that Xerox was not having the marketing successit had an'
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ticipated with the Model e4oo, which it had developed expressly to compete with spirit and ofiset duplicating. "It is a complicated market and
we have found it more resistant to change from traditional methods than
we had expected," he said.lo Xerox knew that spirit and offset duplicating
held 5o times the volume of all photocopiers, and expected the z4oo to
be its biggest selling machine. By the fall, Xerox had introduced rwo
newer models of its highest speed copier, perhaps in the hope of stemming its reverses:a speededup z4oo, the 36oo, which can make one copy
per second, and the z4oo-ll}., designed to reproduce half-tones. At the
same time, it brought out the Xerox rcoo, 5olo faster than the 7zo (successorto the 4zo), and the 66o, twice as fast as the 8rB desk copier. The
venerable gr4, now the slowpoke of the firm's line, was offered as a coin
operated model for public use.
After much delay, IBM entered the office copying field with the Doculith automated offset duplicator. This unit is a web press which runs
at goo feet per minute, and can print in one or two colors. An optional
attachment automatically punches holes into the printed sheets before
cutting, which is also automatic. The Doculith, which is expected to sell
for from $r5,ooo to $r7,ooo, is being field tested by the Ford Motor
Company.
3M Company now features three major processes:the established infrared system, used in the familiar Thermofax, the Dual Spectrum system, which employs a two step process, and the newly introduced Adherography process, embodied in the Model 74 Speed Copier. Spirit
masters and short-run ofiset plates can also be made on some of the 3M
equipment. In "System A-og" 3M offers two machines on one rental: the
Model zog Dual Spectrum machine for making r to 25 copies, and the
Model 74 for the 5 to 2oo copy range. The rental is $.or5 per copy for
the first ro,ooo copies, $.or each for the next tb,ooo, with a monthly
minimum of $ZS; all rates exclude supplies.
The Bruning Division of Addressograph Multigraph brought ouc two
new electrostatic copiers of possible interest to libraries: the 3ooo desktop copier which handles originals up to legal size, including books, and
the 2roo, a floor type console machine, which can reproduce full-size
copies of rr x r7l/ documents and bound volumes up to g.bt' thick with
double spread opening to rr x r7t' or less. The zroo is the first office
copier to feature large format reproduction. Dennison introduced a desktop unit to complement its established floor model; a flow through
machine designed for copying office correspondence,it is not suitable for
books. With reference to the SC,M Coronastat b5 mentioned in last year's
review, a specification sheet for the unit indicates it will reproduce
prints as small as 3 x 5'l-this may be of interest to technical service librarians and Library Techno'logy Reports will undoubtedly evaluate the
machine's performance in this application. The Graphic 2oo Electrostatic Copier will copy originals up to r I x 16", including book material;
large format originals are reduced go/o. Similar in principle to the Dennison copier, the Graphic 2oo can be purchased or leased.
Volume tr,Number j, Summer t957
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Microreproductrcn
The microfiche enlarged its rapidly achieved domination of the micropublishing industry. 3M Company entered the micropublishing business with 3M International Microfilm Press. Among its offerings are:
annual reports of companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange and
Amex, the Federal Register, the New Yorh Lau Journal, Chemical Ab'
stracts, all U. S. patents for r966, plus a variety of highly specialized doc'
um€ntation aimed at medical and pharmaceutical researchers. Materials are ofiered as r6mm roll microfilm (conventional reel format or 3M
cartridges) or 4 x 6" microfiche.
Anyone still skeptical of the future of the microfiche should read the
long and detailed story, "Wallet Libraries," in the WaII Street Journal
of September 28, rq66. This article recounts numerou$ industrial and
businessapplications among large and small companies, which are using
fiche to record or publish specifications, hospital records, credit ratings,
and product catalogs. To promote its PCMI SYSTEM (PhotoChromic
Mictolmage) microfiche, a high reduction process, the National Cash
Register Company placed a full page advertisement in the December r,
IAaII Street lournal, claiming that 8.5 x rr" pagesnumbering up to 32oo
could be printed on a single 4 x 6" fiche, which could be copied for one
dollar, mailed for a nickel, or read in a reader renting for $ro a month.
The PCMI system is being tested by Ford and Boeing, and "a number of
educational societies." The firm's copywriter must have had in mind Sir
John Herschel when he wrote:
The possibilitiesare endless.Technical and scientific referencelibraries are
prime applications.Educationaluse of the PCMI systemcan be extendedinto
the computer-aidedinstruction field. Extremelyinexpensivehome viewers are
in the offing. The complete works of Shakespeare,the great recipes of the
world, an unabridged dictionary would each fit a single transparency.An encyclopedia would take only eight. These and all the great books of the world
can be storedin the cornerof a deskdrawer.11
It is already possible to carry about the novelty Bibles distributed by
NCR as 2/' square microfiches. It remains to be seen whether the housewife will go to that corner in the desk drawer to retrieve a recipe, or
whether we shall read the Shakespearein our wallets. The human being
is such a marvelously talented and adaptive information processor [hat
he will probably always want a variety of systemsto serve his needs. I
believe the following, written in January 1965, is still valid for the future of microphotography:
A high reduction microstoragemedium in associationwith a computermay one
day be part of every researchlibrary, so that upon command a user can have
displayedbefore him the information that he requires,perhapsin his home or
study.Before such resultscan be achievedfor the new information being produced by the modern scholar,much needsto be done to channel the output of
the scientific and the humanistic community directly into the information
complex at the point of its creation, in order to avoid the high input costs
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now associatedwith the insertion of retrospectivedata into automatic mechanized stores.Once this has been accomplished,the cost of converting data
from an existing systemto a new one should be reducedand the library will
have something it has never previously enjoyed-an element of protection
againstsystemand equipment obsolescence.
Until that time, the convendonal
book will reign supremeas the medium of teaching and research.Long after
automaticinformation retrieval is a reality, readerswill still turn to the codex
book for educationand entertainment.l2
Among the other microfiche developments were the following: the
Houston-Fearless FiImCARD Camera-Processorwas completed in 1966
and delivered to the UCLA Library for field testing. A European microfiche service cent€r has been established with the cooperation of the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and the member
libraries of the Association d'Universitds Entidrement ou Partiellement
de Langue Franqaise (AUPELF); the agreement provides a facility for
member libraries to share their resources by making and distributing
microfiche. Several manufacturers introduced new readers: IBM brought
out Models I & II which differ mainly in screen size; Atlantic Microfilm
marketed an under-$roo reader, and Bell & Howell offered the "Headliner," which features image rotation and a loading system which requires handling the fiche only by the title strip portion. For further information on readers, consult Library Technology Reports and the latest
Supplement to the Guide to Micioreprod.ucion Equipment. A convenient tabular summary of the features of nearly rz5 readers and
reader/printers may be found in Systemsmagazine for March, 1966, pp.
35-4t. Librarians wishing to know some of the details of microfiche production and manufacture may read John T. Salisbury's A Study on the
Application of MicrofiIming to the Production, Distribution, Use and Retrieual of Technical Reports. This unclassified report is available as AD
615 8oo from the CFSTI.
In microfilm materials, Recordak has introduced a unique new copying film: Special Direct Duplicating Film. This is a silver film which
provides a negative copy from a negative original without reversal processing; in fact, it uses the same Micro-File Developer/Replenisher employed to processRecordak camera negatives. Heretofore, the only methods of making direct negative copies required the diazo process or the
Kalvar process,both of questionable permanence. The new film is supplied in r6mm, g5mm, and Tomm widths as product 50-156, and also on
a thicker basefor microfiche publishing, as SO-zzo.
At the fifteenth convention of the National Microfilm Association,
Sir Irank Francis, Directo: and Principal Librarian of the British Museum, addressed the Association on the responsibilities of librarians,
users, and producers, in securing the best uttd -ort suitable microforms
for scholarly use. In recognition of their contributions to microreproduction. the rank of Fellow of the National Microfilm Association was
bestowed upon Sir Frank and William R. Hawken, the Library Technology Program's consultant. C. S. McCamy pinpointed excesshumidity
Volume tt,Number S,Summer t957
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as a major contributing facror to microfilm blemishes. He also indicated
that chlorine in urban water systemsis a factor.
Publications
William R. Hawken's Copying Methods Manual was issued in 1966
by the Library Technology Program. An encyclopedic survey of pro.

irritating aspects of scholarly reproduction: high costs, and relatively
slow delivery. While the bulk of the book is for the technician, the first
two chapters are highly recommended to the librarian who faces student
and faculty complaints about certain reproduction costs. The Manual
contains appendices dealing with copyright, standards, and the acquisition of reproductions.
After many years of delay, MicrofiInl. Norms was issued and is now
available for $r.75 from ALA. Good advice for the amateur copier who
has only a hand camera is contained in Kodak Handbook Nezas, issue
66-e.In the June 1966issue of Photo Methods for Industry, Lloyd Varden
discussesthe many prevalent fallacies about copyboard lighting; rhis
article is recommended to the reproduction laboratory manager.
For archivists and manuscript librarians, I can recornmend Micror-eproduction of Archiaes for Reference and Publication purposes: Selected Aspects of Microreproduction in the United States. Prepared by
Albert H. Leisinger of the National Archives, for the Inteinational

To be issued at rhe Second International Micrographic Congress in
tg67 is the International Guide to Microfilm Equipment. Hubbatd.
Ballou, editor of the Guide to Microreproduction Equipment, is one of
the contributors. David C. Weber published "Design for a Microtext
Reading-Roorn."13
The National Register of Microform Masters 1966 cumulation contained over 2bo llages, representing approximately z5,ooo titles, both
monographs and serials, available as some kind of master reproduction
film for making further copies. The bulk of the enrries are by Library of
Congress card number, after which is cited the main entry. Works for
which no card numbers are assigned and serials are listed in two separate sections at the end of the main section. Both commercial and academic repositories are cited.
.ffi6
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In a Library Journal article, "Reproduction vs. Preservation," John
Alden, Keeper of Rare Books at the Boston Public Library, counterposesa conservative view against indiscriminate photocopying, which he
feels may endanger some original material.l4 It is good to have this reminder that photocopying is a privilege, not a right, and that the copier
must always be vigilant against the depredations of careless machine
oPerators.
Facsimile Transmission
Practical, economical facsimile transmission of pages from bound
volumes remains little more advanced than it was a decade ago. Facsimile
transmission has been commercially established for over forty years, believe it or not! By late 1926, the American Telephone & Telegraph
Company had in operation a facsimile network connecting New York,
Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, and San Francisco, and early in rgz7, service had been extended to Atlanta, St. Louis, and Los Angeles. The time
required to transmit a document from one station to another was about
an hour. It is interesting to note the kinds of documents cited in early
promotional literature: "Portraits of any size or kind, scenic views,
mechanical drawings, fashion sketches, sport contests, legal documents,
X-Ray pictures, textile designs, banking papers, and so on, are daily
being reproduced in distant cities by this process."l5Obviously this comprehensive list might have included nearly anything in a library collection. Despite recent technical improvements in quality and speed of
transmission, the utilization of facsimile for library materials is little advanced over those early beginnings. To be sure, limited experiments
have been conducted recently, but most have foundered on lack of an interface device which brings the bound volume to the electronic transmitter.
In short, manufacturers have not come up with devices which can
scan book pages for transmission; all existing apparatus first requires
making a cut sheet copy on regular copying equipment, and then feeding
that copy through the facsimile transmitter. Furthermore, rapid high
quality transmission of large quantities of text gobbles up huge portions
of bandwidth, equivalent to several dozen telephone lines in simultaneous operation. The cost of these transmission facilities and the volume
requirements of the facsimile machinery are so high that only a high volume operation is economically feasible. This is the situation with Xerox's
LDX (Long Distance Xerography). At the other end of the scale is the
Xerox Magnafax Telecopier, which, though cheap, still requires the
user to make a regular cut sheet print first; the machine then produces
copies at the very slow rate of one per six minutes, not counting dialing
and setup time. The copy produced is impacted from a sheet of carbon
paper; it smudges easily and is not suitable for any permanent use. Yet
the makers, Xerox and Magnavox, foreseepotential salesfor this unit of
$4oo,ooo,oooper year!16
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The Alden Company of Westboro, Mass., has pioneered numerous
advances in facsimile transmission. Alden equipment participated in
the transmission of a weather map from Washington, D. C. to Paris via
the Early Bird satellite; transmission time was four minutes for a complete Northern Hemisphere weather map 4o inches in diameter. At the
Redstone Arsenal, Alden equipment is being installed to enable rapid
dissemination of graphic data to any part of the Huntsville Space Complex. To keep in repair every make and model of Army helicopter serviced on a floating repair ship, the U.S.S. Corpus Christi Bav, closed circuit television is used aboard ship to view and select drawings for use on
any of the six repair decks and 36 shops in the ship. Once selection has
been made, the desired drawing is transmitted by facsimile equipment.
Aboard the ship are r.2 million documents, half a million drawings,
and 75,ooo specification lists. Supplementary documents are available via
radio facsimile transmission from shore bases. Similarly, an Alden
equipped weather network is in operation throughout the United States;
each day the U. S. Weather Bureau assemblesz billion bits of weather data
(both maps and words) and transmits it to over r,ooo locations for use by
local forecastersand aircraft pilots. Alden and Kodak have collaborated
on a "dial-a-document" system, which is a marriage of Eastman Kodak's
Miracode and Alden equipment. Documents stored on r6mm film are
located in a Lodestar viewer, scanned and converted to digitized form on
maqnetic tape, which is then transmitted over telephone lines and reproduced by a facsimile receiver. One page can be sent in go secondswith
broadband equipment, or in three minutes with conventional phone
lines. All material must, of course, have been previously filmed, a condition unlikely to prevail for the foreseeable future of the research library's retrospective holdings.
Generally, all the makers of photocooy and facsimile eqrrioment are
missing the boat as far as the library market is concerned. There would
be more business for them, vastly improved service to the library users,
and less damage to library materials, if industry would consult ahead of
time with qualified librarians and custom-design the equipment to do
the job. The market is there, waiting to be tapped. Technical problems have been solved; we need only overcome the inertia which has inhibited the development of devices to scan the massesof data held in our
bound volumes. It is this same inertia, or lack of interest by manufacturers, which has prevented the development of adequate book holding
devices for microfilm cameras and other photocopying equipment. The
past decade has seen virtually no progress in these two important areas;
librarians are among those who can assert the critical need for apparatus
which can increase the usefulness of their collections without contributing to their damage or desruction.
Research b Deaelopment
Loral Electronic Systemshas developed a "frozen polaritation" technique which enables visual information displayed on a cathode ray tube
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to be stored almost indefinitely on an auxiliary device.lz The storage device is interrogated later and a duplicate picture displayed on a sEcond
cathode ray tube. Of possibly grearer interest is a "fly's eye" compound
electronic lens developed by the General Electric Company.la Two inches
in diameter and one-half inch thick, the device has gz rows of 3z lenses,
roz4 in all; each lens behaves like a miniature television camera tube.
Experiments have been conducted using the lens to record on a variety
of media, including photographic emulsions and thermoplastic films.
GE is reported as believing that the device would eventually permit "recording the contents of three rooo page dictionaries in the area of a
Postagestamp." Each of the ro24 lenslets has a potential storage capacity
of roo million bits, according to Sterling P. Newberry, a GE physicist.
(It is not clear from this statement whether data are stored in the lens
itself or merely recorded by it.) From Kodak comes another high density
storage device: a diffraction grating memory for recording computer
data; no details on the capacity of the memo y have been released.le
T'he Council on Library Resources agreed to support for one more
year analysis of reproduction equipmenr and updating of the newly
published Copying Methods Manual; a third area of work will involve
an intensive, empirical study of factors in the microreproduction of research materials. AII three areas will be supervised by William R. Hawken. The Council also awarded a contract to Republic Aviation to determine whether Republic's Micro-Vue system, a very high reduction,
chip film technique, might be adapted for library purposes. Test charts,
readers, and hard copy printouts are among the items to be investigated
under the contract.
David Sarnoff, Chairman of RCA, proposed using rhe laresr communication techniques to bring about a world-wide patent system, arguing that the "fragmented array of national patent systems that now
prevails in the world inhibits the swift and equitable worldwide distribution of patent benefits." (In this country, the Commissioner of Patents
awarded to th€ Recordak Division of Kodak, a $?,ooo,ooo contract to
convert to microfilm aperture cards over g million patents so that distribution copies can be readily made in respons€to the 2b,oooorders that
pour into the Patent Office each duy.)ro
IBM and Mosler Safe Co. have devised microstorage magazineswhich
permit rapid, random accessto microfilmed engineering drawings.2r The
Mosler systemusescartridges containing roo standard size aperture cards;
IBM's unit holds thirty-two ?omm x gbmm film chips coared along the
gbmm dimension with a magnetic strip holding roo eight-bit characters.
The Mosler systemcan handle up to 2,ooo cells of roo cards each, and the
IBM system about 16,ooo cells. Another research development, invented
by John F. Dove, and described at the IEEE convention in New York,
is said to accommodate 2o,ooo volumes on an 8 x ro" piece o[ aluminum
or nickel foil. Images are recorded by a laser beam.
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Copyright
On October rz, 1966,the House Judiciary Committee issueda report
on the new copyright bill, H. R. 4347, which provides copyright protection for the life of the author plus 5o years.22It recognizesthe judicial
doctrine of "fair use" and offers guidelines to the courts for interpretation of this doctrine. Specifically exempted from the bill's prorection is
use for criticism, comment, report, teaching, scholarship, and research.
The copyright issue received a great deal of attention at the annual
meeting of the American Book Publishers Council, where publishers of
scientific journals and specialized books expressed fears of decreasing
salesas a result of institutional copying. Lee Deighton, Chairman of the
Macmillan Company, is quoted in the New York Times: "Any compromise which grants an exemption from copyright to educational institutions will be a serious erosion of our properry rights."za Bernard F.
Gallagher, publisher of a series of confidential newsletters, advertised a
reward of $ro,ooo "for evidence leading to the conviction of an individual and his company for reproduction of any of the Gallagher newsletters
in violation of the copyright law." The Ford Foundation's plan to
Iaunch an educational satellite is worrying some segments of the publishing industry, owing to the new bill's built-in exemptions for broadcasts aimed mainly "for reception in classrooms or similar places normally devoted to instruction." For their own internal use, the American
Book Publishers Council and the American Textbook Publishers Institute distributed to their membership a reporr on rhe copyright implications of the new technology; An Economic-Media Study of Booh
Publishing. As yet, no plans have been announced for public distribution of the 283 page report.
Personnel
Charles Z. Case, retired Director of Sales Research for Kodak. died
in 1966. He brought to this country from Britain a microphotographic
technique to convey mail to the military services; the method gained
fame in the United Statesduring World War II as V-mail. Earlier, he was
responsible for popularizing 35mm roll microfilm to srore and publish
newspapers.
A false pioneer, alas, remains with us! He is Rend Prudent Patrice
Dragon, an imaginary hero of the Franco-PrussianWar, who is supposed
to have utilized carrier pigeons to transmit microfilmed messagesto and
from besiegedParis. In spite of the best efforts of many aurhors, including
Frederic Luther in his well documented MicrofiIm, a History tSjg-tgoo,
the genuine hero, Ren6 Prudent Patrice Dagron, seems to have been
turned into a monster! Dagron is cited as Dragon in publications of rhe
National Cash Rcgister Company and 3M; I hope the "dragon" will be
slain and the evil spell broken within the next decade.24,25
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TheRegional
Groups:
Opinions
of a PastChairman
Donrs R-tusona
D escr ip t iae Cat alo'gin g D ia ision
The Library of Congress
Washington, D. C.

HAT ARE THE REGIONAL GROUPS? Where did they come
from? What makes them tick? Where are rhev headed?
These questions are basic to any expression of opinion on the regional
groups affiliated with the Resources and Technical Services Division of
the American Library Association. To have an opinion one must or
ought to have some knowledge of the subject. It has been assumedthat I,
as a recent incumbent of the RTSD office charged with oversight of the
regional groups, am most likely to have the requisite knowledge to har-

possible to offer any single opinion on rhem. To answer my initial questions as best I can will help to explain their diversity and my dilemma.
The regional groups are corporate entities with memberships of cataloging, acquisitions, and serials librarians, limited geographically. But
not all of them include acquisitions and serials librarians and in mosr of
them the catalogers outnumber the members of the other subprofessions. Geographically they may be representative of an area as large as
New England, the Pacific Northwest, and the Southeast or as small as
Nashville, Chicago, and the Twin Cities. Administratively they may be
completely independent, as is the Ohio Valley Group of Technical Service Librarians, which covers an area encompassing parts of three states
and is afliliated with no other organization than RTSD, or they may be
govemed by the constitution of a srate library associarion,as is the Technical Services Round Table of the Ohio Library Association. As for
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temperament (if one may use such a personal term in describing corPorate bodies), they may be as active as the New York State and New York
City regional groups, which hold at least two meetings a yeat and keep in
touch by letters in between. Or they may be apparently dormant, like the
Twin Cities group from which I had no report during the three years I
held the office to which the groups are expected to report. In size they
may range from an active membership of as few as ro or 15 up to one of
severalhundred.
The regional groups existed long before RTSD; some may be nearly
as old as ALA itself. Previous to the ALA reorganization they were regional groups of catalogers affiliated with the former Division of Cataloging and Classification; it is indicative of their forward-looking attitude that all but a few changed their constitutions to include other
technical service librarians when under ALA realignment they became
affiliates of RTSD. But they have a justifiable pride in their history as
early and strong evidence of the desire of catalogers above all other
librarians to meet together and exchange views and information.
It is this desire to exchanqe information and to hear experts speak on
subjects of interest to them that makes the regional groups tick. Since the
days r,vhenMelvil Dewey explained his new classification to them, to the
present when Ben Custer speaksto them on the latest changes in the old
DDC, the regional groups have been hearing speakersspeaking to them
on the subjects closestto their hearts: from cooperative cataloging as first
offered in the early twentieth century on LC printed cards to the latest
and most glamorous of regional processing centers; from the substitution of the typewriter for the "library hand" to the replacement of the
card catalog by computers and book catalogs. And in between speeches
they meet for breakfasts,lunches, cocktails, and dinners to compare notes
in smaller groups or t6te ) tdte. And they go back to their libraries refreshed by tours of new and refurbished libraries and stimulated by the
intellectual and other contacts. Perhaps of all attributes librarians must
have, curiosity intellectual and otherwise is the overweening one. And
the meetings of regional groups provide an outlet for that curiosity.
And what of the relationship of the regional groups with RTSD? It is
here that I must expressopinions. Since no two of the groups are alike in
all respects,they cannot be treated alike by the ALA Headquarters staff
and the elected AI-A officers. Each expects something different in its relationship with RTSD: this one wants nothing but the feeling of belonging to the national library movement; that one needs help in planning
its annual program; another needs not just advice but perhaps financial
help in attracting a worthwhile speaker; another may be so self-sufficient
that all it wants is to give, to cooperate with RTSD in its programs.
And next year the desires and needs will change with the change in regional $oup officers.
The one permanent aspect of this national-regional relationship is
change and RTSD must remain flexible in its ability to respond if it is
to give and receive the maximum benefit. Whatever the outcome of the
l / o l u r n er r , N u m b e r j , S u m m e r t 9 5 7
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reappraisal of the RTSD-regional groups relationship now going on, the
regional groups will continue, within or without AI-A. I believe RTSD
will best serve its membership by continuing ro r.reat the groups as independent, co-equal affiliates and nor by attempting to draw them into
a more tightly controlled and cohesive subdivision of itself. The groups
have often been called RTSD's "grass roots." In some ways rhis may be
an apt metaphor, but RTSD musr not expect the groups to act only as
appendages of itself; their first duty is to rheir own members, many of
whom are not ALA members, most of whom never attend ALA conferences,and all of whom are more interested in what is happening in
their own region than in what is happening in the RTSD hierarchy.
How this relationship can be fostered and improved is the final question. I do not believe tirat the RTSD executive secretary should be required to carry the entire work alone, even though I do not consider the
elected officer, the chairman of the Council of Regional Groups, a wholly
satisfactory solution. This position, like mo,st elective offices, is as presently defined too demanding to be held by most people with full-time
jobs; unlike most elective offices it lasts three years. Probably the best
solution is a realignment of the work, with the chairman serving principally as chairman of the Council and as a liaison between the regional
groups and the RTSD omcers, and the staff of the executive secrerary
handling the bulk of the paperwork.
Whatever the ultimate solution, I offer my best wishes for successin
achieving the common goals of RTSD and the regional groups.

TECHNICAL SERVICES DIRECTORS OF PROCESS/NG
CEI,JTERS FORM D/SCUSS/ON GROUP
The formation of "Discussion Group" under the auspices of the ALA Resources and Technical Services Division has been announced, to serve the interests of the technical services directors of centralized processing agencies. An
organizational meeting was held on July 14, 1966, in New York, attended by
thirty-three librarians. Chairman pro tem for this meeting was John B. Corbin,
then Director of Technical Services for the Texas State Library in Austin.
Rudi Weiss, Chief of Technical Services,\4/estchesrerT.ibrary System, Yonkers,
N. Y., was elected by the group as its first Chairman, under the new organizational structure.
The group plans to hold meetings in conjunction with the annual and Midwinter confetences of the American Library Association. Its announced purpose is to serve "as a clearinghouse for information on centralized processing . . ."
and "as a pressure group on the Resources and Technical Services Division
and on the American Library Association itself to focus the proper attention on
centralized processing."
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on the Adoptionof the
Considerations

Classification
Libraryof Congress
Wrr-r-teM J. Wnrsn
A ssociate Dire ctor, Pr oce ssing D epartment
The Library of Congress
Washington,D.C.

A S READERS of the professional literature are aware there is evidence
fa, that a growing number of libraries, both new and established, are
adopting or considering the adoption of the Library of Congress Classification. The Library itself has additional evidence of this development:
in letters from a wide variety of general and special libraries seeking advice on the selection of a classification system, in notifications of adop
tions and questions on procedures for establishing or converting to LC,
most emphatically perhaps in the request of the Cataloging and Classification Section of RTSD to participate in the preconference Institute on
the Use of the Library of CongressClassifrcation held in New York, July
7-g, 1966.The increase in the number of these inquiries has not changed
the nature of the Library's responseto them. Believing that local circumstances,which we in the nature of the case cannot evaluate, should de'
termine the decision, we do not recommend the adoption of any particular classification, but confine our advice, when asked for it, to the
exposition of general considerations affecting classification decisions.
While the Library is naturally gratified that its classification has been
found useful and has assumed a number of editorial and publication responsibilities as a result of that fact, it has never advocated adoption of
the classificationor taken stepsto promulgate it as a standard.
The Library believes that it has an accurate apprehension of the nature of its classification system,of the ways in whibh it is like and unlike
others, and that it has an objective view of the classification's strengths
and weaknesses.Moreover, Library officershave not been silent in pointing out its shortcomings.l Nevertheless,it is true that we have not made it
a point to dispute every claim for the classification which we considered
over-enthusiastic or of doubtful validity; nor is it my purpose to enter
into such an argument now. What I am anxious to do, however, is to set
forth certain aspectsof the classificationitself and of its development,revision, and application at the Library of Congresswhich we have reason
to believe have not been taken into account sufficiently in considering the
Volume t r, Number j, Summer r967
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adoption of LC. My basic purpose in these observations is therefore to
make sure that important considerations adverse to adoption of LC, as
we see them, are set forth, so that no adoptions will be made under misapprehensions which the Library could be charged with allowing to
persist.2
Before proceeding, I should like to clear up a misunderstanding,
which I hope is not widespread, about the purposes of the preconference
Institute already referred to. As stated in the advance announcement
and in the institute program, the objectives were "to identify the areas
in which librarians experience difficulty in using the Library of Congress
classification; to explain frequently misunderstood operations; to summarize the significant facto -s to be considered in adopting and using the
Library of Congress classification."s In accordance with the requests of
the Cataloging and ClassificationSection,the planning and conduct of the
institute involved extensive participation by LC personnel, but the institute was not held to promote the use of the LC classification, or "to advise on how to switch."4 This was reaffirmed by the Classification Committee of CCS, with which the proposal {or the institute originated in
1965, in the report of its ALA Midwinter 1967 session,aiz., "The Classification Committee agreed that the purpose of the Institute on the Use
of the Library of CongressClassification was not to endorse a particular
classification system but to identify problems in its use and to demonstrate the need for a manual of practice."5 (The Library believes that the
need for a manual had been amply demonstrated and acknowledged
before the institute, but that point is not relevant here).
The proceedings of the institute, now in course of preparation, can
be expected to show the efiort of LC speakers,in their prepared statements and in their answersto questions, to maintain the Library's policy
and practice of objective explanation of the characteristicsof the classification, and the manner in which it is developed, revised, and applied in
the Library. Papers were also presented at the institute on the experience
and procedures of other libraries in their adoption of LC, and the concluding paper expounded the views of a well known expert on classification on the general advantagesand disadvantagesof using the LC system.
The proceedings will not show that LC officers asked for time in which
to take exception either to the laudatory or to the critical estimatesof the
classification made in those papers. I am sure we shared with the organizers and registrants of the conference the unexpressed assumption that
the relevance and validity of what was said was to be determined by each
one for himself.
On this same assumption I think it proper to rely for the most part in
theseremarks on referencesto the professional literature for descriptions
of the organization, structure, characteristics,notation and other aspects
of the LC classification.oI assume that the presencein some of the cited
sources of passagespraising the system will not be construed as an attempt to advocate its adoption indirectly. I feel all the more entitled to
make this assumption becauseof the essentialresponsibilities the Library
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has assumed in relation to the other major American system, the Dewey
Decimal Classification. We are aware, of course, that the literature on the
selection of a classification, for original adoption or reclassification, commonly makes direct or inferential comparisons between the two systems.
I do not propose to weigh the merits of any of these discourses,or to enter
into comparisons involving praise of one at the expense of the other, or
to indulge in "Yes, but . . ." argumenration.
In my opinion, many of the preferences expressedin these comparisons are not valid in absolute terms for the reason that it is not technically possible to have certain features in combination. For example, it is
stated of LC that class numbers are on the average shorter than those in
DC. Of DC it is stated that the notation is in general hierarchically expressive.Since you can not have both features in the same classificationcertainly if anything like precise ("close") classification is co,ntemplatedthese staternents can become controversial only between protagonists
who rvould take one or the other as a feature to be advocated in all
circumstances.
Another example is the feature of LC referred to as variation in treatment between schedules.TTo the extent that LC has used a chronological
division or area arrangement in a given field that its scholars and laymen
would prefer to singli division tibles applicable throughout the schedules, this is an advantage. To the extent that it adds to the complexity
and bulk of the schedules and requires Library of Congress and other
classifiersto learn many variant systems,it is a disadvantage.The Library
is not disposed to say that its provisions in this respect are the best ones in
absolute terms. Neither is it inclined to the attempt to persuade any one
that these provisions represent a fundamental weaknessin the classification. We feel entitled to assume that those professionally competent to
make decisions on the adoption of a classification can assessthe consequences and value to their own situation of objective elucidations of the
features of each classification system.
At the same time it has been acknowledged that the circumstances
under which the classification evolved have led to certain dispositions
of material "which could not be defended or advocated as part of a classification ofiered for general adoption."s Among these are the provisions
for subject bibliography, fiction in English, and juvenile literature. The
separation of language and literature for the "major" languages has been
criticized.e Other defects recognized and publicly acknowledged are: lack
of a schedule for law (about to be remedied for United Statesfederal and
state law), lack of a consolidated index,lo and absenceof a manual on the
use of the classification. It is true that the Library intends to fill these
gaps, but completion of all of the projects is some yearsoff.
To sum up these considerations relating to the schedules themselves:
I believe the Library is entitled to feel that both the virtues and the defects of its classificationhave been adequately expounded in the literature.
The proceedings of the New York preconference institute can be expected to contribute to that exposition.
V o l u r n et r r N u m b e r j , S u m m e r 1 9 6 7
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I turn now to certain aspects of the development and revision of the
schedules and their application to the Library's collections whose consequences are relevant to the question of the adoption of LC by other libraries. First of all, it should be noted that the schedules are being revised constantly, literally every day. It is incumbent on members of the
subject cataloging stafi, in dealing with the materials being added to the
collections, to propose any changesnecessaryto accommodate a new work.
After approval by the Editorial Committee of the Subject Cataloging
Division, these changes are put into effect at once and published in due
course in the quarterly L. C. Classification-Additions and Changes and
finally in supplements to or new editions of the respective schedule.
While some regard it as an advantage that LC schedulesare not reissued
in frequent new editions, the Library is not satisfied with its publication
program in this respect. For some years it has been necessaryto keep
most schedules in print by issuing reprints, with supplementary pages
containing the additions and changes, together with their index entries,
made since the publication of the previous edition. This is now the status
of all of the schedulesexcept one: BL-BX (zd edition, 196z). A far more
satisfactory program is now being planned to bring out new editions,
with new material incorporated in the schedules and their indexes, at
much shorter intervals than heretofore. It is intended to relate the Iength
of time between editions of each schedule to the rapidity with which a
substantial body of new material accumulates.
The extent of current revision of the schedulesmay be judged by the
following statistics of class numbers established and changed in recent
fiscalyears.
ESTABLISHED

r963-64
r964-69
rg65-66

r,8o3
z,zr8
2,292

CHANGED

zbg
442
zr 8

As any issue of Additions and Changes will indicate, the individual
current changesmay rang€ all the way from the addition of a single class
number to a considerable expansion of a topic or the insertion of a new
section. The changes are of five general kinds: (r) the addition of a new
class or subclass for a wholly new topic; (z) the establishment of subclassesfor material on specific aspectsof a topic; (3) refinement of the
scope of a class,resulting in the transfer of part of its population to an
existing or a newly established class; (4) shift of classesfrom one part of
a schedule to another, or to another schedule; (5) extensive redevelopment of classesfor a subject area or classof literature. It is evident that all
but the first raise the question of the reclassification of materials; the
fourth and fifth involve vacating a class or classesand cancelling the
numbers. The cancelled numbers may be left vacant or may be re-used at
once. LC does not have a waiting period for the re-use of numbers with
new meanings.
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Following are some recent examples of each of the five kinds of schedule revision:
r. New class or subclass.Notationally, these may appear, after the
class letters, as an integer, as a decimal added to an integer (the decimal
may or may not indicate subordination), or as a letter and decimal number (the so-called "topical cutters"). Respective examples are:
GS 66

Manned undersea stations (Oceanography-Exploration)11
GV roz9.3 Drag racing (Automobiling-Racing)12
RS zor.A5 Ampuls (Materia medica-Pharmaceutical preparations)13
z. Subclassesfor specific aspecrs.This kind of change is made when it
is observed that, in addition to the general monographs on a topic for
which the classwas established,separatetreatiseson special aspectsof the
topic are appearing. In the 5th edition of Class Q, there are two classes
for Blood in QP, Physiology: gr for the topic in general, 95 for White
corpuscles,indented under gr. This topic has been expandedla bythe addition of whole numbers for such topics as Formation, Composition and
chemistry, Corpuscles and platelets (retaining 95 for White corpuscles),
and Illood group's; and by a decimal number for Special constituents, divided A-2, e.g., QPgg.3.B5 Blood sugar. This example illustrates, incidentally, the use of all three notarional devices available for the introduction of new classes.
Another example is the expansion of BF 98, Personality, in the classes
for Psychology, to provide for subtopics and for an extensive list of special personality tests.rr
3. Refinement of scope of a class. Recent examples of this kind of
chan6;e,in which some of the other kinds were also involved, resulted
from the establishment in HE, Transportation and Communication
(Economics), of an extensive development for Air transportation, HE
g7h - 9900.16For the most part, material on the economic aspectsof Air
transportation had been classed in TL with Aeronautical engineering.
Establishment of the HE classesresulted in the revision of TL from 5oof 23.17Some of the TL classeswere cancelled and cross references to the
new HE classessubstituted; for the most part, however, the TL classes
were retained with the addition of scopenotes, confer notes, or additional
captions to make clear that the classwas now to be confined to technical
material.
4. Shift of classes.As already indicated, the TL-HE development involved this kind of change also. For example Air sports was developed
at GV 7bo-77o,with the consequent cancellation or redefinition of classes
in TL.18
Volume t r,l{umber j, Summer t967
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5. Extensive redevelopment. Perhaps the least common of the categories of schedule revision, this one is typically brought about by decisive
changesin the Library's accessionof material in a given classof literature,
subject area, or discipline. Chinese literature,le and the language and
literature of Japan2oand Korea2l are recent examples. Since it is usually
not desirable, even if possible, to change the general placement of the
subject in the schedules,developments of this extent can ordinarily retain only a small number of the original classeswithout disturbance.
The statement above that "changes are put into efiect at once" is subject to an important qualification. A new classnumber is assignedat once
to the new work that provoked the change and of course to subsequent
accessionsof works belonging in the same class.However, reclassification
of titles already in the collection that might be more appropriately
classedin the new number is not undertaken immediately. Each pertinent
shelf list record is marked "Better," followed by the new class number,
and reclassificationof the title is postponed until such time as the catalog
entry is reprinted for some other reason. As a consequenceof this practice, some of the cards obtained from Card Division stock will not be in
accordancewith the latest developments in the LC classification.
In the light of these observations I should like now to turn to a consideration of some of the reasons advanced for adopting LC which relate
to the management of processing in the adopting library. They can be
subsumed under two heads: Economy and Automation. Under the first
several specific points are made. Since they commonly involve comparisons with the Decimal Classification, that will have to be part of our
consideration.
r. LC and DC classnumbers on LC printed cards. It. is true that more
Library of Congress printed cards have LC classnumbers than DC class
numbers, but the extent of the difference is decreasing.As of the spring of
rq67, DC is being assignedto twice as many titles as ayear ago, including
virtually all current (1966 and 1967 imprints) nonfiction titles published in the United States in any language or published anywhere in
English, and most current titles other tltan belles lettres in French, German, Portuguese, and Spanish, and some in Scandinavian languages. It
is the intention of the Library gradually to increase this coverage until it
is complete for current nonfiction titles in all Western and Eastern Euro
pean languages. (It will be noted that the foregoing comparison deals
only with class numbers, omitting mention of the fact that, for all titles
added to the Library's collections, LC call numbets are provided. Some libraries consider this an advantage; others prefer to do their own "cuttering" since LC's system of book and author numbers is a special one, not
employing the Cutter-Sanborn tables.)
z. Literal use of LC numbers on LC printed cards. There are two aspects to the unquestioning use of the LC call numbers found on LC
printed cards, expressedby one writer as "any title which has an LC card
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and LC classification number [i.e. "Call number"?] could be handled by
a clerk."22Apart from any general departures from LC provisions decided
on by the adopting library, it is evident from the foregoing description of
the l-ibrary's practice in reclassification that as far as the classnumber
Proper is concerned the quoted observation could be accepted only for
titles currently cataloged by the Library and not for the card stock as a
whole, unless the library in question were prepared to accept the obvious
consequenceof placing material on the same subject in separate classes
or even schedules,e.9., Air transport in both T and H. As far as the author and book number parts of the notation are concerned, if the statement means that LC cards can be "dropped in" the shelf list it should be
borne in mind that as soon as anv titles without LC call numbers are
shelf-listed, the possibility exists that the Library, even though following
the L,C book number system,may arrive at a call number that will dupli
cate one assignedlater by the Library of Congress.In a letter to the editor
of the Library Journal, Phyllis Richmond of the University of Rochester
Library, not regarded as anti-Lc, commented on this point in the following elliptical but vivid terms:- "Think you can take the LC call number
right off the card and use it without checking? Ha,hv."zs
3. Comparative cost of original classification in LC and DC. We are
not aware of allegations that LC is easy to apply, nor do we know of comparative studies of the cost of classifying in the two systemswithout the
use of LC-assignedclassnumbers for either of them. We would not be inclined to speculate on the outcome of such studies, but we are quite preparecl to acknowledge the validity of some criticisms of LC which are relevant to the cost of classifying by the system; for example, that the tables
are difficult to use.24For the present and immediate future the lack of a
general index and manual-faults already acknowledged-are relevant
here also.
Automation.
Since the Library is not often consulted in advance of the adoption of
its schedulesand not always notified afterward, it does not feel iully informed on the reasons for them. There is evidence, however, as reflected
in inquiries to the Library, that one of the considerations in some cases
is the assumption that adoption of the Library of Congressclassification
scheduleswill be a necessarycondition for using its bibliographical services at such time as they are automated. It appears to the Library that this
assumption could be valid only if the sole method of distributing its
cataloging product were in machine readable form, and if the LC classification or call number were the only or principal means of identification
of individual catalog enrries.
It is clear that the present distribution of the Library's printed catalog cards does not enforce adoption of either the LC or DC classification
schedule or of the LC subject heading list. Libraries have been and are
free to make as much or as little use of the information on the catalog enVolume tr,Number 3,Summer t967
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tries as they wish. The Library does not consider that the distribution of
catalog data in machine-readable form need represent any basic change
in this situation.
In conclusion, I trust it will be clear that the foregoing observations

sideration in some of the decisions to adopt the classification. We are
anxious that no misapprehensions enter into adoption or reclassification
decisions that would ifiect those decisions adversely and so result in
disappointment with the schedulesand dissatisfactionwith our services.
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SomeDeweyLuminaries
BrN;aurN A. Cusrun, Editor
Dewey D ecimal C lassification
The Library of Congress
Washington, D. C.

l\ 7fY TENURE AS EDITOR, shaker, mover, targer of bouquets and
IYI
brickbats, chief cook and bottle-washer for the Dewey- Decimal
Classificationhas now run for more than ten years, and in that time it has
been my good fortune to be associatedwith a considerable number of
Persons,both on the stafi and outside it, who have brought grace and illumination to the DDC, and pleasure and guidance to me. Many are
still associatedwith the enterprise, but it is not within my scope to write
of them; even of those whose associationwith it has come to an end I can
take spaceto write on only a few.
The first, as a matter of fact, I never worked with or even met, Melvil
Dewey himself. Dewey died in rq3r when I was in library school, but I
did once see Dorkas Fellows, editor from rger to rygj. This was in the
late '3o's at an ALA Conference, when she was introduced to a gathering of catalogers and classifiers.I was a very young sprout, and she ap
peared to be a very old lady, though she was only 65 when she died in
t938. Time changes perspective! But I must return to Dewey. Even after
3b years he remains a presencein our daily work in the DC Office. Time
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fast he only reflected an age that thought that all of natural sciencewas
known at least in broad outline and that everything worth inventing had
been already invented," or "Dewey was betrayed by followers who didn't
fully grasp his concept of hierarchy in classification." Sometimes we refer to him as "The Old Man," the name still used constantly by Deo B.
Colburn, who was brought by him to Lake Placid fifty years ago, fresh
from business college, to take on the cornmercial and financial end of
things. It is fashionable today to poke gentle fun at Melvil Dewey, and
we do it ourselvesin the Office, but, kid yourself not, he was a real genius,
and, if a prisoner of his time in some respects,far ahead of it in others.
The second of my luminaries was a man I knew well and worked
with frequently, but never actually on the DDC; this was my immediate
predecessoras editor, David J. Haykin. There, in a small but vibrant
physical package, lived one of the most stimulatin€i persons it has been
my good fortune to know. Dave's mind ran so fast that his tongue could
not keep up with it, and this sometimescomplicated communication with
him. But it was he to whom came more than to any other the modern
vision of a modern Dewev for a modern age. He saw what really could
be done with hierarchical structure. In )iis scarcely two and. a half
years as editor, 1954-1956,he generated moot of the steam that made the
r6th and the l7th editions the great ones that they were. He had, of
course, in various capacities at the Library of Congress, been in direct or
indirect charge of the classification of books by the DDC most of the
time from rg3o to 1953.
My third luminary is Godfrey Dewey, known to me as president of
Forest Press until 196r and as a member of the Decimal Classification
Editorial Policy Committee until 196r. If one was a bit too young to
meet Melvil, how fortunate he was to work with Godfrey instead! kt's
face it honestly: Godfrey and I had some high old arguments, which he
always won, on such stylistic matters as punctuation and the spelling of
preterits the way they were "pronounst" instead of the way even the
permissive Webster 3 recorded usage. Godfrey is his father's so'n and
shares many of his father's enthusiasms.When it came to substantive issues in establishing DC policy, Godfrey was a solid and welcome force,
sometimes balancing by his conservatism and strong personality a whole
group of supporters of what, later, after reflection, would be seen to be
half-baked ideas. Providing as he did the only link with the founding
father, he was a very necessarybalance wheel to keep deliberations from
suddenly running away from reality. No matter how vigorous the debate,
and even though tempers sometimes frayed at the edges, Godfrey was
always calm and good-humored. I miss him.
The subject of my fourth vignette is .fanet S. Dickson, who was
chairman of the Special Advisory Committee on the Decimal Classification, rq64-re68, and, as such, a member of the Decimal Classification
Editorial Policy Committee. In this capacity she brought to the r6th
edition a vast amount of practical advice, based on her own considerable
experience but bringing to a focus also the experience of all the variety
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of members of a quite large committee. Janet and I had had cordial
relations for many years before I became DC editor, but at this time
we had one battle so overwhelming that it almost wrote "phfit" to our
friendship-almost, but I am glad to say not quite. In the event, I won
the battle, but now in 1967, ten years later, it appears that Janet has won
the war, in that the feature for which she fought has been accepted by the
present-day DCEPC as a feature of the revised volume e of Dewey q and
of Dewey 18 and subsequent editions as well: a separate list of relocations in addition to the notes scattered throughout the schedules. Good
for you, Janetl
Fifth is Lucile M. Morsch, member of the DCEPC from 1956 to 196z,
and its Chairman, 1956-6o.Probably a great many of those who read
these words know Lucile, and most of those who do not know her know
of her. This being so, it is hardly necessaryfor me to describe what a
dynamo of action and ideas she made of the Committee while guiding it
through to solutions of numerous ticklish problems. Being especially
interested in the international aspectsof librarianship, she was the originator of the 1964 Field Survey of Dewey Decimal Classification Use
Abroad, and in general strongly supported making Dewey interna'
tionally useful. She was the most forceful supporter of the substantially
reorganized table of standard subdivisions in Edition ry, and of the need
for a completely revised law schedule, which, unfortunately, it was not
possible to prepare while she was a member of the EPC-nor even yet.
Most important of all, being immediately at hand in the Library of
Congress,she was this editor's strong support and persistent pusher and
booster. Lucile could drive one to do better than his best, and she never
did lessthan that herself.
The sixth and seventh luminaries are both deceasedformer members
of the DCEPC: Harriet D. MacPherson, and Esther J. Piercy, to whose
memory this issue of ZRTS is dedicated. Harriet was first appointed to
the original DC Committee in 1937,was reappointed in rg44 for a sevenyear term, resigned in rg5r, was reappointed to the reconstituted DCEPC
1956-196z,and was electedVice-Chairman in rg57 and again in r96o. No
other member of the Committee ever equalled this long and honorable
record of service. Subsequently she participated in the planning for the
Field Survey, and was its fint director, but she was forced by failing
health almost at once to relinquish this post to Sarah K. Vann.
Esther was a member of the DCEPC from tg6r to 1967,dying in the
last year of her term. Becauseshe came from a library that does not use
Dewey, her contributions to the Committee's discussions were never
trammeled by any local considerations that might circumscribe her
wide-ranging thoughts. She was, possibly, the most conscientious person
I ever knew-too conscientious, as it turned out, for her own good. She
was gifted with great imagination, always tempered by common sense.
My eighth and ninth luminaries can be thought of only together,
like ham 'n' eggs or Baltimore & Ohio. They are, of course, Julia and
Alice: Julia C. Presseyand Alice M. Kenton, who between them gave
Volume tt,Number j,Summer 1967
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6o years to DC at LC. Alice joined Dave Haykin in the ALA Office for DC
Numbers on LC Cards in August rg3o; Julia replaced Dave as head of
the office in April r93z; both retired from the Decimal Classification
Office in July, 196r. From rg3e until 1956 both, along with other staff
members, kept the DC numbers rolling. At the same time they performed
numerous editorial or quasi-editorial activities, such as advising the editors, comparing Editions r4 and r5, criticarly analyzing these for the
benefit of the editors of Edition 16, modifying the spelling of Edition
r4's index from "fonetic" to standard. In 1956, the same day I became
Editor, Julia became Associate Editor, and she was responsible for much
in Edition 16 that made it so acceptable to the public. Alice, too, performed chores for Edition 16, like indexing and proofreading, and te,
gether they provided the major continuity between the DC Section and
the DDC Editorial Office, on the one hand, and the new (in rg58) DC
Office. They were gracious, gentle librarians of the old school, and probably no one alive or dead ever knew more about the Dewey Decimal
Cnssification than they. It was one of my greatest professional privileges
to be associatedwith them, and I was lost indeed when they retired together to Catifornia, where they still live.
The tenth luminary is Marie M. Henshaw, who was appointed by
Haykin as one of the editorial crew in 1954, and retired December 3o,
1966, as the Assistant Editor. Marie was responsible for most of the improvements of Edition rZ: the rigorous presentation of material, the
emphasis on hierarchy, the subject integrity. In all this she was the follower of Haykin. But she was more than a follower. Her brilliance of
mind, one of the finest I have known professionally, originated many new
ideas and improved many old ones. Dewey's users for a long time to
come will be indebted to her, and no debt is more substantial than mine.
Having disclaimed the intention to write about anyone still associated with the Dewey enterprise, I may appear to have ignored my own
ground rules in turning now to my last luminary, John W. Cronin,
and this may be technically true, but not actually, since for some years
now John's associate,William J. Welsh, has been his surrogate in matters dealing with DC. But in the years when the editorial stafi of five or
six were working madly up to go hours a week toward what seemed an
impossible deadtine for DC 16, when DCEPC, Advisory Committee,
Forest Press,and users were pulling the editor in all directions, no one
was such a bulwark in a storm as John. Weekly and sometimes daily he
listened to my problems, shouted commonsense advice with a pound of
the table-as only John can pound-and bucked me up to carry on.
Never was there a librarian who gave more o[ himself to get things done,
never a librarian with greater visron; and he is still the same, only today
it is the Shared Cataloging Program and the retrospective Nati,onal
Union Catalog, instead of Dewey, for which he shouts and pounds the
table. I suspect that John is the greatest librarian of our time, as perhaps Melvil Dewey was of his. Have I not, indeed, been fortunate in my
associations?
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Who ShallSurveythe Surveyors?
Mencenrr C. BnowN, Chzel
ProcessingDiaision
l'ree Library of Philadelphia
P h ila delp hia, P ennsyluania

qOMEONE
HAS SAID there is always an easy solution ro every probLJ lem: neat, plausible, and wrong. Among librarians the easy solution
is suspect today and rightly so. Not only are our day-to-day problems increasingly complex but, as generalists, we feel uncomforrable in this specialists'world.
So frequently do our problems seem to require the care and handling
of specialiststhat we are made to feel a little guilty if we attempt to do
our own thinking. A superficial study of a day in the life of an administrator might lead us to the hasty conclusion that he was not paid. to
think for himself but to find the funds to find someone else to think for
him. Perhaps we have been made overcautious by the appalling waste
associatedwith duplicat€ research. However, sometimes it almost seems
that, if two librarians working independ.ently at rhe same problem
reached the same conclusion, it would be reassuring,if costly.
But, of course, not only are our problems complex but the time allotted to their solution is limited. There is less time for every activity, including and especially thinking. No one outside a padded cell can escape
experiencing the rat-race nature of our lives today. Some find it stimuiating; others find it bewildering; everyone finds it exhausting.
Such is our optimistic nature, or maybe it is only because of a thorough grounding in reference work, that we never for a moment doubt
that somebody has the answer to our problems. Lack of confidence in
ourselvesis matched by very great confidence in someone else, especially
if he is somewhere else.
All we have to do is ask the right person. Since no Geiger counter has
been devised for infallible selection of this knowledgeable creature, we
sometimes take refuge in numbers. This may explain the popularity of
one of our time-honored methods of reaping the harvest of someone
else's thinking without overworking orl. o*n riental equipment, namely,
sending out a questionnaire. We distribure rhis quesrionnaire to a select
group of colleagues who, it is supposed, have a similar problem. It
should come as no surprise to learn, when the returns are in, that our
V o l u m et r , N u m b e r 3 , S u m m e r t 9 6 7
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judgment has indeed been keen and our choices PercePtive. lMe wrote
io precisely the right peoPle, i.e., those who have a similar problem to
onir. Chun.es are e*ceileni that, if our colleagueshave thought the problem worthy of study or even, in fact, labeled it a problem, their solution
in adequacy,imagination, and general brilliance matches our own.
More frequently than an answer or a suggestion of an answer comes
the responseihat Library X has no solution but they would be pleased to
receive a copy of our final report, i.e., a copy of others' solutions that un-

sensus."
Probably before we sent out the questionnaire-or maybe after we
got back the returns-we made something called a "literature search."
This too can be a disheartening experience.
Our enthusiastic opposition to censorship extends to absurd lengths
when applied to our own professional journals, and evidence of selection,
either on the basis of content or style, is sometimes lacking. Anyone willing to commit his thoughts to paper can get them printed-somewhere.
The question, "Is the author an authority on the subject?" seems to be
asked only if a book is being selected for the library's collection. It ap-

tenor of the remarks of their Proponent$.
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The pros and cons of various classification schemes are surely still
taught in library schools (or are they?) and it would seem reasonable for
a librarian to make his own choice of the appropriate scheme for his
institution without shouting at the top of his voice that he hated the
choice of his neighbor. Seldom has emotional response short-circuited so
much rational thought about a professional issue. The reaction indeed
seemsfar out of proportion to the cause or causesof the disputation. As
in other instancei, misstatementsand misrepresentationscan be stated in
a few words; refutation, if carefully and accurately made, would fill a
book. Not everyone has time to write a book, but almost everyone has
time to make a wild statement sound authoritative.
In this current classification clash there is endless rePetition of the
same ideas. They were not factually correct or logically justified the first
time they were presented,but repeated often enough they may sound convincing to some.
It iould be maintained that our literature was never replete with
profundities, but the more complex our problems and the more farieaching the consequences of our decisions, surely the less we can afiord
the airing in our professional press of off-the-cuff comments on our
current dilemmas.
But these days sending out a questionnaire or searching the literature is only for the budget-minded, and where do you find them? It is almost inevitable, when i problem larger than we are looms on the hori'
zon, that someone will propose a survey. In this affiuent age the financing
of such a project usually posesno difficulties and a qualified surveyor can
be lined up with little effort.
To be qualified a surveyor must (r) come from a distance and (z) be
unacquainted with the situation to be studied. These requirements guarantee an objective approach, it is said. They may also increase the likelihood that the final recommendations will include suggestions which
are not feasible given the particular set of local circumstances.A recent
survey of the various depaitments of the City of Philadelphia resulted in
recommendations that were unrealistic since they were made without
regard to the City Charter, union contracts currently in force, and civil
service procedures.
Basic to the employment of the survey technique is the assumption
that the one selected to do the survey has both the time and inclination
to be the honest, disinterested searcher after the truth that the librarian
expects and needs. The surveyor himself may be in a hurry. fn some
casesthe temptation to use a recommendation which he had worked up
for another occasion must prove too strong. How else explain the recommendations arrived at before the surveyor reaches the locale to be surveyed? On other occasionsit can only be presumed that the surveyor lent
his name but delegated to subordinates the responsibility for collecting
data and drawing the conclusions.
Afluent as our society is, most of us will have many more occasions
for evaluating the findings made in libraries X, Y, and Z than we will
Volumetr,Number j,Summer t957
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for studying the recommendations growing out of a survey of our own
institution. Difficult as ir may be ro evaluate a study made explicitly for
our own situation, it is downright hazardous to evaluate a study made
for sorneoneelse and to determine the degree to which the final conclusions are applicable to our problem.
Sometimes we evaluate a survey, not on the merits of the survey itself,
but rather on the name and reputation of the surveyor or the prominence
of the institution associatedwith the surv€y. The Enoch Pratt Free Library, with a reputation for bold action and forward-looking programs,
decided, after a survey, to reclassify its entire collection by the Library
of Congress Classification. Esther Piercy, at the time of this decision, expressedconcern that public librarians in general would jump to the conclusion that since Enoch Pratt took this action, it was undoubtedly a desirable course of action for all public libraries. It would be easier to
"reason" so than it would be to learn what kind of classification dilemma

_ Since the Los Angeles Public Library first announced the inaugurarion
of its data processing program, requests for information have come from
various parts of the country. We have told our questionersthat it is not
possibleto superimposethe Los AngelesPublic Library systemon any orher
existing system.There are involved detailed instructionsto the machine that
refl.ectonly the policiesand proceduresof the Los AngelesPublic Library; the
systemdesignedfor us can work for a public library thar has rhe samepolicies
and procedures.There is no shortcut to the developmentof an automated
system.l
Every library which feels that its innovations are worth reporting assumes with its initial reportin€i the obligation to make future reports of
progress. And if it is not progress they have to report, they will earn the
gratitude of the profession if they would report setbacks,temporary or
otherwise. The few such reports which have appeared in our literature
are like a fresh breeze but they are far outnumbered by those describing
in detail projects that sound operative but which are not ofi the drawing
board.
Like all other large libraries, we at rhe Free Library of Philadelphia
have our quota of visiting librarians, foreign and domestic. When we
.360.
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have had occasion to talk about book catalogs,we have often referred the
visitor to institutions where book catalogs were being produced by the
use of computers. It took an Australian librarian, Harrison Bryan, writing in a recent issue of Library Journal, to inform me that a printed
catalog of one library to which I had referred inquiries had not been
cumulated for three years. Mr. Bryan, in this same article, in which he
attempted an evaluation of "American Automation in Action," says:"Systems reported in the full flush of initial optimism are found abandoned
or modified out of recognition."2 The rush to publish plans and proposals, not always unequivocally labeled as such for the speed reader, is
not matched by the rush to explain wlty the plan or proposal did not
work.
When the experimental program or study is subsidized or wholly
funded by an agency such as the Council on Library Resources,the obligation to report to the profession is a particularly heavy one. The results of such a study were presented in the Winter 1966 issue of Library
Resources b Technical Seruices.The article was written by Robert M.
Hayes and others, and was entitled "The Economics of Book Catalog
Production." A good portion of the report is composed of tables, equations and samples,twenty-four pages as compared with ten pages of text.
I would be the last one to quesrion Mr. Haves's mathematics. but some of
the cost figures in Table rg r.prererrting "Comparative Costs: 3 Card
Catalogs and 5o Book Catalogs"a do come as a great surprise to me. One
example is the figure of $z4oo for manually filing cards for ro,ooo titles.
Unlike filing costs, I am unacquainted with costs for designing computer prog?:ams,but again I was surprised-no, the word is disbelieving
-when I read the figure of $3,ooofor this service.
When I have asked some of my colleagues interested in this subject
whether they checked out the equations presented in the article (four
pages in all) I was met with a surely-you-are-not-serious
look. I could not
be certain whether they thought I was misjudging their abilities or those
of the authors.
Daunted as I am by the mathematical equations, I can read the prose
pagesof this article and here too I run into difficulties, although they are
difficulties of a different nature. Since the purpose of this studv was "to
evaluate the economics of various major metnoas of producing book catalogs"+ the authors need not have discussedthe costs of card catalo,gsas
opposed to book catalogs and, in my opinion, the article would have
been stronger if they had not. Some readers of this article carried away
the impression, not justified by careful reading, that the authors concluded that a book catalog was less expensive than a card catalog. This is
not what is said. What is said is that "a book catalog would initially be
$r3,ooo less expensive than a card catalog."s In describing how they arrived at this figure, the authors state that for this comparison "to be fair,
it was decided to compare three complete card catalogs (one on each
floor of the building) with fifty copies of the book caralog."6 Granted one
is comparing peachesand apples-and this is one of the reasonsI do not
Volumetr,Number j,summer t957
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think the comparison is useful-using a g/5o ratio, even though Presumably based on consideration$ of access,does not seem to make the comparison "taft."
The authors state that in later years, when costs would be admittedly
higher for a computer-produced catalog, the "cost difierential could be
reduced by printing the complete catalog only every second or third
year."1 This comment invites the rejoinder that the cost of the book catalog as compared to the card catalog would apPear in an even more favorable lighi if it were published once a decade. But "to be fair," should
we not compare-if compare we must-a catalog which retained some
degree of currency with a catalog which aimed to do the same?
Regardless of the difficulties we encounter in ffying to keep abreast
of current developments in our field and make use of relevant data
gleaned from experiencesof our colleagues,one thing is certain: we must
continue to do so. How can we do so more profitably?
We might decide to limit the use of the questionnaire to those situations which demand a census-taking technique, but not rely on it as a
method of discovering revolutionary ideas.
So far as the quality of writing in our professional journals is concerned, it should be acknowleclged that in some quarters impressive
progress has been made. Perhaps at last our age is showing and maybe it
is only a mark of journalistic maturity that we are shocked when intellectual responsesare eclipsed by emotional reactions.
But these are secondary considerations when compared to learning
how to evaluate and apply the fruits of research.It is assumed,of course,
that the results of researchwill be presented in an honest, straightforward
style.and be as free as possible of bias. More research there must be and
will be, but it remains for the practicing librarian-administrator to apply the results to a working situation. Otherwise the research remains
"pure" in every senseof the word.
I trust that today's library school students are receiving thorough
training in research methods and on a much more sophisticated level
than we received twenty years ago. I would make such a course a prerequisite for the course on management and administration. It should be
encouraged as a "major." A knowledge of research methods is importdnt
equipment for today's librarians; it will be essentialfor tomorrow's.
Only a small percentage of the thesesprepared in partial fulfillment
for a Master's degree or a Ph.D. ever made any STeatcontribution to
knowledge, but it is to be hoped that the exerciseof doing the "research"
made the study of research techniques less an academic subject than it
would otherwise have been.
Two of the finest teachers at Chicago one year were Ralph Beals and
Leon Carnovsky. Some days they gave the impression that their vocabularies were limited to one three-letter word, "why." In a loquacious
mood this might become "How do you know?" It was sometimes exasperating, but it was efiective. When we were consumed with curiosity
to know their opinions, they insisted on our forming our own-carefully.
'
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I am sure they were not always impressed with what they had to work
with, but work they did, as though each of us were a Potential Librarian
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andTeaching
Cataloging-Study
(Excerpts
and Conclusions)
Launa C. CorvrN, Prof essor
Schoolof Library Science
Simmons College
Boston, Massachusetts
WARNER BISHOP, when Superintendent of the
R. WILLIAM
Library of Congress Reading Room, save what is now his wellL)
known essay,Cataloging as an Asset,aas an addressto the New York State
Library School,May r, r9r5, in which he said:
'ultimate
. . . as a sort of
consumer' of the cataloger's wares, I may be entitled to
say what I think of his product, and how much value I find it in my daily
work. . . .
But before we begin to talk about the relative value of the various phasesof the
librarian's calling, it is highly desirable that we ask ourselves just what that calling is. . . . There is the actual performance of the technical processesof library
work, the strictly'professional' side. . . . Just so the successfullibrarian is necessarily a compound of technical skill, acquaintance with technical processes,and
administrative ability. . . . In all this, of what value is a knowledge of cataloging?
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. . . But they flibrarians] make catalogs for the use of their readers. The point
is vital. Unless you think of the catalog as an instrument, you lose entirely the
point of view of modern cataloging pracrice. . . .
But why is the catalog a complex and difficult instrument? . . .
. . . Catalogs are complex becausepeople and books are complex. . . .
But what of the subject side?Can that be treared 'simply'? . . .
I might go on to show that in almost every branch of library work a knowledge
of catalogingis practically essential.. ..
. . . X'Ioreover,there are certain indirect results of the study and practice of cataloging which I must at least name. . . . Scoresof abbreviated book titles come to
us every day, and it is persons with a good knowledge of cataloging who must
readily interpret them.
If, then, a knowledge of cataloging is a very practical necessity for a trained li
brarian-though by no means his sole necessaryequipment, I hasten to add, lest
we fall into exaggeration-it would seem to follow naturally that the courses in
that subject in library schoolsshould prove one of the most profitable and practical parts of the curriculum. Far be it from me to criticize the manner in which
instruction in cataloging is presentedl But I have a feeling that the method of
approach on the part of both instructors and pupils has in many casesleft something to be desired. The reader's point of view and the administrative point of
view have been, I venture to say, rather frequently and unfortunately neglected
in the instruction.
. . The minutiae and the mechanics of cataloging (which
must be acquired!) naturally loom large in the eyes of the teacher. And on the
other hand the pupil is rather apt to be impatient of so much detail, so many
rules, so many exceptions, so much that is plainly drudgery. . . .
And what of the future? Are we to have practically the same sort of catalogs as in
the past? Are there no signs of change? . . . More and more the practical American spirit is seeking for co-ordination and coiiperation. It is by no means certain
that the card form of catalog will continue indefinitely as the chief tool of library workers. It is highiy probable that selected catalogs will take the place of
huge general repertories for most purposes. Dimly one can see possibilities of
mechanical changes and alterations, of the use of photography, instead of
printer's ink, possibilities of compression or even total change of form. Certainly our present card catalogs will require intelligent direction of the highest
order to make them respond to the demands of readers, to the needs of the
c o m m u n l t y .. . .
And here we come back to our beginning, to your aim as students of library sci
ence.
. Nothing in the craft should be foreign to you, least of all the art of
cataloging.
Re-reading this essay always proves fruitful-many
aspects of it appear as fresh and as timely in 1967 as in tgrb-especially
when one reviews published addresses, articles, papers, etc., which treat of education
for librarianship, namely the study and teaching of cataloging. Omitted
in this survey are texts, manuals, etc. prepared for teaching purposes. The
emphasis is generally American in point of view. It is highly subjective
(therefore somewhat biased) and {ragmentary (uneven in omissions) be-
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ing a personal selection of excerpts, primarily, designed to give the distinctive flavor of the individual author, and yet to highlight the consensus or the unique, to delineate the recurring as well as the new trends, to
demonstrate the fluctuating pattern of training versus education fo:
cataloging-its study and teaching. We read which teachersare (in print)
asking the questions, seeking the answers, creating the dialogue toward
change.
Moreover, the intent, rather than to review the entire span of literature on teaching cataloging, is to include published material chronologically from rg53 and to supplement Tauber's "Training of Catalogers
and Classifiers,"2appearing in Library Trends (rg53) in which he synthesizesthe studies of the early fifties: the Humeston and Pettus questionnaire surveys of instructional programs in cataloging and classification sent to accredited library schoohf the observations on the problems
of teaching cataloging, particularly Dunkin's idea of "creative skepticism"
o_nthe part of both instructor and student, and his statement thai despite
changesin course names little else has been changed; the descriptioni of
changed programs at Columbia and Illinois; and the evaluations of Columbia graduates of the cataloging teaching program.
Still in rybg, at the symposium evaluaring Lubetzky's Critique ot
"Report," Journal of Cataloging and Classification, Dean,3 representing
cataloging teachers,seemsworth quoting:
As a teacherof cataloging,my evaluationof N{r. Lubetzky'sreport is basedon
the assumption that the future generation of librarians acquire in library
schoolsan attitude toward cataloging which remains with t[em throughout
their entire professionallife. Especiallyis this true if they do nor becomecatalogers....
On the whole Mr. Lubetzkyis to be congratulatedon his couragein showingus
how a more logical and realisticset of rules may be devisedalong the lines of
the "pragmatic"approach.. ..
Dunkin's synthesis, lournal of Cataloging and Classification (tgEf)
of "The New-Made Mann: a Midwinter Symposium"a at which catalog
administrators, catalogers, and cataloging teachers (Doyle, Dunkin, Ladenson, Markley, Morris, Muller, Scott) discusscriteria for a new cataloging textbook, demonstrates the wide range of coverase d.esired.A sampling follows.
We want a new textbook on catalogingto reflectour own restlessscepticism. . .
lof the conventionaland the traditional, of] the value of every step in the catalogingprocess....
. . . [We] urge thar the history of catalogingand classificationshould be in the
book. . . .
. . . fand think] that the book should be written chiefly for graduateuse . . . [as]
the student must now think on his own . . . fabout.lmany unsolvedproblems.
. . . The student-cataloger
is to get the senseof working in a fluid situation-of
living dangerouslyif he doesnot live alertly.
Volume rtrNumber j,summer t9G7
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We shall all agree . . . that catalogers must learn to look on the catalog as a
means to an end rather than an end in itself. . . ' with more stresson theory behind cataloging practice . . .
. . . [to] the new cataloger [may] live with broad horizons . . . [through] the
study-olcomparative cataloging and classification, the study of interdependence
of cataloging, classification, and bibliograPhy . . . [to] learn to be adaptable . ' .
[and to be receptive to new ideas.]
No one seemsto want a how.to-do-it book . . . we seem to want both theory and
techniques . . . the new book not to replace codes and lists. . . but to bridge the
gap beiween theory and practice , . . lwirh coverage of] newer and more special
iechnical problems: the use of machines for card reproduction [and other op
serials . .
erations;] limited cataloging, recataloging, and reclassification
non-book materials. . . [etc.]
It seems,then, that the new cataloging textbook should deal both in attitudes
and techniques... .
Can we expect any teacher worth her salt to depend on only one textbook for a
graduatecourse?...
The next year, the Journal of Catalo'ging and Classification (tgf6)
devoted six papers to the general theme of teaching cataloging and training catalogerE education versus training again, which provide insight
into teaching versus library respo,nsibilities, tending toward a more definite line of demarcation htween the two areas of responsibility.
has presented coStrout in her "Cataloging in the GLS Curriculum"s
for integrating introductory
gent reasons and persuasive illustrations
Cataloging, along with Reference, Book Selection, and Readers' Advisory
"Interpretation,
EvaluaServices into a general course on librarianship,
tion and Use of Library Materials."
At the Graduate Library School we are experimenting in carrying integration
even further. It seems to us not only that practical and theoretical cataloging
cannot be separated if we are to have intelligent librarianship, but, if we keep
this same goal in mind, perhaps it is also hard to justify the traditional seParation of some of our main library functions, such as cataloging and reference.
Perhaps certain beneficial results would obtain from teaching all library functions as one procedure directed toward library service. . . .
Actually, the theory which lies behind our experiment seemstoo simple even to
justify the saying of it. It is based merely upon the belief that librarians ought to
be librarians rather than catalogers,and reference librarians . . . that a cataloger
ought to have the point of view of a libranan . . .
The practical criticism which could well be directed against this experiment in
integration is, of course, that libraries are not organized in this way, that after
all, libraries are divided into catalog departments and servicedepartments. . . .
If our schools were to exist primarily for the purpose of fulfilling tt.e expressed
needs of libraries, they would indeed be training schools. . . . It may be that the
needs which are expressed by libraries are not their greatest needs. Perhaps
there ought to be people trained in theoretical concepts who might sometimes
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Point a questioning finger at the starus quo, and think up new and possibly
even disturbing theories of what libraries ind librarians ought to be. Libraries
are hardly in a position to do this kind of thing for rhemselves.. . .

integrating bibliographic and cataloging sources, tools, and services.
The second paper by Shera, "On the Teaching of Cataloging,"T pleads
for theory first, a basic foundation of wh\ on whith to build; rarher than
the traditional inverse approach of hou', for successful practical application.
Now the theory of cataloging derives from the basic theory of bibliographic organization, and instruction in cataloging should be a super-structure founded
uPon a dual base of: a solid foundation, at the undergraduate level, in logic,
the principles of reasoning, and the scientific method, and through insrruction
at the Sraduate level in the principles and theory of bibliographic organization
and bibliographic method. . . .
. . . having mastered the theory of bibliography and the bibliographic system, the
student may safely be introduced to tradiiional library cataloging and its exemplification in the dictionary catalog. . . .
Finally one must not forger that cataloging is the heart and soul of librariantltip . . . The library catalog is a true bridge between acquisition and organization . . . a great cohesiveforce that binds the library into a unified whole. .. .
The third paper by Tauber, "Teaching of Cataloging,"s further develops the five basic objectives suggested in his "Introduction"
to Library
Trends, October, tgbg, for the "Training of Catalogers and Classifiers":
In terms of a teaching program they are:
r. Inculcating basic knowledge: . . . at Columbia we have come to believe that
cataloging is only part of the training of the librarian. . . . We are nor so much
concerned with job training as we are with education-thar is, that the library
school graduate will be able to use basic knowledge of cataloging and classification in carrying out his work as a professional librarian. . . .
z. Deaeloping ability in orderly, analytic thinking: Too many students. .. have
not had the intensive taining in college of thinking in rerms of principles . . .
those students who have mastered these principles . . . have no difficulty translating principles into pracrice. . . . An effort is made to force srudents ro think in
terms of purpose.
g. Desire to grou in knowledge and keep abreast of changes: . . . The student is
brought to the threshold of application of rules of cataloging, but he is also
made aware of the developments in cataloging and related areas so that he will
be ready for changes of the future. . . . The value of a cataloger to a library is
probably in direct proporrion to his ability to make sound initial judgments . . .
decisions concerning the rype of cataloging to be applied ro certain materials
is directly related to the purposes of the library. . . .
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4. Understandingof economicand seruiceuiewpoi.nts:. . . Catalogershave a responsibilityfor the economicwelfareof the library as a whole. . . . This is what
is meant by a feeling for values-the ability to be flexible,to accePtsuggestions
and study them, even if they are not eventuallyapplicable,and to be objecdve
in any appraisaland evaluationof operations.. . .
g. Nurturing an understandingthat will be useful in library-wideproblems:. . .
Why do we have catalogersin libraries?To make records?To producecard catalogs?Yes,but only in so far as the recordsand the catalogsare useful to the
readersand the stafiin their effortsto assistusers.. . .
The remaining three articles treat of the other side of the coin, the
cataloger on the job; what training is expected and what training may be

field of activity can possibly be more readily filled."
Fullertonro deals in specifics, evaluating the usual and the unusual
methods of in-service training within catatoging dePartments of college
and university libraries, somewhat from the traditional point of view.
"Cataloging is not dull, nor is the catalog dePartment the refuge for
those who can clo nothing else. It is a place where some of the most fundamental, exciting work in the library go€son."
The third paper, Morton's "Induction Training of Catalogers"ll is
a systematic and thoroup;h literature search which defines, compares, and
evaluates in-service training with induction training, as to purposes and
programs, methods and devices. She indicates that, little of the literature
relates to training catalogers.
givesattention to the
None of the standardtexts on catalogingand classification
problem of bridging the gap betweenlibrary schooland the first catalogingposition. . . . No descriptionsof actual or proposedprogramsfor use in cataloging
departmentshaveappearedin print. . . .
He [Tauber] specificallymentionsthe existenceof a staff manual and recorded
decisionsasfactorsin the developmentof new personnel. . .
But catalogingteachersare not alone in thinking that the library has a part to
play in the training of catalogers.
...
Her conclusions show that with the new library education Programs,
more carefully planned induction programs in libraries will need to be
implemented for new catalogers.
Since the rg5r/Humeston and rg5z/Pettus questionnaire surveys
directed to accredited library school instructional programs noted by Tauber in rg53, another survey, "Cataloging Courses in the Prescribed Curriculum,"lz was undertaken in rg57 by Young and published as an Illinois Occasional Paper. Noting the swing to more glamorous courses,from
too much time devoted earlier to cataloging and classificationcoursesand
.968.
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from their prominent place in the curriculum, Young surveyscontent and
methods. With the purpose to take stock of teaching programs in g7 accredited library schools offerirrg the fifth year degree, "the questionnaire
was designed to measure scope of cataloging knowledge, not depth. Usable replies were received from 29, or ?8 per cent, of the schools."
Results are tabulated in nine categories for the required cataloging
courseswith the following headings: (r) required number of semester
hours of cataloging; (z) level of insrruction; (3) areas of emphasis; (4)
balance of theoretical and practical; (5) textbooks used; (6) required reading; (?) classification schemes included; (8) rules for subject headings
taught; (g) miscellaneouscataloging topics included.
Young concludes it is likely that
. . . three out of everyfive library schoolgraduateshavehad a minimum of two
coursesin cataloging.Although 6zlo of the schoolsrequire only one courseof
degreecandidates,regardlessof area of specialization,the g\fo of the schools
which require two coursesaccount for gSlo of the graduates.. . .
The catalogingknowledgeof the graduatewith one coursemay be describedas
broad in scope.Catalogingteachersapparenrlybelievethat there is a minimum
of catalogingknowledgewhich evety student should possess,
and if only one
courseis required,then this minimum amount must be crowdedinto this course.
Becausethe period of instructionis brief, the graduate'sknowledgeprobablyhas
little depth.
The scopeof knowledgeof the graduatewith rwo coursesis not double that of
the graduatewith one course.Perhapsit is one-fourthto one-thirdgreater.The
secondcourseseemsto be designedprimarily to suengthen and deepen the
knowledgegainedin the first,largelywithin the sameframework.
When reviewing in r96o the early curriculum (r9ro) of the Wisconsin
Library School, Schenk,13Journal of Education for Librarianship, rcferc
to cataloging, one of the Long Courses, and to the "technical courses" as
the "dread and the terror," filled with details and routines. She confirms
her belief in the reasonableness of our present programs, however, both
from the Young study and from Shera and Strout, whom she quotes.
Dunkin, sketching "The Development of Technical Services Training,"re Journal of Education fu Librarianship (1962) continues to ask
questions:
r. The chain of command:is the idea of technicalservicesan intellectual conceptor is it simply an administrativedevice?. . .
z. The routinesand the rules: Can-or should-routines and rules be taught in
school?Are they the stufi graduatestudyis madeof? . . .
The history of the teaching of the technical services goes back .
1 8 8 7... .

to

We began with a compromise. ..
The compromise lasted long and flourished. . . .
Then in r94r appeared "Crisis in Cataloging." . . .
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But the spirit of revolution was
theory behind the rule? . . .

the air and it still abides with us. What is the

Ffe notes schools which list Technical Services courses and indicates
in content or program among these. He briefly
the lack of any uniformity
evaluates the codes, the texts, the manuals, the lists familiar to all librarians. Ffe concludes with his favorite theme of creative skepticism.
Teachers do need practical experience, a lot of it . . .
The teacher must be a revolutionary, not a preacher . . .
But he cannot revolt unless he knows precisely what he is revolting against and
why....
. . . he will begin with the basic techniques.
devastating analysis.

Then will come theorv and

Again, Dunkin speaks/writes, Journal of Education for Librarianship
(rq64) on "Cataloging and Classification,"lr indicating the three limitations of his paper.
r. It is purelypersonalopinion....
z. It is prejudiced.. . .
3. This paper definesthe beginning coursein catalogingin terms of the objectives,content, and methodologyoutlined in the Morton-Prince-DeweyrePort. . . .
Outline in style, Dunkin expands his three-fold "definition," then
states the three problems in this definition, which are principles and
practice, students, and omissions. The first, obvious principles and practice, he defines succinctly. The second problem, students in cataloging
courses,he divides into three categories: (r) the small library librarians,
(z) other students wanting only one cataloging course, (3) the "weird
. So all three
ones" who specialize and take the advanced courses.".
kinds of students will be served by a course which is chiefly practice. . . .
the first two may need some mixture of principles and criticism of principles and practice. . . ." The advanced students will explore complicated
techniques and "ctiticize constructively." He then indicates the omissions
that may occur in all three sectionsof the definition: objectives, content,
and methodology.
Within the framework of the curriculum because "articulation is a
two-way street," Dunkin demonstrates how the basic cataloging course
dovetails with other courses,under the following headings: (r) Advanced
Cataloging and Classification, (z) Documentation, (3) Bibliography and
Reference, (4) Administration and Cost Analysis, (5) History of Books
and Libraries.
The curriculum . . . should try primarily to develop attitudes rather than to in. must be concernedchiefly with pracstruct or drill in techniques.. . . But
tice....
This attitude should stressthe central role of the catalog in the library's work;
.
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. . . it should seek the reasons for cataloging practice and welcome any change
to a better practice.

Transition
from decade fifty to decade sixty is keynoted in a philo'Present
sgPh-rc and penetrating paper, ';Implications of
Trends in Technical Services for Library Instruction,"rT Joutnal of Ed.ucation
for Librarianship (r962) by Carlyle Frarey.

ing schemesand lists . . . a4d additional tools of this sort will be developed . . .
these developments will lead to codes and lists and schemeswhich are less prescriptive . . . and which may attempt
to outline and develop alternatives,
leaving it to the judgment of technical ser-vice experts which . . , may suit besr
the local need.
. . , the library school will need to give more atenrion . . . to rhe history and
theory of classification and to the application and use of these orher schemes.
Our present
emphasis on descrrptrve cataloging and subject analysis is
likely to change radically and less teaching time will be given to [the former]
. . . ancl more to subject cataloging.
4. Research and development in machine systemsfor information organization
and retrieval is certain to lead ultimately to the introducrion of appropriate
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systems to handle the more complex needs. ' . [th. library school] can and
must attempt . . . the education of librarians who will understand the role of
. . dlvices in library service . . . and who can direct their oPeration and
;T:.
5. There will be continuing need to insure that the education of all librarians
includes a firm foundation in the fundamentals of the technical services.. . .
In conclusion
lows:

Frarey

has sketched the present and the future

as fol-

. . . courses . . . now endeavor to combine a descriptive approach . . . a theoreti-

services,or a manager for them.
Advanced courses
are likely to become problem-oriented . . . in exploring
and evaluating the avenues oPen . . . for solving some complex problem of procurement, organization, and preparation for use
[with] emphasis upon
.
.
.
study, investigation and research
. . . During the next decade we will certainly see increasing use of appropriate
audio-visual aids, other teaching devices, and experimentation with different
teaching methods, new and revised texts, ,and use of television for both intramural and extramural instruction . . .
.
two variables which will be . . . influential in determining the {uture of
are, first, the perceptiveness of the proteaching in the technical services
fession itself to these developments and trends . . . and second, the standards or
requirements for certification which now exist or may be developed. . ' .
Along with Dunkin's and Frarey's PaPers in the lournal
(196z) Boll has a brief article, "Teaching
for Librarianship
Economical' Cataloging"18 in which he states:

of Ed'ucation
'Effi.cient
and'

We deal . . . with rwo entirely difierent problems: the administratiae ptoblem of
arranging our work efficiently, and the bibliographic problem of deciding what
information, and how many accesschannels, to provide. . . .
The art of the cataloging teacher requires a delicate balance between standards
between cold rulei and their application in a live organiza?rld.tTi*t""rion,
. . . he must teach variety. . . .
only by showing the purpose of cataloging, only by showing that current standards'ari really not ironclid, can one create the emotional climate in which future librariani will dare to introduce a change, will dare to be brief rather than
standardized. . . .

'
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During the rygg/rg66 period only one rhesis, a master's essay, was
listed, Mannlein's "Analysis of Contenr in the Core Cataloging and Clas+
ification Course in the Library Schools Accredited bv the American Library Associ?rion,"re (r96r). This was not read..

rt is . . . predictable also that the need will be increasingly not for rourine caralogers but for imaginative, progressive, and crearively thinking caralogers . . .
For the library school this means that rhe course in cataloging will need. to emphasize more an understanding of the purposes, problems, ind principles of
cataloging and a critical evaluation of existing rules and methods rather than a
tacit acceptanceof and drill in theserules and methods . . .
. . . If the Library is ro attract and hold the type of cataloger desired and needed,
he must be oflered a modern instrumenr whiih will malie his work interesting,
meaningful, and respected by the profession. That is whar cataloging should
naturally be, for it deals with the srructure of the library's nerye center and has
engagedsome of the besr minds in the history of librarianship. . . ,
"On Teaching Cataloging,"2r lournal of Education
for Librarianship
(t965) Lubetzky likens the "catalog . . .
window
a
through which a
[t"]
person can look into the recesses of a library." He continues his same
theme with further comments on the limitations of the Red Book and
points out the need for a "competent knowledge and understanding of
the structure and use of the . . . catalog."
From the Canadians a panel (Bassam,
Johnston, Hagler, Fraser) discuss "Training
for Technical Services,"zz reported in Library Resources
b Technical Seraices (tg6+). Bassam asks and replies to questions illustrating "to what extent and how, cataloguing and classification should be
taught in the Library School. . . ."
. . . Is cataloguing a basic subject required by all, or is it only for rhe use of a
few?...
In the library, who is it who is concerned with the correct aurhor entry, title
entry, and the subject under which a user is able to find an article or a book? Is
it only the people who work under the label "technical services"?. . .
. . . How much cataloguing does each librarian need? How much can you cover
in a year's course which is very full now? . . .
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Hagler deals
. . . largely with areas lof technical services]other than cataloguing . . . acquisitions, gi{t and exchange work, circulation mechanics, photoduplication in and
by the library, and binding problems . . . fwhich are often nor treared by] formal education in library schools. . .
. . . Each is a rapidly changing field . . .
What we uill be able to do . . . is mechanize many more of our repetitive, routine duties; and if we are to do this wisely we must acquire knowledge of machinetechniques...
Who is responsible for providing these "extra-curricular" sessions,for installing
the spirit of continuing education? The library school, yes,but . . .
Fraser deals with colleges and universities where
Technical sewices librarians also need to know much more rhan they do now
about bibliography, publishing, and the book trade. . . .
The basic academic background necessary for all technical service work consists of sound bibliographrcal training, some degree of subject specialization
and facility in languages.. . .
Finally, if our technical serviceslibrarians are to be trained as planners for the
future, they must learn about the futureWith so much emphasis on the catalog, the dominant thread running
through almost all the excerpts, it is a relief to read Foskett's "Library
Education: the Role of Classification, Indexing, and S,ubject Analysis,"zs
the one Britisher who has been included,Librar2
Quarterly (tg6+).
. . . I believe that the study of classification and subject analysis represenrs the
intellectual zenith of educarion for librarianship; but it is not, for librarians, an
end in itself. . . .
. . . Not every librarian needs to be able to make classification schemes,any more
than he needs to make a computer. But everv hbrarran needs to understand the
nature of the techniques he uses,and to judgl the appropriareness of each to his
own needs. . . . For basic studies, the comparative anaiysis of current trends and
theories offers much more toward establishing fundamental principles than the
study of individual schemes in isolation, wrthout reference to any theoretical
background.
In advanced studies, I think there is no doubt that classification has established
its claim to an important place. . . .
Fifty years ago Dr. Bishop envisioned the future of cataloging which
we consider commonpiace today. Five years ago Frarey pointed to the future teaching of the technical services in the next decade. His conclusions
are reasonable and significant. Recommended changes or pleas for change
in the excerpts culled for "Cataloging-Study
and Teaching" show recurring patterns of thinking. They focus on major issues or raise searching
que$trons which are still unresolved or unanswered.
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Is it again time to recommend a further survey of cataloging courses
in ALA accredited library schools?If so, what criteria would create meaningful evaluation of objectives, content, and methodology? Is a national
minimum standard for cataloging coursesthe goal, or rather the unique
contributions of the individual schools based upon their faculties and
their facilities?
Should required basic introductory cataloging coursesbe keyed only to
the functional needs of the non-cataloger?When we advocate knowledge
of philosophy, theory, principles, whose philosophy, whose theory, whose
principles? When we advocate knowledge of practical considerationswhose practice, whose procedures?On all counts, is the comparativ€ approach the most viable clue? Are decision-making and value judgments
the primary objective?
Can cataloging, classification, technical servicesbe taught strictly on
the graduate level? Only when audio-visual aids, expertly adapted as sophisticated instructional media, supplement traditional methods will
graduate instruction be feasible. ,Automation is here. Moreover, we accept the machine with all it can be programmed to do for cataloging and
for technical services.
When will education be difierentiated from training for cataloging lib'rarians?What is the responsibility of the library school to its students
and to the profession-to provide catalogers or to educate librarians?
Has the middle-of-the-road program been satisfactory to either group? All
librarians must be concerned with education for librarianship and must
take both responsibleand appropriate leadership to meet the future.
Will continued teacher and student dissatisfaction with cataloging
courses engineer a successful revolution in cataloging courses? Only
when we add to Dunkin's "creative skepticism" an equal amount of creative innovation!
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ALA FilingRules-NewEdition
Paur,rNeA. Ssrrv
D ire ctor, T echnical Seraices
Denuer Public Library
Chairman, Editorial Subcommitteeon the
ALA Rules f or Filing Catalog Cards

q INCE THE WORK OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE on the ALA Rules
t]
Filing Catalog Cardsl is nearly completed, this paper on rhe new
.for
edition of the rules will take the form of a summary finai report on the
work of the Subcommittee.2

r. Established as a subcommittee
r962.
2. A report on the early work of
siderations-on- filing, appeared, in
Winter, 1964 (Seely,Pauline A. "ALA

Volume tt,Number

of the ALA

Editorial

committee

in seprember

the subcommittee, along with some general conLi.brary Resources & Tichnical
sera{ces, g:15-25.
Filing Rules')

j,summer t967
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will have an effect on arrangement of entries are not€d throughout the
new edition of the filing rules, and where Pertinent, suggestionsare given
for incorporating new-form with old-form headings in the same catalog.
It should also be noted that the filing system recornmended in the new
filing rules will minimize the effectsof the heading changes and so facilitate adoption of the new cataloging rules.
The Subcommittee decided that the new edition should be a code of
consistent, recommended rules, with no alternatives (in the r94z edition
6o percent of the rules included alternatives). In some caseswhere other
methods seem to deserve mention they are covered in descriptive notes,
not presented as alternative rules.
Some of the rules studied were found to be needlessly complex and
even inconsistent, and some seemedto go through painful contortions to
arrive at weird results. The Subcommittee concluded, on the basis of the
many pleas for simpler rules and a marked trend toward simpler anangements found in the rules, even some from large university libraries, that
the simplest possible arrangement should be presented. Therefore, it was
decidedthatlhe basic order should be straight alphabetical, disregarding
Punctuation, with just a few exceptions, the major one being that personal surname entries are arranged before other entries beginning with
the same word or combination of words. This editio'n will present the
frrst known embodiment of that principle when applied consistently

straight alphabetical order should result in more accurately filed catalogs; from the user's point of view, the inflexible order of the alphabet
presents a uniform order that can be easily understood. An attemPt was
made to develop an alternative code of rules based on a consistent regard for punctuation, but this too was not entirely satisfactory,becauseof
lack of consistencvin ounctuation.s
The basic principie is that filing should be straightfonvard, item by
item through the entry, not disregarding or transposing any of the elements, nor mentally inserting designations. The few situations where this
principle has not been applied are usually due to the structure of the
heading. All rules and examples are based on the form in which headings
and entries are commonly made, according to standard cataloging rules
3. The author has recently received a letter from H. Wellisch, who compiled Fflrng
Rules, with Examples in Hebreu and Roman Characters $erusalem, Centre for Public Libraries, 1966), in which he states that there has been some criticism of those
rules bccause of some places where straightforward order was sacrificed for another
arrangement, "The trend is clearly to file as written without any frills and artificial
'logical'
anangements which are largely unintelligible to the public." In a reader
survey conducted by Tel Aviv University, an overwhelming majority preferred straightforward arrangement of all entries beginning with words like "Israel," without any at'
tempt to make a classified arrangement.
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and practice. Serious consideration was given to the possibility of arranging certain types of headings exactly as wrirten (..g., M' and Mc as
M and Mc, not as Mac; De Morgan as two words rathel' than one), but
since these rules are primarily for manual filing it was decided not to
make such a radical break with long established practice (besides, although theoretically the same name should always appear in exactly the
same form, actually one cannot depend on rhis).
Mechanization of filing rules, when fully developed, will undoubtedly
have far-reaching efiects on both the filing order and the form of entries
themselves.Befoie attempting to wrire th"enew edition of the ALA rules
the author had not fully realized the extent to which our present manual
filing is dependent on the mind of the human filer. Since a machine cannot apply the knowledge, reasoning, and interpretation that a human
filer can, either some filing rules or sorne forms of entries, or both, will
have to be changed before machines can do the job effectively. Those who
have been working with the problem of developing a computer program
for filing have found that such a program based on either the present
ALA or Library of Congress filing rules is theoretically possible, but
would present immense practical diffrculties. Concomitantly, they are
questioning the rules themselves-would the results always be worth the
effort? One phase of the trend in mechanized filing causes the author
some concern-that is the printing out of entries exactly as prepared for
input, e.9., the omission of initial articles and the writing out of numerals (examples of problems which the human filer would handle on an "as
if" basis); this does violence to the bibliographic integrity of the item,
and is comparable to the concessionsmade to the machine back in the
days when most catalog cards were prepared manually on a typewriter.
Since there is still so much to be done toward standardization of mechanized filing rules, the Subcommittee was instructed to disregard the area
of automation, but the trends were often brought into its consideration
of a particular filing problem.
The draft of the rules developed into a very full and detailed code,
covering as many specific filing problems as possible, with considerable
emphasis on foreign languages and correlation with cataloging rules.
Since a definite need for a simpler version for small and medium-sized
libraries was recognized, it was decided that two separatecodesshould be
published, one a full and detailed code, the other an abridgement. The
abridged edition consists of the same basic rules as the full version, but
with most of the specializedand explanatory material omitted.
The basic drafts of the two editions &'ere approved by the Execurive
Committee of the Cataloging and Classification Section and the ALA Editorial Committee at the ALA Midwinter meeting in New Orleans, January r967.
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Controlof BookFundsat the University
of HawaiiLibrary
Rerrn R. Snaw
Dean of Library Activities
Uniuersity ol Hauaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

rf.l HIS IS A REPORT on the application of a procedure combining
I
manual and computer operations to control both total and departmental allocations of book expenditures at the University of. Hawaii
Library. This procedure has been in operation for more than a year and
a half. It does not delay sending orders to suppliers and it provides better and faster control than was achieved by the manual accounting system previously used while costing about one-thirteenth as much.
The Iibrary rents an alpha-numeric keypunch only, at a cost of
$693.ooper year, and it is used less than half time for this op€ration, the
balance of its time being allocated to other functions. The computer
service is provided by the University's Computating Center on a r4or. It
has averaged t7.g minutes of computer time per month at a cost of
$33.ooper hour.
In a fiscal year ry64/65 when the distribution of book expenditures
was done by hand we spent $zz5,ooo for books and the accounting required 2398 man hours. 1967 rates are used in all casesto maintain comparability and the rate used is $e.32 per hour. This rate was determined
by dividing the beginning salary for the lowest grade of personnel used
for this work by r75o hours-i.e., zo8o hours, minus annual leave, average sick leave, and Iegal holidays. This loads the figures in favor of the
manual system since not all employees are at the beginning of the grade.
Supervisory costs, overhead costs and fringe benefits are taken as constant, even though it is obvious that more people means more overhead
cost; this again loads the figures in favor of. the manual system.
The 2398 man hours at $2.82 per hour made the direct accounting
cost $5,569.86for handling $2zb,ooo worth of book orders, or $24.72 for
accounting for each thousand dollars spent for books. Since the central
order unit is currently spending $6o6,ooofor books, if we handled it the
same way we did two years ago, it would cost 6o6 x $24.72 or $r4,98o.32.
Instead, as indicated below, it is costing $rr54.oo or $r.go for accounting
for each thousand dollars worth of books purchased. The costs are as
follows basedon records of a full calendar year of operation:
'
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Annual Cost
Keypunch operarion z3o hrs/yr. at 2.82
Keypunch rental (half charged to rhis operation)
5o,ooo cards
r4or time. r7.3 min/month - 3.46 hrs/yr. ar gg3 per hr.
Manual pulling of punched cards ro match bills
(Note: this is actually done by srudenr help at $r.35 per hour
or a total of about $gr.oo instead of $r37.oo)

5E4.oo
3r 6.oo
53.oo
r r4.oo
r37.oo

Total annual cost

$r r54.oo

center on campus. They have a record indicating the allocation by code
numbers, the amount previously obligated for each, the amount ex-

ory for that department and the new commitment is added to the
amount previously obligated.
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The manual system formerly used did not adjust the obligated
amounts to tme amounts so it was not as useful as the computer record.
It would cost a great deal more to pull any one of 6o or more ledger
sheetsfor each transaction and do the adjustment of obligated funds so,
in fact, it had not been done and the information on departmental balanceswas not very reliable in our manual accounting system.
Whether or not this routine is suitable for other libraries depends
upon a number of factors which would have to be studied in each case.If
no other operations are performed on the keypunch it would be necessaryto charge the total keypunch rental to this operation. Also if a commercial service center had to be used instead of the university's own center, that would about double the hourly rate for use of the r4or' Libraries
that do not allocate funds, keeping the total book accounts as a single
unit would not have as much to gain from this type of operation as one
that distributes its book funds against many accounts. The size of the
book budget, too, will be an important factor in determining the best
method. Monthly rePorts are fully adequate to meet our legal and administrative requirements. If weekly reports were required the computer
time costswould increaseaccordingly.
In sum, this routine has resulted in better control of our book funds
and. in a substantial saving that we can Put to use in providing improved
library service. Some of the subroutines, such as manual pulling of the
punched cards, were studied to deterrnine whether further saving could
be effected by mechanizing them, and the results were negative at this
time-so they continue to be done by hand. Anyone else contemplating
the use of this or any similar system would have to base the decision on
a full manaplementstudy of the present and proposed procedures, under
the conditions and requirements of their own situations.
C O MPU TERI ZED
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has given the Los AngelesCounty Public
The Council on Library Resources
Library a grant of $38,oooto study computerizedlibrary applications.The major
areasto be investigatedare registrationand circulation control, catalogproduction, and related activities.Prototype systems,utilizing such advanced techniques as optical characterreading and line-printing in an extendedcharacter
set,will be developedand testedaspart of the program.
Resultsof the study will be utilized in the conversionof the entire Los AngelesCounty Library book catalogto a new computerizedproduction method,
in a program scheduledto begin in fiscal 1966/67.The County Library book
catalog,a union list of more than r5,ooophoto-reducedpages,is regularly updated with cumulativesupplementsand is availablefor public use at all 93 city
and communitylibrariesin the County system.
The Library will engagea firm of data processingconsultantsto work with
the Library stafi.Coordinatorfor the project for the Library will be Ronald A.
Zuckerman,ResearchAssistant.
Findings of the study are expectedto have application to centralizedcataloging, processing,
and circulation control activitiesof various typesof libraries.
The findingswill be publishedfor the information of other libraries.
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Recollections
Oncrxe MeHouny PrrnnsoN
f ormerly Executiae Secretary,R ?SD

With grear inreresr I read "In Retrospect: RTSD 19gT-:167',in the
Winter 1967 issue of LRTS, for it brought back memories'of behind the

srstance.
During formation of the Division life was rather hectic at AI-A Headqu,arlers for ALA was being reorganized as well as RTSD being established. Instead of responsibility only to division boards, the eiecutive
secretariesbegan reporting directly to the ALA Executive Secretary and
at the same time continued working for elected division officers. It was
my good fortune at that time to have as officers those who had labored
Volume tr,Number j,summer t967
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section omcers appealed to headquarters for guidance, which I hope was
available when needed.

breadth and strength of RTSD.

Board were held at Midwinter and annual conferences, where the assistant editors were encouraged to find articles representing their fields
of interest. The Executive Secretary's participation on the Editorial
Board was more for g;aining information than anything else. All of the
editorial work was always voluntary, as were the contributions of the
Managing Editor and, later, the Advertising Assistant. Only circulation
management was carried out in the Executive Secretary'soffice.
In the first issue of LRTS Esther wrote an introduction which concluded with the prophetic sentence, "Great days are ahead and Library
Resourcesand Tichiical Seraicesanticipates being part of them!" In the
past few years it has meant a great deal to me to realize that I was able to
ihare in the formation of the "great days" and work with the founders

under the leadership of elected officers?
From all reports and observations it aPPears that RTSD has an efficient and effective Executive Secretary, Etizabeth Rodell. I am grateful to her for enhancing the office which I had the good fortune to help
establish.

'
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